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PARTl 

DECISION-MAKERS' GUIDE 

FIVE REASONS FOR YOU TO READ THIS GUIDE 

(1) YOU, as a decision-maker, are responsible for the healthier life of the people. 

(2) YOU are responsible for the protection of the environment. 

(3) YOU must and can provide better solid waste management services with 
less resources. 

(4) YOU are the key person to break a vicious circle and introduce a positive 
circle in solid waste management. 

(5) YOU may be able to get the advice of foreign consultants. 
It is YOU, however, who will have to make a decision. 
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In recent years, problems of solid waste management have attracted much greater attention 
all over the world as solid waste generated increases both in volume and variety, causing ever
increasing adverse impacts on health and the environment. Solid waste management problems are 
basically urban problems. They are especially serious in developing countries because of rapid 
rural-urban migration. 

Although Pacific island countries share many common problems with developing countries 
in other parts of the world, solid waste. management problems in Pacific island countries are quite 
unique, requiring special attention by the decision-makers in charge of solid waste management. 
This guide has been prepared with an aim to help decision-makers at national and local government 
levels of Pacific island countries make strategic decisions for the improvement of their solid waste 
management services. Part 2 of this document entitled "Practitioners' Guide To Municipal Solid 
Waste Management In Pacific Island Countries" (hereiDafter referred to as Practitioners' Guide) 
should be referred to for more technical details. 

FIVE FACTORS IN PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES WHICH REQUIRE 
SPECIAL ATTENTION IN RELATION TO SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 

1. Country Size 

The size of a Pacific island country in terms of area and population is very small except for 
countries Iike Papua New Guinea and Fiji. In addition, Pacific. island countries are located in the 
midst of a vast ocean, very far from industrialized countries. Import of industrial products in small 
quantities is quite uneconomical. Physical inputs necessary for solid waste management such as 
equipment, machinery, spare parts and fuel are expensive and in some cases extremely difficult to 
procure, necessitating careful decision-making in equipment selection. 

2. Economy of the Country 

Although the situation differs from country to country, many Pacitic island countries 
depend heavily on foreign aid. Nonetheless the amount of foreign aid for Pacific island countries is 
expected to decline, in tandem with decreasing global trend after the end of the cold war. 
Therefore it is quite important for decision-makers of Pacific island countries to be able to deliver 
more services to address the increasing urban population with the existing resources available, or 
even less. (DO MORE WITH LESS) 

Basically there are two service strategies which can be applied in order to do more with 
less. The first is to strengthen supply capacity through productivity improvement. This can be 
achieved through better planning and management. The second is to reduce service demand 
through waste minimization and reduced littering based on active public participation. 

In Pacific island countries, almost all goods are imported to sustain people's daily needs. 
This generates an excessive amount of package waste which, because of the limited market, has 
very little possibility of recycling except for aluminium cans and beverage bottles. In other words, 
waste minimization measures such as recycling of package waste practicable in other parts of the 
world are not easily applicable in Pacific island countries. It is therefore necessary to explore other 
workable measures for waste minimization. 
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3. Improvement of Environmental Health 

Deficiency in drinking-water supply, wastewater management and solid waste management 
is affecting adversely the health conditions of the people in Pacific island countries. It is the major 
cause of infectious diseases such as diarrhoea, hepatitis, malaria, filaria and dengue fever. Health 
service costs in Pacific island countries are considerably high compared with other developing 
countries because it is rather cure oriented. To make health services more cost-effective, 
preventive measures such as improvement of environmental health conditions through better solid 
waste management should be emphasized. 

4. Protection of , Fragile Environment 

Although the natural enviromnent of, Pacific island countries, which is endowed with 
tropical flora and fauna, is breathtakingly beautiful and attractive for tourists, it is highly fragile 
and vulnerable to human activities. Deficient solid waste management will not only damage the 
coral and mangrove ecosystems which are the resource base for fisheries and tourism, but also 
pollute irreversibly the groundwater lens which is quite important in countries which are constantly 
suffering from water shortage: 

5. Promotion of Tourism 

A healthy and beautiful environment is the very basic resource. for the tourism industry 
which is expected to be one of the strategic industries for many Pacific island countries to become 
self-reliant. Such an environment can be attained through better solid waste management.' Clean 
towns and beaches will definitely attract more tourists. 

FIVE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN 
PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES 

1. Excessive Amount of Package Waste 

Domestic waste in Pacific island countries· is unique when compared with that of other 
developing countries. Both in volume and weight, the percentage of package waste such as cans, 
bottles, plastic containers and carton boxes is very high. As already mentioned, because of the 
countries' lack of economies of scale and their remoteness from the market, the recycling of 
package waste is quite difficult except for aluminium cans. It makes the life of a landfill site even 
shorter and this problem is exacerbated by difficulty in the acquisition of new sites. 

2. DifTlculty In Equipment Maintenance 

Maintenance of solid waste management equipment, especially sophisticated equipment 
such as compactor vehicles and incinerators, is quite difficult in Pacific island countries because of 
the problems encountered in acquiring spare parts, hot climate and salty air, and few skilled 
mechanics. Therefore, the selection: of equipment should be carried out with special caution. The 
past experience of neighbouring countries should be studied carefully. The selection of appropriate 
storage bins is also important. The use of inappropriate bins such as 55-gallon steel drums is quite 
common in Pacific island countries.' When they are tilled with wet garbage, they become too 
heavy, causing not only severe health risks for the collection workers, but also reduced collection 
efficiency due to longer loading time. 
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3. DlmqJlty In Site; Acqu\S!tion for Landfill ... 

In countries whl:re teoImical, financial anl human resources necessary for the construction 
and operation of sanitarrlandfills are limited, it is extremely' important to select good sites for 
landfills so as to reduce the burden on the resources. The acquisition of landfill sites, however, is 
very difficult in small island countries because every piece of land is already earmarked for some 
other purpose and land ownership is quite complicated. It is also extremely difficult to find sites 
which are not likely to affect adversely the fragile natural environment such as coral reefs and 
mangroves .or groundwater aquifers, or the landing and taking off of aircraft. Therefore, practical 
methods for. the selection of acceptable sites and simple and workable landtilling proce;dur~.which 
would guarantee minimum environmental protection are, particularly required in Pacific.island 
countries.". 

4. Insufrlcient or Not Duly Trained Human Resources 

Because of the lack of an absolute Il1lISS of human popUlation in Pacific island countries, 
there is an acute shortage of skills in key professional, technical, management and administrative 
areas. Such shortage, in some cases exacerbated by heavy emigration, has been a key factor in 
restricting the pace of economic and social. development in Pacific island countries. It. has resulted 
in a less than effective use of development C,lIpital, including foreign aid, and in many cases, in a 
heavy reliance on high-cost expatriates. Solid waste management is not an exception to this 
endemic problem. Vigorous efforts are needed t.o strengthen human resowces through the 
development of regional training and I'e$elU'cb network in close coordination with external 
support agencies. 

S. Lack of Cleanliness Awareness among the Public 

Rapid rural-urban migration has led to an increase in the number of urban dwellers who are 
not familiar with the disciplines required for urban living such as ~efraining from littering. Pacific 
islanders seem accustomed to an easygoing lifestyle and have the habit of littering. Instilling 
cleanliness awareness among the general public, particularly housewives and school cjlildren, ,is 
crucial for cost~ffective solid waste m~ement. Experience all aver the world shows that no.. 
littering is far better and cheaper than cleaning-up. Considering the higbly .likely imbalance 
between service demand and service supply in the future, decision-makers have to make extra effort 
to reduce the service demand through the promotion .of cleanliness awareness. 

FIVE STRATEGIC MEASURES TO IMPROVE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
IN PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES 

1. Firm Commitment of the Relevant Authorities for Better Solid Waste 
Management 
[Credibility of the authorities is vital.] 

• To establish an appropriate and sustainable service level based on the people's atfordability and 
the authority's capacity; to allocate human and financial resources necessary .for the 
achievement of that level; and to keep the promise to the people. . . . 

• To establish adequate legislation on solid wastemanagernent, and to enforce it strictly (e.g. 
anti-littering laws). 
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• To maintain communication with service users and contractors .. Delivery of reliable services is 
a prerequisite for user cooperation such as proper use of refuse bins and timely payment of user 
charges. Fair treatment of private contractors such as punctual fee payment is a precondition of 
successful contractual work. Mistreatment of private contractors will lead to disastrous results. 

2. Strategic Planning 
[planning Is the essential path to cost-effective use of limited resources.] 

• To carry out basic surveys to determine the actual conditions of solid waste management at the 
national and/or local level; and identify service demand and supply. problems and potentials. 
and priority areas. Solid waste generation survey and solid waste management service survey 
are essential. 

*Procedure for solid waste generation survey - See Practitioners' Guide Annex I 
*Procedure for solid waste management service survey - See Practitioners' Guide 
Annex 2 

• To project future service demands and the required supply. 

• To plan and implement the improvement of solid waste management in a step-by-step process. 
*Example of step-by-step planning - See Practitioners' Guide Annex 3 

• To use pilot projects to study technical feasibility and socioeconomic vi3bility of new 
approaches and disseminate the results after necessary modifications. 

• To pursue multisectoral approacbes to achieve cost-effective improvement. 
*Examples: 

Cooperation with the education sector - school education on solid 
waste management 
Cooperation with tourism industry - clean-up campaign 

3. Waste Minimization First 
[Source reduction Is the most Important rule for solid waste management In the 
21" century.] 

• In line with the internationally recognized waste management hierarchy. the first priority 
should be given to waste minimization (reduction at source). It should be followed by 
recycling. treatment and land disposal in this order. However. in Pacific island countries there 
is no easily applicable treatment alternative (e.g. incineration, large-scale composting. etc.) 
because of the characteristics of the solid waste. 

• To introduce economic incentives such as a deposit refund system to promote recycling. In this 
system, customers have to pay a deposit for a beer or soft drink can or bottle and get back the 
deposit when they return the container. 

• To carry out workable pilot projects on home composting/gardening with the aim of improving 
nutrition and reducing waste at source. Rapid urbanization characterized by accelerated 
migration of young people to towns is causing a sudden change in their diets resulting in the 
imbalance of nutrition. Home composting/gardening to produce healthy vegetables and fruits 
can be a solution to this problem. The viability of this practice has already been demonstrated 
by projects in Pacific island countries such as "Honiara Sup Sup Gaden". Such a practice can 
reduce the frequency of solid waste collection as well as service cost. and prolong the life of 
landfill. 
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*DetaiIs of Honiara Sup Sup Gaden - See Practitioners', Guide Annex 4 

• To strengthen health education uSing whatever, media Jlvailable to motivate people towards 
better health practices such as sourCe reciuctiQll of solid waste. The' Honiara Sup.SuPcGaden 
project for instance, provides the training of housewives in gardening, composting, qooking, 
nutrition education and environmental health education once a week . 

. ; 
4. Improvement of CollectlonServlce and·Cost Saving 

[Collection service Is the most expensive un1tprocess of solid waste management. Its 
improvement and ciJst saving will generate t1aanclal resources necessary for sanitary 
Iandfi1llng.] 

• To conduct time and niotion studies of collection works to' identify areas requiring 
impr()vement of the collection system. 

*Procedure for a time and motion study C See Practitioners' Guide Annex 5' , ,'. 
" 

• To standardize refuse bins which' the people 'can" afford and to phaSe out the use of 55-gallon 

• 

• 

steel drums. .' , 

.' 
To select less sophisticated vehicles which can be 'maintained locally. Vehicle size should be 
determined, taking into account its manoeuvrability on local roads. Vehicles with low waste 
loading point and tipping facility are preferable. 

To determine collection service areas, routes, frequency, and schedule to provide necessary 
direction to drivers, contractors and the public/service users so that all the related parties. could 
collabO~lIte .~&CFtively, ' '. " . ,j ,~ 

• To use wisely the services of private contraL.tors. 
*Guide for the use of private contractors - See Practitioners' GuideChilpter' 3 

Section 3.4. 

S, Use.of Saved CO$l for Final Disposal ImprovemeDt' , " 
[Careful siting and_it~t are the key to a, ,~1 ,landfill project.] 

• To select. 'the most appropr.1ite technology for)lffi!1d/spoSid. In Pacific island countries, 
sanitary landfill is usually the .. mQ$t appropriate teChnology . 'InCineration of domestic refuse is 
not feasible technically and financially in these countries. . 

• To upgrade in phases the management of landfill from crude open dumping to controlled 
tipping, and eventually to sanitary landfill, 

• To select carefully a less problematic site(s) for future landfill from available alternatives. 
Selection criteria include, among others, distance from collection areas, distance from nearest 
houses, access road, capacity/volume available, downstream water use, permeability of 
underlying soil, groundwater table, availability of cover soil, initial structural requirements, 
agreement of land owners and distance from nearest airstrip. 

*Landfill site selection procedure - See Practitioners' Guide Annex 8 

• To allocate necessary human, physical ,and financial resources for, the construction and 
operation of landfill. If the landfill is,too small to justify the· assignment of full-time beavy 
equipment, then part-time equipment should be the choice. The use' of private contractors for 
landfIll <>perations may be a good alternative in smaIl island countries where proper 
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management of heavy equipment by the public sector is often difficult. Acquisition of soil for 
daily and final cover is not easy in Pacific island countries. Materials such as coral sand, saw 
dust and decomposed waste from old dumps could be used as substitutes. 

• To achieve hetter communication with scavengers, particularly with their leaders, in order to 
establish an orderly system at the landfill site which is acceptable to both parties. Eradication 
of scavenging by the police or military will result in a hostile confrontation between the 
authorities and scavengers. It is advisable for the authorities to adopt a "live and let live" 
attitude towards scavengers and to establish an organized sorting and recycling system where 
scavengers can participate. 

FROM A VICIOUS CIRCLE TO A POSITIVE CIRCLE 

1. Vicious Circle Observed in Pacific Island Countries 

A vicious circle in solid waste management is widely observed in Pacific island countries. 
Limited financial resources assigned to the collection service, together with poor management, 
make the quality of the service unsatisfactory. The refuse collection schedule is rarely met. There 
are even cases where the collection frequency clearly spelt out in a contract is not complied with or 
simply ignored by the contractor because of discouragingly low cont{act fee and· insufficient 
supervision. The poor quality of collection service damages the trust of the general public in the 
service and their willingness to pay for the service is severely eroded. As a result, the responsible 
authority cannot raise enough financial resources in spite of the increasing service demand caused 
by rapid urbanization. 

Final disposal has its vicious circle. Because of its low priority, very little funds are 
provided to manage the site. As a result, the site is usually a crude open dump with all its negative 
implications. No one wants such a facility in his/her vicinity - the so<a1led NIMBY (Not In My 
Back Yard) syndrome. This makes the siting of future landfills within reasonable distance from the 
city Itown centre very difficult, pushing up the transportation cost and leaving a far reduced 
financial balance for landfill management. In addition, dump sites located far from the city Itown 
will tend to result in illegal dumping because collection vehicle drivers, who are always hoping to 
finish their work early, cannot resist the temptation of dumping their waste at a shorter distance 
enroute. 

2. Development or a Positive Circle 

Decision-makers of solid waste management in Pacific island countries have to break this 
vicious circle once and forever and establish instead a positive circle. For example, if brand new 
vehicles are provided as a grant from the national government or some donor agencies to replace 
old vehicles, say, for commercial waste collection, this would be a good opportunity for YOU, as 
the decision-maker, to start a positive circle. 

Arrival of new vehicles enables YOU to establish a reliable collection system for 
commercial waste. This will in turn facilitate the introduction of a user fee system for commercial 
waste. Collected fees can be used, for example, for the improvement of existing dumps. Landfill 
operation can be contracted out to a local construction company to avoid the problems associated 
with government operations (slow decision-making, poor equipment maintenance capability, lack of 
stand-by equipment, etc.). With YOUR proper supervision, contractors will operate a landfiU far 
better than the public sector. This will turn the open dump into a controlled landfill, which will 
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definitely make it easier for YOU to overcome the NIMBY syndcome in the acquisition of future 
sites within a reasonable distance. Thus, the positive circle begins its momentum. YOU must keep 
this momentum going and strengthen it as more resources are generated. 

The above-mentioned scenario to exen a change from a vicious circle to a new positive 
circle is only an example. A number of other scenarios can be developed and implemented. It is 
up to YOU, as the decision-maker, to initiate the development of an appropriate scenario for 
YOUR city/town. 
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CHAPTER 1 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES 

1.1. Introduction 

pacific island countries, gener~lIy, are the countries of the cultural regions of Melanesia, 
Polynesia and Micronesia as referred to in the 17th edition of the Pacific Island Year Book 
publisbed in 1994. Although the Year Book includes New Zealand as one of Pacific island 
countries. as far as solid waste management is concerned. there is very little similarity between 
New Zealand and the rest of the Pacific island countries. Therefore,· the .·term Pacific island' 
countries, used in this guide will exclude New Zealand. 

Apart from New Zeal~, t&~rear~ a total of.JJcountries orterritoriesiistedin the Year 
BOok. 'With the exception of Papua New Guinea, most Pacific island countries areTelatively small 
islandS: 'some of which have less than 30 square kilometres of area and very often only have a 
single urban centre. It is in the urban centres of Pacific island countries that urgent improvement 
of solid waste management is needed. Thus, this guide focuses on urban solid waste Inanagement 
needs of PaCific island countries. ~',,:, '.:<". ,,.": 

pacific island countrieS ar~~ devei~ping countries and share· many features and issues in 
solid waste IJIl\IIlIgcmentwith other developing countries. Therefore, existing publications on solid 
waste mimag'eirient,f9~ develoPing countries, such as those listed as references in this guide. are 
applicable and should be referred to as useful guides. However, there are.unique characteristics as 
well as needs of solid IIVaste management in Pacific island countries that require special a~l1tion or' 
approaches. It is with the aim to meet such needs tltat this guide.is prepared. Therefore,this guide 
should be used as a compleIll\:ntary document to the earlier publications on the subject as many 
areas of concern which bave been well. deliberated are not included in this guide. 
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Problems or issues associated with solid waste management have attracted wider concern 
throughout the world as the generation of solid waste increases tremendously both in terms of 
volume and complexity over the past decades. Such awareness has been further enhanced by the 
undesirable or negativ\l impacts on public health and the eJ:\vironment brought about by improper or 
inadequate solid waste management practices in the past. The negative consequences of poor solid 
waste management are compounded by the rapid rural to urban migration widely .observed in maity . 
developing countries including Pacific .island countries. 

As public, awareness .on health and .environmental consequonces ·of solid waste management 
increases, solid waste management problems cease to be purely technical matters and become 
sociopolitical issues as well. A team approach involving professionals, politicians, administrators 
and other decision-makers becomes necessary. However, as the focus on solid waste management 
of each of these parties is quite different. it is m'Ore appropriate t'Oprepare separate guides for the 
practising professionals and the decisi'On-makers. This guide is pcepared for the practitioners of 
S'Olid waste management in Pacific island c'Ountries. at the local level to help them improve S'Olid 
waste management sectoral performance. A Decision-Makers' Guide for Solid Waste Management 
in Pacific Island Countries has also been prepared f'Or the second group (see Part 1 of this 
document). These two guides should be used together to bring about a concertedeff'Ort to 'improve 
solid waste management in P~ificisland countries. 

During the preparation 'Of this .guide, attempts have been made to glean practical, and'",., 
successful experiences from Pacific island ,\:'Ountries. At the same time; proven good approaches . 
obtained from other developing countries are also incorporated in the guide. It is h'Oped that when 
this guide is revised in the future there will be many more positive experiences fr'Om Pacific island 
countries that can be included to bring about greater benefits to solid waste management in the 



region. For this purpose, users of this guide are encouraged tocoritribute their experiences, 
suggestions and opinions to WHO(EHC). 

1.2 SWlal Features or Pacific Island Countries and Their Impacts on Solid Waste 
Management 

Many unique socioeconomic, cultural and geographical features of Pacific island countries 
have profound impacts on solid waste management in these countries. Therefore, it is important to 
take these factors into account in the planning and development of solid waste management in 
Pacific island countries. Some of these important features are discussed in this section. 

1.2.1 Geographical characteristics 

According to the Pacific Island YearBook stated earlier, Pacific island countries have a 
total land area of over 500 000 square kilometres and are widely scattered over 30 million square 
kilometres area in the Pacific Ocean. Thus, there is avast ocean space between them as well as 
between them and industrialized countries. 

Out of the total land area, 462 200 square kilometres or 83 % of the total, belong to Papua 
New Guinea and 28 520 square kilometres belong to Solomon Islands. The rest belongs to more 
than 30 countries. As a result, most Pacific island countries are relatively small, with some of 
them having an area of less than 30 square kilometres. Furthermore, some of them, such as 
Kiribati and French Polynesia, comprise numerous islands dispersed over !I vast ocean area. 

The remoteness, relatively small size of the country lIlld high degree of dispersion pose 
severe difficulty in transportation and market fragmentation. As a result, procurement of many 
solid waste management tools, equipment, machinery, spare parts and even fuel is not only 
expensive but in many cases, very difficult to obtain. Very often the procurement encounters 
excessive delay. This situation also creates many constraints in waste recycling and often renders 
many alternatives not feasible. 

1.2.2 Economy 

The Year Book reported a total population of about 6.4 million in Pacific island countries 
in 1994. Out of this total, 60% live in Papua New Guinea, 24% in Fiji, Solomon Islands, New 
Caledonia and Vanuatu, and the rest scattered all over the other Pacific island countries. 
Therefore, with the exception of Papua New Guinea, all Pacific island countries have small 
populations and consequently tiny domestic markets. Even in the case of Papua New Guinea, the 
fragmentation of population and the associated transportation constraints effectively reduce the 
market size. 

The unfavourable geographical features, small and dispersed population with relatively low 
income and in many cases lack of natural resources, limit the potential for industrial diversification. 
Consequently the economies of most Pacific island countries are dominated by agriculture, forestry 
and fisheries. Thus Pacific island countries depend heavily on imported goods, a practice which 
affects the management of solid waste. 

On the other hand, the dependence on the export of primary products means that the export 
performance is very much affected by the fluctuation of prices of commodities and other related 
constraints. This situation, combined with the growing demand for imports in recent years, has 
aggravated the chronic balance of payment problems in many Pacific island countries. As a result, 
many Pacific island countries are heavily dependent on foreign aid. 
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In fact the Year Book stated that "the South Pacific is one of the most heavily aid supported 
region in the world ... " and concluded that while "donor commitment'fem'aiiis iav'oiirllble buh'he 
need to show, greater ~gible benefits from aid support is being increasingly emphasized". On the 
other ruirui. the fact remains that the amount of foreign aid will probably decrease in the future in 
line with the wotld trend after the end of the cold war. 'Therefore. besides the need to show 
tangible benefits to the donors. there is a real need to make full and more cost-effective use of the 
diminishing aid including those given to the solid waste management sector. 

1.2.3 Environment and environmental health 

As most Pacific island countries comprise relatively small islands. their physical 
environment. particularly those)IVhich are coral-based., though bealitiful and endowed with exoPc 
flora and fauna. are frague ana' vulnerable to 'en\1irorunerital CrulDgeS caused by human activities 
such as th~ related to solid ,waste management. Thus. fishery which is an important economic 
resource can be easily affected by improjlersolid waste mana,emc:nt. , , 

. ·1' ,": -, ./ ,,<", ' '. 

Furthermore. in many Pacific iSland countries. theirenchanti1ig environment represenik one 
of few vaiuable'resources. and has economic potential through the development of the tourism 
industry'. Tlierefore. the protection of this valuable resource should be treated as an important 
objective in the development of the solid waste management sector. 

Besides economic impacts. and perhaps more important. is the possible health consequences 
of solid waste management in this fragile environment. In this res~. the greatest risk is the 
contamination of the groundwater lens which is the vital source of water supply of lI\~t P~ific 
island countrieS. Therefore. the protection of this vital resourCe should be aCCorded iM highest .• ' '. ,'r' ., .. , . " ' .: - ,,- ',' . ,.. 
priority 'm the development of not only solid waste, management but also wastewater and water 
management systems in Pacific island countries. ',' , ' ' , " 

In fact. deficiencies iii' these important infrastructure and service sectors pose a serious 
threat to public health as they contribute to infectious diseases such as diarrhoea. typhoid eti:The 
consequent direct and indirect costs of these diseases are also draining the limited financial 
resourceliof Pacific 'island cQuiitries. Preventive measures to control the outbreak o{tIieSe diseases 
through unpro~enient in solid waste ~ement can contribute positively to the cost-effectiveness 
of health care services and thereby reduce the burden on national 'finance. Therefore. solid waste 
management should be given due priority by the policy maker~. , ' , " ' ' 

1.2.4 Tourism Industry development 

In recent years. with the support of international agencies such as the International 
Monetary Fund and World Bank. Pacific island countries have been making efforts to promote 
economic growth and stability as a means to achieve greater self-reliance. Towards this end the 
Year Book stated that "opportuni(ieS to promote significant industrial and tourism development are 
present in nearly all Pacific island'cOuntries ... " 'Therefore. tourism development has become an 
important economic development strategy fur many Pacific island countries. ' 

To ensure success in tourism development. apart from the protection of the fragile physical 
environment as stated earlier. it is important to improve the environmental health status in Pacific 
island countries. A healthy and beautiful environment should be regarded~ as t,he basic resource for 
tourism development. Tidy towns. clean beaches and he,~lthy people will defuiite1y attract more 
tourists. 
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1.2.5 Cultural traditions 

Cultural traditions and beliefs are still powerful forces in most Pacific island countries. 
They have much influence on matters affecting life and society in Pacific island countries. Thus, it 
is only logical to accept that such powerful forces have to be taken into consideration in solid waste 
management. 

Among them, the influence of the customary land tenure systems in many Pacific island 
countries has a direct impact on solid waste management as it often renders the siting of a solid 
waste landfill complicated and extremely difficult, if not downright impossible. 

1.3. Charact .... istlcs of Solid Waste Management in Pacific Island Countries 

In developing a solid waste management system in a Pacific island country ,special 
characteristics of each solid waste management element must be carefully considered. Without 
such consideration, the system developed may run into various problems in its implementation or it 
may not be able to meet its intended objectives. Some of the prominent characteristics of solid 
waste management in Pacific island countries which should be taken into consideration are 
discussed below. 

1.3.1 Packaging waste 

As discussed earlier, the existing economic structure of Pacific. island countries renders 
them highly dependent on imported goods. Consequently, the percentage of packaging waste, (i.e. 
cans, bottles, plastic containers, carton boxes etc.) in their solid.waste stream is very high, both in 
terms of volume and weight, when compared to that of other developing countries. Besides posing 
handling problems, this unique characteristic will shorten the life span of landfill if a proper 
management strategy is not implemented. Thus, there is a need to explore various possible 
alternatives including recycling, to minimize such wastes. 

However, as indicated earlier, a Pacific island country has a very small domestic market 
which cannot provide the necessary support towards a sustainable waste recycling programme. The 
unfavourably long distances between Pacific island countries also discounts the possibility of a 
combined market to achieve an economy of scale large enough to overcome this problem. Their 
remoteness from developed countries makes any off-shore recycling of waste difficult, if at all 
feasible. The recycling of aluminium cans often offers the only possibility. 

1.3.2 Equipment selection and maintenance 

In many Pacific island countries, 55-gallon steel drums are used as storage bins for solid 
waste. These bins when filled with wet solid waste commonly found in Pacific island countries, 
are very heavy. As the collection of solid waste in Pacific island countries is labour-intensive, this 
situation poses occupational health risk to solid waste collectors. It also severely reduces the 
collection efficiency. Apart from the use of 55-gallon drums, there is no standardization of waste 
storage bins in most Pacific island countries. 

Collection of solid waste in Pacific island countries is being carried out with an assortment 
of vehicles, many of which are given under foreign aid programmes, predominantly by Australia, 
New Zealand and the United States of America. With very little attention given to logistiCS in the 
past, it is not surprising that very often different models of vehicles by different manufacturers are 
found in use in one location. Some of these are sophisticated compactor vehicles designed to 
achieve high collection efficiency under conditions prevailing in developed countries and for the 
kind of wastes found in these countries. As the conditions found in Pacific island countries differ 
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considerably from those of developed countries and the necessary maintenance support is often not 
available, the operation of such vehicles becomes ineffective and their maintenance a difficult and 
costly problem. Similar incidences of mismatch between other solid waste management equipment 
and their intended purposes are also encountered in Pacific island countries. 

In some Pacific island countries, public sector organizations are providing waste collection 
services. However, many countries in the region have or are actively planning to farm out these 
services to private contractors. However, the strategy and approaches adopted for this purpose 
differ from one country to another. The vehicles used by the contractors also vary from country to 
country. They range from large compactor vehicles to small high~eck open trucks. A few larger 
contractors have their own workshop to maintain their equipment. However, this is a luxury 
beyond the reach of the majority of the contractors. 

In most Pacific island countries, the open dumping of waste is commonly practised. In 
some countries, heavy equipment such as bulldozers and tractors are used to carry out landfill 
operation. However, such equipment are rare and there may be only one unit available in the 
country. Such a situation creates great logistic difficulty in their maintenance. 

As stated earlier, the remoteness and small market size of most Pacific island countries 
render the procurement of spare parts for solid waste management equipment, especially the 
sophisticated makes, a difficult and time consuming task. The problem associated with the 
maintenance of solid waste management equipment is further compounded by the unaVailability of 
skilled mechanics and the salty seaside atmosphere found in Pacific islan4 countrirs which hastens 
the pace of corrosion. and results in the need for more frequent mainte~. Many of the 
difficulties and constraints associated with the maintenance of solid waste managell)jlnt equipment 
as outlined above remain to trouble the solid waste management sector even if sOm~. of,ti1etasks. 
for example the collection services. are privatized. . 

It is obvious that a set of criteria is needed for the selection of solid waste management 
equipment in Pacific island countries to ensure that the operational and maintenance logistic as well 
as local constraints and requirements are adequately considered in the selection process, 

1.3.3 Land acquisition for disposal 

Most Pacific island countries comprise small islands with very limited usable land. Every 
square inch has often been earmarked for some specific purposes. Consequently. in the face of 
competing uses. those having the highest priority will prevail. Unfortunately. in many Pacific 
island countries, solid waste management has not been accorded the importance it deserves. Thus, 
acquisition of land for landfill purpose has always been an uphill task in Pacific island countries. 
In addition, the NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) syndrome brought about by negative experiences 
of bad landfill practices in the past. adds further hindrance. 

In a country facing technical. financial and human resource constraints. the choice of an 
ideal landfill site offers a reassuring security against any contingency that may arise from these 
limitations. However. in small island countries in the Pacific with fragile phYSical environment of 
coral reefs and mangroves and a vital groundwater lens which is susceptible to pollution, an ideal 
landfill site is hard to come by and often does not exist. Therefore. it may be more realistic to 
adopt a landfill siting approach to locate the best among acceptable sites which ell!). be pJanned. 
designed and managed with a set of practical landfill procedures to ensure that the minimum level 
of health and environmental protection requirements are met.'" 
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As discussed earl~e~ '. the custOmary land tenure system in many Pacific island countries 

tc:nds to ~e I~d acquISItion a cOniplicated and difficult matter. This problem adds to the 

difficulty m acqulfmg land for landfill purpose. -

1.3.4 Human resources 

. . The small population size and in some cases relatively low adult literacy, contributes to the 

extsttng human resource problents in Pacific island countries. The Pacific Island Year Book 

rep~ that "througbout the r.e~ion,. there is an acute shortage of skills in key professional, 

technical,. ~ement and admlDlStratl~e are~ .. Such a shortage, in some cases exacerbated by 

heavy enugr~on, has been a ke~ factor ID restrlctmg the pace of economic growth. Specifically. it 

has r~ulted ID a less than effectIVe use of development capital. including foreign aid and in man 

cases. m a heavy reliance on higb-<:ost expatriates" . -' y 

The solid waste management sector development has not been spa'red by the endemic 

human resources problem stated above. In fact. the relatively low priority given to tlliS'sector in 

the past has conipoundedthe negative effect. 'To overcome this problem. vigorOus efforts are

n~~ to strengthen human resources of the solid waste management sector through a regional 

trlUmng and research network for Pacific island countries which can be developed with the help of 

international agencies.' _ .. 
Ii .. 

1.3.5 Public awarenegs and public education on solid waste inaluigeinimt 

Like other developing countries. many Pacific island "countries have been -,and"Me 

experieru:ing higb rates of urbanization and rural"tO urban m.igration." Many urban' dwellers. 

especially new arrivals. have not discarded the easygoIng rurllilifestyleand not adaptedtbemeetves 

to the discipline required for an urban lire. As a result. the level of public awareness 00' solid 

waste management is generally low in Pacific island countries. This situation is demonstrated by 

the seriOlJS littering problem encountered in many urban areas in Pacific island countries. Apart 

from causing the obvious aesthetic. health and environmental problems. littering is also draining 

the limited financial resource allotted to solid waste ~eineilt. ',' -

Solid waste management is a service which requires the cooperation of the consumers to 

achieve a high degree of efficiency and effectiveness. As solid waste management in Pacific island 

countries is facing severe financial limitations. it is imperative to continuously iniprove the 

efficiency and effectiveness of solid waste management to bring down the service cost and at the 

SlUDe time expand the cove!age and iniprove the quality of services. One has to do more' with less. 

Cooperation from the conSUmers is therefore crucial. Experience in other countries shows clearly 

that enhancement of public awareness through an effective and sustained public education 

programme on solid waste management is vital in inducing the cooperation needed for any 

improvement to the sector. Effort towards this end is very much needed in Pacific island countries. 

For this purpose. housewives and children should be the priority targets. 

Public awareness on the needs of an efficient and effective solid waste management system 

is also iniportant to increase their level of willingness to pay for solid waste management services. 

This is an important factor in ensuring sustainability of solid waste management in the long tertn. 

An enhanced level of awareness will also increase" the expectation of the consumers and- generate 

higher demand for better serviCeS: Such demand in turn will act as an impetus to further iniprove 

solid wasil; management. . 

Currently. with the support of multilateral iind-bilateral agencies. many initiatives have 

been taken by Pacific island countries on health. education and socioeconomic programmes. It 
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would be very beneficial to make full use of possible opportunities offered by these programmes to 
meet some of the public education requirements for the solid waste management sector. 
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CHAPTER 2 BASIC SURVEYS AND PLANNING 

In any programme development, it is essential to carry out the analysis of the current 
situation, and develop a plan to improve the situation. There are several surveys and studies which 
need to be carried out for the situation analysis, including solid waste generation survey, solid 
waste management service survey, time and motion study, and disposal site field assessment 
survey. This chapter describes the first two surveys which provide basic information to develop a 
plan for the improvement of solid waste management. The other two studies will be discussed in 
the next chapter. 

2.1. Solid Waste Generation Survey - Starting Point for Strategic Planning 

In Pacific island countries where limited resources have been made available for solid waste 
management, maximizing cost-effectiveness in using the resources has to be one of the most 
important tasks of solid waste management practitioners, In order to achieve such an objective, 
strategic planning is vital, and information on solid waste generation (Le. generation rate, density 
and composition) is essential for strategic planning. Therefore, every effort must be made to 
collect this basic information. 

Unfortunately, the information on solid waste generation is rarely available in most Pacific 
island countries. Where the information is available, surveys were conducted only once, and the 
validity of the collected data has never been evaluated. Nevertheless, some limited information is 
available and documented in WHO reports (References I to 6) and elsew!lere, and given in Table 
1. They provide a useful indication of the characteristics of solid waste generation in Pacific island 
countries. 

Generation rate: 
Density: 
Composition: 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No. 1 

Solid waste generation data in Pacific island countries 

0.2-0.6 kg/capita/day of household waste 
100-350 kg/cu,m. 
High percentages of packaging waste, food waste and garden waste 

Although the range of the solid waste generation data would be similar in many Pacific 
island countries, surveys must be conducted to obtain accurate data specific to the location. 

Use of solid waste generation data 

Generation rate and density determine the size of storage bins, vehicles, equipment, etc. 
Composition determines waste minimization potential through recycling and procesSing. 

To fill this essential information gap, every Pacific island country should carry out periodic 
surveys on solid waste generation for its major urban centres. A simple procedure iliat will 
generate data of acceptable quality and reliability is available in WHO(EHC) publication (Reference 
7) and reproduced in Annex 1. A comprehensive discussion on this subject can be found in 
Reference 7 for interested readers. Carrying out such a survey once a year if possible, or at least 
once in every three years, is recommended in order to evaluate the changing trend of solid waste 
generation and the effectiveness of the existing strategic plan. 
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Table I Characteristics of Municipal (Household) Solid waSte 'iii Pacific Island Countries-

Composition 
(% by wet 
weight) 

Vegetable/ 
Putrescible 

Bone 

Paper 

Textile 

Leatber/ 
Rubber 

Plastic 

Metal 

Glass/ 
Ceramic 

Garden Waste 

Miscellaneous 

16.7 

0.7 

2.2 

0.1 

3.9 

8.2 

1.9 

66.3***** 

Bulk Density 270 
(]cu/"" IT\.) 

Generation 0.38 
Rate 
". -,- "A . .. \ 

11.4 2.2 

12.9 13.2 

1.0 2.5 

1.0 1.5 

.' 

16.5 15.5 

17.3 10.0 

7.7 5.9 

32.2 43.7 

5.5 

120 110 

0.38 0.38 

_,I', " .. " 

., I,,, ... . ," J "I1~ 

45 .0 6 .~ 60.0 

13 .0 10.8 16.0 

3.0 0.8 2.0 

1.4 

,. 
8.0 13.2 9.0 

14.0 11.6 7 .0 

2.0 17 .0 2.0 

28.f 4 .0 

1.0 10.2 .. '" 

350 100 

0.52 0.19 0.68 .. ' 

Sources - WHO(EHC) mission reports (References I to 6) . 

.. ' 

* 

** 
*** 

Six-day samples and the first day samples not discarded. Garden waste was not included. 
Data originally reported in "Land-based Pollution Sources of the Marine Environment: 

Case Study of Western Samoa" , SPREP, November 1993. Six-day samples and the first 
day samples not discarded . 

.*** 
***** 

Five-day samples and the flfst day samples not discarded 
Small , inseparable, predominantly organic waste from kitchen , . ' ',' 

. , 

\0 

• 
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As the solid waste generation data in one Pacific island country are also useful for 
comparison with those in other Pacific island countries, it is suggested that the information should 
be sent to WHO(EHC} for sharing with interested users. 

2.2. Solid Waste Management Service Survey - As!!f!l!!!ment or Service Dellyery Capacity 

If the information on solid waste generation is important for a solid waste management 
practitioner to obtain an estimate of the service demand, it is just as important for him to study the 
capability of his service delivery system in meeting such demand. The assessment of the service 
delivery capacity also provides a means to identify the areas where the levels of services need to be 
improved. It is, therefore, a basic diagnostic survey which needs to be carried out before 
developing a strategic plan for an improved solid waste management system. 

To help solid waste management practitioners in Pacific island countries to carry out a solid 
waste management service survey, a simple questionnaire check-list is available and presented in 
Table 2. A more comprehensive questionnaire, especially useful for larger countries with many 
urban centres, is given in Annex 2. When used correctly, these questionnaires will provide useful 
information on the solid waste management system being studied. The careful analysis of such 
information will give the practitioners an insight into the status of the existing solid waste 
management service system, thereby leading to an appropriate strategy for the improvement of the 
solid waste management system. 

2.3 Strategic Planning - Step-by-Step Improyement 

Solid waste management is a costly service. It often cOnsumes a very large portion of the 
budget of the authority responsible for the service. This is particularly true for those authorities 
with weak financial bases found in many Pacific island countries. This problem is compounded by 
rapid urbanization which perpetuates a situation where the service demand exceeds the service 
delivery capability. 

The need to improve service coverage to meet the rapidly growing demand for service is a 
matter of urgency. Unfortunately, the additional funds needed are not easy to come by, if available 
at all. Therefore, cost saving through increased efficiency and productivity in solid waste 
management work often offers the only viable option for many practitioners of solid waste 
management in Pacific island countries to meet .the demand. The demonstration of operating a 
reliable and efficient solid waste management system may in tum justify the allocation of additional 
funds needed for further improvement. This concept of .. doing more with less" is the challenge 
faced by the solid waste management practitioners in Pacific island countries, and can be applied to 
make progress only in a step-by-step manner. 
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Table 2 MunIcipal Solid Waste Management Questiennalre Check-Ust . 

I. Service coverage 
(I) Population of municipality/urban centre. 
(2) Population covered by the solid waste management services if different from the above. 

2. Solid waste characteristics (See also Section 2. I in Chapter 2) 
(1) Quantity of solid waste generated or generation rate (kg/person/day). 
(2) Bulk density of solid waste generated (kg/cu.m, kg/L or tonne/cu.m). 
(3) Composition (wet or dry weight in %). 

3. Collection and transportation 
(I) Provision of public collection service: (Yes/No). 
(2) Quantity of solid waste collected (tonne/day). 
(3) Types of on-site storage (e.g. metal bins, plastic bags, baskets, no container/open pile). 
(4) Collection frequency (e.g. daily, three times a week, twice a week, once a week) established. 
(5) Regularity of collection service (e.g. regularly provided according to the established collection 

frequency, not regularly provided). 
(6) Number and types of complaints. 
(7) Number of workers (e.g. supervisors, drivers, collection workers, street sweepers, 

maintenance workers). 
(8) Number of vehicles/equipment (e.g. compactor trucks, dump trucks, fixed-bed trucks, 

tractors, trailers, push carts, collection binsibaskets). " 
(9) Cost/expenditure (e.g. human resource, purchase of equipment and spare parts, regular 

service/maintenance, major repair). 

4. Processing and resource recovery 
(I) Types and number of facilities (e.g. incinerator, compost plant, material recovery plant, 

compaction plant, shredding plant, transfer station). 
(2) Characteristics of the facilities (e.g. capacity, actual amount of waste processed, amount of , 

product generated, amount of residues generated, revenue from sales of products, lI'111lan 
resource requirements, costs of construction and operation and maintenance). 

5. Final disposal 
(I) Types and number of facilities (e.g. open dump, controlled landfill, ocean dumping). 
(2) Characteristics of the facilities (e. g. total capacity, remaining capacity, amount of waste 

disposed, human resource and equipment, costs of construction and operation and 
maintenance) . 

6. Administration 
(I) List of rules and regulations on solid waste management and description of how they are 

enforced. 
(2) Preparation of a plan for solid waste madagement: (Yes/No). 
(3) List of relevant organizations and their functions. 
(4) Public education and participation activities. 
(5) Monitoring and information management activities. 
(6) Financial management (e.g. annual budget, mechanism of revenue/fee collection). 
(7) Activities of external support agencies (e.g. United Nations agencies, bilateral donor 

agencies). 
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Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No.2 

Five principles of strategic planning 

1. Staged improvement planning and implementation 
2. Use of pilot-scale studies 
3. Simplicity in operation and maintenance of collection and disposal services 
4. Use of cost-effective, health protective and environmentally sound systems 
5. Mobilization of resources from government and nongovernmental organizations, 

private sector and communities 

Forecasting future demand 

To design a new solid waste management system, it is necessary to forecast future service demand. 
This is done by analysing the future population and quantity of solid waste generated with assumed 
annual rate of population increase/decrease and annual rate of change in solid waste generation. 
These annual rates are to be based on historical data, and should normally range from 2 to 
5 percent per year for both the population and solid waste generation. 

In • doing more with less", solid waste management practitioners in Pacific island countries 
must explore every possible avenue and opportunity offered by the various government institutions 
involved in all aspects of solid waste management and their programmes and associated resources 
available. It is always more fruitful to pursue a multisectoral approach to solid waste management 
and to seek cooperation from other sectors (e.g. the education and information sectors for school 
and public education on solid waste management, the tourism development sector for campaigns to 
clean up beaches and other public areas, etc.). 

While innovation and mobilization of resources are to be encouraged, feasibility and 
viability should be tested before launching any new approaches. This can be achieved by pilot
scale studies to confirm the technical feasibility and socioeconomic viability of the proposed 
approach and to provide an avenue for initial feedback for modification and improvement. 

An example of a step-by-step improvement plan prepared in a Pacific island country is 
given in Annex 3 as a reference. 
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CHAPTER 3 STRATEGIC MEASURES TO IMPROVE SOLID WASTE 
MANAGEMENT IN PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES 

3.1 Waste Minimization - Home ComPOSting and Recycling 

Lack of landfill space and financial resources are the two critical solid waste management 
problems faced by many Pacific island countries. Reducing the amount of waste to be collected 
and disposed of will reduce solid waste management cost as well as save the limited landfill space 
available. Thus, waste minimization (i.e. reduction at source) has great potential in reducing the 
two critical problems stated above and should be regarded as an important solid waste management 
strategy in Pacific island countries. This is also very much in line with the hierarchy and norm of 
solid waste management and priority given by the international community to reduce financial as 
well as environmental cost of solid waste management. 

3.1.1 Home compostlng 

Home-composting/gardening is a means of waste minimization that was originaJly 
organized by a group of housewives in Honiara, Solomon Islands, and has later been carried out in 
some other Pacific island countries. In Honiara, it is called "Honiara Sup Sup Gaden" project, and 
in other countries it is called differently (e.g. Family Nutrition Improvement project in 
Micronesia). However, the main focus of such a project is the same, and is on nutrition 
improvement. Hence, the project is not normally developed as a solid waste management activity. 
Nevertheless, such a project could achieve considerable waste reduction at source from the 
viewpoint of solid waste management practitioners, and save .solid waste management cost and 
landfill space. 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No.3 

Home composting - KIlling three birds with one stone 

I. Improvement in nutritional balance 
2. Waste reduction at source 
3. Reduction in importation of food items 

Keys to successful bome com posting 

I. Organize community group 
2. Use grass-root communication 
3. Make the operation simple with use of local resources 

Nutrition is improved as a result of increased fruit and vegetable intake by' the residents. 
The home-grown fruits and vegetables can reduce the spending of money for these food items, and 
hence contribute to the economic well-being of the residents as well. From the public health point 
of view, nutrition improvement is an important gain for urban dwellers in many Pacific island 
countries where nutritional imbalance has become a common problem. Nutritional imbalance is 
particularly prevalent among those who recently migrated from rural areas because of changes in 
their dietary patterns, and sometimes compounded by relatively high prices of vegetables and fruits 
and readily available imported canned food items. The introduction of home-grown vegetables and 
fruits will contribute to the reduction in the consumption of canned food items, thus minimizing the 
importation of food items and reducing import-export imbalance. 
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The success of ' the "Honiara Sup Sup' Gaden" project, or a similar one, can be repeated in 
many other Pacific island countries to bring benefit to the local residents and contribute towards 
progress in solid waste management in these countries. Details of this project with an outline of a 
simple composting procedure is given in Annex ,4. 

3.1.2 Recycling 

Aside from source reduction, reuse and recycling are other alternatives that can contribute 
towards reducing the amount of solid waste to be managed. To facilitate the implementation of 
such strategies, an economic incentive-cum-cost recovery method, such as a deposit-refund system, 
should be provided., Under ,such a system, customers are required tb pay a deposit for reusable or 
recyclable materials such as beer and soft drink bottles or cans. The deposit may be refunded upon 
return of the reusable material. It can also be used, to pay for the recycling of the material. With 
proper planning, incentive and enforcement, such strategies can be successfully implemented for 
the reuse of glass bottles for beer and soft drinks and the recycling of aluminium cans and 
aluminium casings for machinery and appliances in most Pacific island countries. However, for the 
time being, the recycling of other materials found in the solid waste in most Pacific island countries 
appears to be not viable. 

As a matter of fact, the recycling of aluminium cans by scavengers or waste pickers at the 
disposal site is, found in many Pacific island countries. This practice is being carried out in an 
unhealthy manner and the quality of the recovered materials is affected !>y contaminants. In the 
long term, action should be taken to shift the 'recycling exercise to be carried out at the source of 
solid waste generation. The scavengers can then be organized into recycling workers with much 
better health and safety protection. 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No.4 

Key steps to successful recycling 

1. Develop a system which connects the generation of recyclable materials to collection, 
transportation, intermediate processing (e.g. crushing/compaction, sorting, etc.) and 
shipment to the overseas recipient industry. 

2. Devise the means in each of the above components, and estimate the costs· 

3. Develop a cost recoyery-cum-economic incentive method (e.g. import/sales tax on 
cannedlbottled drinks, deposit-refund system, tax incentive or direct financial aid for 
private companies involved in recycling, etc.). 

4. Organize public information and campaign activities to encourage people to participate in 
recycling. 

Besides, ecOl\Omic incentives, public cooperation is needed to ensure success in any 
reuse/recycling ex~cise. For this purpose, all available mass communication media should be 
made use of to carry out public education on the subject. Public forums, such as the weekly 
sessions organW;d, under the "Honiara Sup Sup Gaden" project to train housewives on gardening, 
composting, cooking, nutrition and environmental health education,are excellent means of carrying 
out public e<l1Jcation on solid waste management. However, to ensure long-term success and 
sustainability, such public education campaigns should be carried out systematically and on a 
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continuous basis. Education on solid waste management should also be incorporated into the 

school curriculum. 

3.2. CollectIon - Possible Measures for Improyement 

3.2.1 . Provision of collection service 

The purpose of collection and subsequent transportation of solid waste is to remove solid 
waste from areas where people live as effectively as possible. The design of such a sys~ h~ two 
key considerations, namely public health and environmental impacts, and cost. In Pacific Island 
countries. various ways of organizing solid waste collection systems are found. . They range from 
collection by individual owners or groups of owners (Le. no public collection service provided by 
the authority) to collection service provided by a public authority, collection service by pnvate 
company(ies) under contractual arrangementwitJ!.the public authority, ora mixture, of the two. 

From the point of view of health and environmental impacts, the collection and 
transportation of solid waste by individual owners Or groups of owners often lead to the 
uncontrolled dumping of waste at undesignated areas (e.g. drains and water courses, vacant land 
and streets, etc.), causing public health and environmental pollution problems. This is because the 
collection and transportation in this system is purely voluntary and, the oonly control. that can· be 
exercised by the authority is to enforce anti-litter regulations if these exist. However, the strict 
enforcement of regulations is, to say the least, difficult.. A coll~pn . .$eI;Vice operated by the 
authority or by private COntraclOr(s) is under the control of We authomy,.~as sUQh, if the servi!;e 
is operated properly with sufficient coverage of households and commercial establishments,it,wjIl 
not create serious publiC health and environmental impacts. 

In terms of the cost involved, the collection and transportation by individual owners or 
groups or owners do not incur any direct cost to the authority, although they may incur indirect 
costs associated with the cleaning up of drains and open areas, enforcement of anti-litter 
regulations, etc. However, due to economies of scale. a public collection service, he it operated by 
the authority directly or by private contractor(s), will always yield better overall economic 
efficiency, as long as there is a sufficient concentration of houses, shops and offices in an area. In 
other words, to collect and transport the same amount of solid waste from the same area, the cost 
of a public collection service is lower than that of collection. by individual OW/lCrs. From this and 
the earlier discussion on public he"lth and environmental impacts, it is concfudc:d that a solid was.te 
collection designer will be better off if helshe provides a public collectIon service instead of leaving 
collection and transportation of solid waste to individual owners, particularly in areas where 
houses, shops and offices are reasonably concentrated. 

Where public collection service is provided, it shOllfd be noted that. the collection and 
transportation of solid waste represent the most expensive solid waste management component in 
developing countries, including Pacific island countries. This is partially because ,no resource is 
provided for the disposal of solid waste in such countries. However, even in developed countries, 
the collection service is the most expensive operation. It often consumes more than 80% of the 
total solid waste management budget. Thus, in a situation where limited fmancial resource is a 
critical factor in solid waste management, it is imperative for the solid waste management 
practitioners to devote close attention to this area and constantly look for ways and means of 
improvement and cost savings. The savings can then be used to provide funds for improvement in 
other areas of solid waste management (e.g. tinal disposal) without increasing the overall solid 
waste management budget. 
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I. 

2. 

3. 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No.5 

Collection service 

A public .collec~on service (as opposed to collection and transportation by individual 
o~rs). IS re~Ulred for a conununity with the number of households more than 50-IOQ 
(Whl~h IS equivalent to I to 2 tonnes of solid waste/week, and hence a small truck can 
prOVide a once-a-week service). 

It is always better to have a reliable and regular collection service with lower frequency 
than an unreliable one with higher frequency. 

Collection frequency: Three times a week 
Twice a week 
Once a week 
Less than once a week 

Desirable 
Acceptable 
Minimum requirement 
Unacceptable 

3.2.2 Measures for collection improvement 

There are a dozen or more ways to improve solid waste collection work. These are shown 
in Table 3. All these measures provide useful guides to improve the cailection work, but in the 
context of Pacific island countries, the following three area.~ need special attention. 

(1) Selection of appropriate storage containers; 

(2) Selection of appropriate collection vehicles; and 

(3) Establishment of an operation control system. 

3.2.3 Assessment of present collection system 

Before deciding on appropriate measures for an improved collection system, it is always 
useful for a solid waste management practitioner to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
current collection system. A time and motion study is a technique for such assessment. The study 
collects and analyses data systematically on the present collection operation by following a 
collection vehicle, measuring the vehicle departure and arrival time at various locations, recording 
the types of storage containers used, and observing the behaviour of collection workers. Annex 5 
describes how a time and motion study can be carried out in more detail. 

There have been several time and motion studies carried out in Pacific island countries. 
The results of these studies are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 3 Strategic Measures for ColI~ion .Improvement* 

1 . Promotion of communal recycling activities to reduce the quantity of solid waste to be 

collected. 

2. Standardization of containers to make collection operation faster and increase the amount of 
waste to be collected within the same working hours. 

3. Use of a kerbs ide collection or fixed station system, instead of a door-to-door backyard 
collection system. to minimize the time of collection. 

4. Rationalization of collection frequency. For example. 2-3 times a week for residential 
areas would be sufficient; daily collection requires more vehicles and workers and 
therefore is less efficient. 

5. Use of communal containers at markets. schools. high-rise buildings. and other areas where 
a large volume of solid waste is likely to be generated. to load a large quantity of waste in 
a short period. 

6. Design of better collection routes to reduce idle times of vehicles and'workers. 

7. Selection of appropriate equipment. 

8 Assignment of sufficient workers to each collection equipment. 

9. Use of 2-3 shifts to increase !be working hours of each vehicle. (Note that this will reduce 
vehicle life span.) 

10. Establishment of a preventive maintenance service system to reduce equipment down time. 

11. Installation of transfer stations where justifiable, in terms of the overall cost involved. 

12. Location of final disposal sites near the collection areas to reduce vehicle travelling time. 

13. Provision of incentives and disincentives to improve crew behaviour and efficiency (e.g. 
better working conditions. personal protection equipment. wage increase based on 
performance, etc.). 

14. Establishment of an operation control system (e.g. introduction of a work measurement 
system, use of sufficient supervisors, introduction of an incoming solid waste checking 
system at the disposal site. 

15. Use of pilot-scale projects to identify the locally most appropriate and efficient system. 

* Extracted from Reference 8. 
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Table 4 Results or Time and Motion Studies in Pacific Island Countries 

cU.m. 
and crew· compactor, compactor, compactOr, open dump 

2 crew 3 crew 3 crew with crane, 
and 4 crew 2 crew 

. ; .... 
loading 
time 

plastic 12 sec. 8 sec. 7:2 sec. 8.5-12.5 12.5 sec. 
bag sec. 

cardboard 1.0 min . 3.1 sec. 13.0 sec. 
box 

plastic or 17-24.sec. 10 sec. 6.7-10.3 23.0 sec. 
metal bin " sec. 

basket 8.9 sec. 

bucket 19.3 sec. 

., 
half-sized 16 sec. 12.0 sec. 11.7 sec. 14.8 sec. c 

drum .2 sec. 
including 

full-sized 31 sec. 2 .75 min. 18 sec. 22.1 sec. 41.5 sec. two drums 
drum with rain 

water) 

street bin 77.6 sec. 

open pile 1-4 min. 10 sec. for 48 sec. 
small pile 
40 min. for 
pile at 
market 

* "Crew" in this table indicates the number of collection workers, excluding the driver. 
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Table 4 Results of Time and Motion Studies in Pacific Island Countries (Continued) 

collection 
area to 
disposal 
site (round 

garage to 
collection 
area 

including 
35 min. of 
getting a 
fuel 
voucher 

** Information is not available. 

3.2.4 Appropriate on-site storage 

45 min. 
sec. 

5 sec. 

54 sec. 

Although the sample size is small, Table 4 indicates that in terms of the loading time there 
is a considerable advantage of using plastic bags over full-sized drums or open piles . The loading 
of solid waste from small to medium-sized plastic or metal bins takes slightly more time than 
plastic bags, but these containers are acceptable. It should. however, be noted that these containers 
must have lids or covers to prevent rainwater from entering and dogs and cats from scavenging 
waste, and to minimize the emitting of odour to the surrounding areas . Full-sized drums are 
heavy, and therefore not easily lifted . They often require two collection workers for loading. 
Open piles require more time to load. They are also susceptible to rainwater, s.cavenging by 
dogs/cats and odour problems. Open piles must be avoided, and full-sized drums should be 
replaced with other containers which can be easily lifted. 
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Average loading time 
per storage/container: 

Acceptability 
criteria 

Absolutely not 
acceptable 

Should avoid 

Acceptable 

Desirable 

Best 

" ,: ; ",,- ~ 

.• !. " 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No;: 6 

Choice of storage containers 

Plastic bags \0 sec. 
Plastic/metal bins 15 sec. 
Half-sized drums 14-24 sec. 
Full-sized drums 30-60 sec. 
Open piles 45 sec.- 5 min. 

Public health and Loading 
envirOnmental concerns efficiency 

Open piles Open piles 

Containers without lids Full-sized drums 

Liftable containers with Small/medium-sized 
lids plastic/metal bins 

Plastic bags Bags in bins 

Bags in bins Plastic bags 

3.2.5 Appropriate collection vehicles 

" :' 

The selection of suitable vehicles and equipment for solid. waste collf:Ction demands in
depth understanding of the nature of solid waste to be collected (e.g. total volume and bulk 
density), conditions under which vebicles and equipment will operate (e.g. distance to travel and 
road conditions),. their serviceability or maintainability (e.g. availability of spare. parts and 
mechanics' expertise), loading requirements (e.g. manual loadipg and mechanical loading), . and 
availability of funds: Detailed criteria for the selection of collection equipment are given in Annex 
6. 

In a Pacific island country, large-Sized compactor trucks were donated by a donor country. 
Although they did not cost anything to the recipient country, these trucks were never fully loaded 
at !he end of the working day, and often too large. to . pass narrow streets. Furthermore, one of 
these trucks broke down soon after it had been put in operation, and repair took a long time as 
spare parts were not easily available. In another Pacific island country, several new dump trucks 
were purchased. However, as they were designed for the transport of heavy sand and gravel, the 
loadipg compartment was shallow, and the loading point was high. As a result, they could 
transport little solid waste each time, and the loading operation required a front-end loader. In 
general, large-sized vehicles are not suitable, compactor trucks are not easy to maintain, and dump 
trucks to transport high density materials (e.g. gravel) should be avoided. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Useful TfPs and Rule or Thumb No.7 

,. CoUectlon yehlcle requirements 

Number of vehicles required: 

Need for compactor truck: 

Loading and unloading: 

1 collection truck per 5 000 - 10000 people 

Bulk density of solid waste < 400 kg/cu.m. 
Most effective with density < 200 kg/cu.m. 

Truck with a low loading point or low bed 
Dump/tip truck rather than fixed-bed truck 

.' 

As many Pacific island countries procure their vehicles and equiptnent through' foreign aid 
programlllel\, it is important for each country to study the criteria given in Annex 6 so as to 
establish a set or technical requirements that would serve their interest well and request the external 
support agencies to meet these requirements as far as poSsible. If a specialized vehicle or 
equipment:~ to be, supplied, it would be wise to obtain a spare-part list and request for the supply 
of parts which would last for up to 3 years. The training of personnel to maintain these vehicles 
and equipment should also be included in the aid package. 

3.2.6 Operation control system 

To establish an operation control system for solid waste collection service, it is necessary 
to develop a work monitoring system that can gauge the collection crew efficieucy;' the adequacy' of 
collection routes and the effectiveness of vehicle utilization. This caflbe"dom\ ;by the use of 
standard data forms to collect relevant information over a period <Of time't\)~di:terinine"the 

performance indicators which fonn the basiS for analysis 'to pin-point shortcomings! 'Improvement 
measures can then be established and directed at the areas of concern. 'Detailed"discussionsl'llLthe 
performance indicators and various data collection sheetS are provided in a 'WHO(EHCjpubw.ation 
(Reference 7) and ,the data recording sheetS are given in Annex 7. 

3.2.7 Transfer station 

The question of whether a transfer station is needed is often asked. The transfer station 
referred to here is one where solid waste is transferred from smaller trucks to larger trucks, not 
where the transfer is done from manual primary collection carts or privatdy hauled vehicles to 
trucks. The evaluation of the need for a transfer station requires tile comparison Of the costs of 
operating collection services with 'arid without a transfer station. In general, the longer the distance 
to transport solid waste and ilieDiore the' nuDiber of vehicle trips to be made. the more 
advantageous the installation of a transfer station becomeS. HoweVe!iin most Pacific island 
countries. the number of vehicle trips to a disposal site is small;all(fthe distance to be travelled by 
the vehicles is relatively Short:' Therefore, transfer stations are not normally needed .. It should also 
be noted that a transfer station must be properly maintained.' Otherwise. it will become another 
open dump site. 

Increasingly, the collection of solid waste is beiiijf p!'ivatized by many authorities. 
Strategies to improve the performance of the' collel!tion service by private contractors have become 
a new challenge to niaD.y solid ~aste IIIlIIIiIgemenipractitioners. This important issue is discussed 
in Section 3.4 of this chapter . ' , 
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Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No.8 

When a transfer station might be required 

I. 

2. 

Distance between collection area and disposal site: 
(i.e. distance for collection vehicles to travel) 

Number of vehicle trips: 

3.3 Final Disposal. Practical Approach 

3.3.1 Disposal methods 

> 5-10 Ian 

> 10 vehicle trips 

Methods commonly employed for disposing of solid waste include landfill. compost. 
incineration and ocean dumping. The ocean dumping of solid waste. although tempting to solid 
waste managers in Pacific island countries because of the large dilution factor. should be 
discouraged as solid waste may contain chemically and biochemically reactive materials which 
could be harmful to marine biota. There is an international convention which bans the ocean 
dumping of waste (London Dumping Convention). and some Pacific island countries are signatories 
of this convention and legally prohibited from ocean dumping. 

Strictly speaking. the composting and incineration of solid waste are not final disposal 
methods. but (intermediate) solid waste treatment or processing methods as they produce secondary 
waste (Le. non-biodegradable material rejects from composting and ash from iocineration) which 
needs to be disposed of. As mentioned in Section 3.1 of this chapter. the most effective method of 
composting solid waste in terms of reduction in solid waste management cost is home composting 
or composting at the source. A centralized compost plant may be considered. but this norma1ly 
requires substantial organization of a solid waste flow control system •. including waste separation at 
household level, collection of separated waste. further sorting of non-biodegradable materials at the 
compost plant. and final disposal of rejects. Where the quantity of solid waste generated is small. 
the investment in a centralized compost plant may not justify the small quantity of compost 
produced. after taking into consideration the land area required. capital financing. and operation 
and maintenance costs. 

A question of whether to adopt incineration as a municipal solid waste disposal method is 
often raised by decision-makers of developing countries. including many Pacific island countries. 
Because of financial constraints in these countries. cost consideration alone normally prohibits the 
choice of this method. For a 2 OOO-tonne/day incineration plant with air quality control device. the 
capital cost is over US$l00 million (e.g. a 2 OOO-tonne/day incineration plant in Singapore cost 
US$120 million in 1986; a 2 OOO-tonne/day plant considered by the Hong Kong authority in 1995 
was estimated to cost US$400 million). For a smaller size incineration plant. the scale merit 
decreases although the overall capital cost also decreases. However. the cost of a 450-tonne/day 
plant in Japan built in 1986 was US$140 million which excludes the cost of land acquisition. Even 
if an incinerator is provided by a foreign donor. the cost of operating and maintaining the plant is 
high. The operation and maintenance cost of an incineration plant is in the range of US$70. 
200/tonne (e.g. that of the above-mentioned proposed Hong Kong plant is estimated at 
US$75/tonne; that of the plant in Japan is US$90-IOO/tonne in 1986; in Europe it is US$150/tonne 
on the average and as high as US$400/tonne in Germany). This figure is ten times as much as the 
operation and maintenance cost of a sanitary landfill (Le. US$IO-20/tonne; that of a sanitary 
landfill in Hong Kong. for instance. is US$IS/tonne) in these countries. In addition. the operation 
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of an adequately equipped incinei'ator requires a knOwledgeablemartager and trained operators. 
These financial and .human resources are not readily available in most Pacific island countries. 
Although simpler design and operation of an incinerator could be adopted in Pacific island 
countries, its fuiani:ial and human resouree requirements would be substantial if an incinerator is to 
be operated properly. without causing secondary pollution (e.g. air pollution). 

3.3.2 Factors innuencing landfill development 

The preceding discussions indicate that the most applicable method of final disposal in 
Pacific island countries is landfill. There are three critical factors which greatly influenee the 
development and management of a good solid waste landfill site in Pacific island countries: 

(1) 'Iacle of financial and human .resources; 

(2) lack of easily available land; and 

(3) fragile ecosystem. 

Pacific island countries, like many other developing countries, lack financial and trained 
human resourees for the design, consttoction and operation of a landfill. Although a simple, less 
expensive landfill which can be adopted in most Pacific island countries does not require very 
specialized knowledge and skill, basic engineering knowledge, preferably in environmentaUsanitary 
or civil engineering. is still needed. However, most Pacific island countries do not have liIany such 
engineers who can be employed. Public health inspectors are often responsible for the d'esign and 
operation of a landfill. However. they typically lack training in engineering and are also 
responsible for many other environmental health activities (e.g. water. sanitltion. food safety. etc.). 
leaving little time for the management of a landfill. The designation of solid waste 
management/landfill officers and the systematic training of· these officers in engineering. are 
needed. 

3.3.3 Site selection for landfill 

In most Pacific island countries. especially the smaller ones, land is such a scarce resouree 
that all available land has already been earmarked for specific uses other thBII.'landfill.In addition. 
many Pacific island countries have complicated land tenure systems that hinder the land· acquisition 
process for landfill. The lack of easily available land for landfill leads to illegal dumping which in 
tum causes environmental and aesthetic problems and eventually give rise to· NIMBY syndrome and 
the resistance to release land for landfill by land owners. 

Almost all Pacific island countries have fragile ecosystems such as coral reefs. mangroves 
and groundwater acquifers that are susceptible to pollution. The fragile ecosystem and the 
competing land uses practically make: the location of an ideal site for landfill a very formidable 
task. In order to help solid waste mangers to locate a landfill site. a "Set. of criteria· has been 
developed and is given in Table 5.· 
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Table 5 Criteria for Selection of Landfill Site 

I. Expected capacity or volume of the site (effective life span of 5 years or more). 

2. Distance of transporting solid waste (the shorter the better; preferably less than 5 Ian), access 
road conditions and traffic volume. 

3. Availability of cover soil at or near the site, or distance of transporting cover soil. 

4. Existing and future land use plans. 

5. Existence of nearby residential and commercial.areas (200 metres; 100 metres with buffer 
areas such as trees). 

6. Implications on existing and future agricultural, fisheries. forestry and tourism industries. 

7. Underlying geological features. particularly the permeability of soil (preferably surficial clay 
deposit). 

8. Topography and landscape (landfill volume and visual impacts). 

9. Surface and subsurface hydrology and water resources (particularly in relation to water 
supply sources). 

10. Protection against potential natural and man-made disasters. 

II. Surface and groundwater pollution. 

12. Odour and dust emissions. 

13. Noise pollution. 

14. Destruction of flora and fauna habitats. especially those of endangered. rare and protected 
species. 

IS. Damage to aesthetic and cultural values. 

16. Ownership of land. 

The process of selecting a landfill site involves a group of different authorities (e.g. solid 
waste management authority; land use planning authority; land authority; environmental authority; 
health authority; and water authority). site visits. and collection and analysis of information and 
material. The information and material usually required for site assessment are presented in Table 
6, and the process is outlined in Annex 8. Guidelines for scoping environmental health impact 
assessment of municipal solid waste landfill are given in Annex 9. 
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Table 6Info~lon.and Material Required fOf" SiteAssessmen~, .,.: 

• '; J :. ~( ;,"'! ";,. 

I. Geological map (scale of 1:2 500 to 1:5 000; surface layer and underground structure; 5 krn x 
5 krn limit area). 

2. Tree and.shrub distribution map (scale of 1:5 000) or vegetation map (scale of I: I 000). 

3. Rainfall intensity distribution map. 

4. Surface hydrology data (watershed map; stream flow data; high water level record. peak 
discharge; springs; evaporation; wetlands; etc.). 

5. Groundwater data (water table level; type of aquifer; etc.). 

6. Well water information (usage; quantity of use; water quality; etc.). 

7. Wind direction diagram. 

8. Soil data (physical properties of soil profile; coefficient of permeability; stability; 
conductivity; chemical properties; etc.). 

9. Information on existing drainage work or other civ~Lengineering s1n!cture. 

10. Topological map wit!). 2-m contour lines. 

II. Access/approach roads and traffic volume data. 

In most Pacific island countries, there is normally no site which satisfies all the criteria 
listed in Table 5,nor~e all the information and material given in Table 6 available. Rigorously 
applying the process ,Outlined in Annex 8 and the guidelines for enviro!)mental impact assessment 
given in Annex 9 may not be possible. However, the choice of landfill· sites is usually limited in 
most Pacific islan!i countries by three major and important factors: 

(I) availability of government land or leasable private land; 
(2) potential for water supply sources, particularly groundwater lenses; and 
(3) availability of cover soil. 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No.9 

Three major steps to landfill site selection in Pacific Island countries 

1. Find government land or unused private land which can be easily leased for more than 5 
years (the land authority has this information). . 

2. Find water supply sources (e;g. wells) and groundwater recharge areas (the water 
authority has this information). -, . 

. ,'.' 
3. Find the source of cover soil/material, near the site if possible. 
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Therefore. a practical approach to selecting a future landfill site in Pacific island countries 
is to examine these factors which would normally limit the choice considerably. Then. the other 
factors given in Table 5 can be evaluated. 

3.3.4 Management or landfill site 

Although important. the selection and designation of a landfill site alone will not solve 
problems of final disposal of solid waste. The management of the site is often more crucial to 
obtain public acceptance. However. the most common solid waste disposal in Pacific island 
countries is by open and uncontrolled dumping. This practice creates a number of public health, 
environmental and aesthetic problems: 

(I) the site becomes a breeding ground for flies and vermin; 

(2) the site emits obnoxious odour; 

(3) the open burning of refuse creates air pollution and fire hazards; 

(4) the site contaminates runoff. causing surface water pollution; 

(5) leachates generated at the site create groundwater pollution; 

(6) the activities of scavengers or waste pickers are often not <;ontrolled; 

(1) the site becomes unsuitable for required/planned .afteruse; and 

(8) the biogas generated from the site creates fire hazards underground as well as 
above ground after the closure. 

In order to alleviate these problems associated with open dumps, more controlled landfill 
practices need to be introduced to a new landfill site as well as existing dump sites. In fact, due to 
the difficulty in locating new landfill sites, many existing solid waste dump sites in Pacific island 
countries have to continue to be used. In order to do so and to overcome the problems associated 
with their crude operation, many of them need to be upgraded to controlled landfill sites. A 
procedure for the upgrading of an existing solid waste dump is outlined in Reference 9 and given in 
Annex 10. Also, a landfill site in Nuku'alofa. Tonga is being upgraded as a demonstration project 
with the support of WHO. 

The development of a good landfill involves a number of design and operational features. 
The basic feature of a controlled landfill operation is to apply a layer (15-25 em thickness) of soil 
to cover the surface of solid waste deposited. The coverage with soil prevents the breeding of flies 
and vermin. discourages human and animal scavenging. and reduces open fire hazards and smoke 
pollution. 

Other main controlling features include the construction of refuse retaining structure to 
avoid the overflowing of solid waste to the surrounding environment; surface water drainage 
system to minimize the generation of leachates and keep the site dry; liner facility to intercept the 
seepage of leachates to aquifers; leachate collection and treatment facilities to reduce water 
pollution potential; and biogas extraction and utilization systems. The site should be closed with 
the impermeable final cover capped with nutrient rich top soil to allow vegetation growth. The 
final surface is shaped to encourage effective natural drainage and to conform to the afteruse of the 
land. Further discussions on the design of a landfill and leachate management are presented in 
Annex n. 
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Although these structure and facilities are required for a full scale sanitary landfill, due to 
financial and technical constraints in Pacific island countries, the provision of all of these features 
is not possible. However, the following design and operational features are essential and at least 
required for a landfill to be termed as a controlled landfill in: Pacific island countries:. '." 

(I) designation of the site as a landfill with a clear physical boundary (e.g. refuse 
retaining bunds, fences, etC.) and a signboard; 

(2) . control of the working face (Le. the location in the landfill site where solid waste is 
deposited) to avoid random dumping of solid waste in the landfill site and keep the working 
face small; 

(3) application of cover soil regularly; and 

(4) control of incoming solid waste flow by a site worker to check the quantity and 
contents of the waste and direct the driver to the working face. 

Useful Tips and Rule of Thumb No. 10 : , , }, '. 

Essential requirements for controlled landfill operation 
, 

1. Earth-moving and heavy excavating equipment - to move, level and compact deposited 
waste and cover soil, and dig trenches. (Such equipment .is n~ needed everyday in most 
Pacific island countries, but needs to be provided regularly such as once a week.) 

2. Cover soil - to control the breeding of flies and vermin, odour and open fire hazards, 
(Old deposited solid waste may be used as cover material.) 

3. A site worker(s) - to control the incoming solid waste flow and the working face where 
the inCOming solid waste is deposited, (The operational schedule must be established.) 

4. Site office with basic amenity facilities for the site workers. 

5. Establishment of working hours and notification to private solid waste haulers. 

Due to the scarcity of land and small urban population size, many existing landfills in 
Pacific island countries are small and often handle less than 10 tonnes of waste each working day. 
As such it is uneconomical to deploy machinery to operate such landfills on a full time basis. 
Furthermore, machinery is often not available or not affordable by the solid waste management 
authority, However, manual operation can be partially employed at a small landfill site. A manual 
landfill operation is described in Reference 10 and outlined in Annex 12. 

3.3.5 Monitoring and inspection of landfill site 

In addition to the design and operation of a controlled landfill, the solid waste management 
authority should undertake the monitoring of various environmental and health parameters. Ideally 
the monitoring should include the measurements of various microbiological and chemical species of 
leachates, groundwater and surrounding surface water, odour and air pollutants, flies and rats, and 
so on. However, in small island countries, it is not always possible to undertake such monitoring 
regularly. In order to help solid waste management practitioners in undertaking a simple inspection 
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of a landfill site, a check-list has been prepared and is presented in Table 7. An accompanying 
check-list for corrective action, when some problems are found, has also been developed and is 
shown in Table 8. 

Table 7 Check-list for Health and Environmental Inspection of Landfill 

I. Fly breeding 

2. Rats and vermin 

3. Odour 

4. Smoke from open burning 

5. Drinking water 
contamination by leachates 

6. Waste pickers or scavengers 

[Environment and safety] 

7. Organic pollution of 
receiving water by leachates 

8. Chemical pollution of 
receiving water by leachates 

9. Fire hazard caused by open 
burning 

10. Visual 
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Table 8 Check-list for Corrective Action 

I. Fly breeding 

2. Rats and vermin 

3. Odour 

4. Smoke from open burning 

5. Drinking water 
contamination by leachates 

6. Waste pickers or 
scavengers 

[Environment and safety 1 

7. Organic pollution of 
receiVilig water by leacllates 

. 
8. Chemical pollution of 
recei\ling' water by leachates 

9. Fire ~d c~iJsed by open 
burning . '. 

10. Visual impact 

Apply cover soil 

Apply cover soil 

Apply cover soil 

Instruct site workers and others 
not to .s.et a fire 

Stop the use of water , and 
switcb;to Qtiler)Nater sources 

Discol!f,,,ge,wast~.picking ~" 
cutting off access (e.g. fence) 

Stop the use of water 

Stop the use of water and 
consumption of fish and 
shellfish from the water 

Instruct not to set a fire 

Provide buffer trees and. apply 
cover soil 

3.4. Contractual Services - Intelljgent Use of Contractors 

Spray insecticide 

Spray vermicide 

No other practical method 

Apply cover soil to extinguish 
it 

, 

Repair the leak, if possible 

:illStruetSite workers to control 

" ;., ,." 

. Repalr.the leak, if possible 
. '" ,"' . ,'" . - ! ,,',: ",-," 

Repaitthe leak; if possible 

", 

Extinguish the fire 

ProVide enclosure walls around 
the site 

Throughout the world, the privatization or provision of solid waste management services 
by private companies is on the rise. This phenomenon is also happening in many Pacific island 
countries. It, in part, reflects the inability of the public solid waste management authority to keep 
up witb the rapid pace of urbanization and the consequent demand for the solid waste management 
serv~. As ihe urbanization process in many Pacific island countries has not shown any sigu of 
slowirig down, it is only reasonable to expect that the· process of privatization of solid waste 
maruig'ement services will continue if not accelerate. The critical issue, therefore. is how to make 
use of private contractors wisely and get the best out of privatization. The following discussions 
focus primarily on contractual services for collection and disposal operations which are currently 
being carried out in Pacific island countries. However, many principles outlined also apply to 
other solid waste management components. 

The main objective of privatizing solid waste management services is to increase the cost
effectiveness of the services. This can be achieved by: 
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(1) improving the Quantity of services (e.g. service coverage); 

(2) improving service quality; and 

(3) reducing unit costs (e.g. cost/person served). 

In order to achieve the objective. it is essential to understand the key areas or prerequisites 
that determine the success of the privatization exercise. These are: 

(1) clearly defined scope. specifications and performance standards for the services to 
be provided; 

(2) existence of a pool of competent contractors; 

(3) existence of a fair fee structure that allow reasonable profit and ensure prompt 
payment for quality service rendered; and 

(4) effective monitoring and control that reward improvement and punish non
performance. 

3.4.1 Clear definition 01 service to be provided 

A poorly defined scope, specifications and performance standards of services to be 
provided by contractors would make it very difficult for a bidder to establiSh a precise and practical 
proposal that will achieve the privatization objectives in an effective manner. It will also be 
difficult for the bidder to make a reasonably accurate cost estimate. As a result, it is likely that 
contractors would make a higher bid to provide themselves with some margin of safety and in the 
process push up the project cost. Moreover, lack of clarity would also make it difficult to evaluate 
contractors' proposals to select the bid winner. Once the contract is awarded, it would be very 
difficult to manage and it would probably lead to many disputes resulting in unsatisfactory service 
delivery. 

Therefore, it is vital that a clear detinition of services to be provided is established before 
embarking on any tender exercise for privatization of solid waste management services. In doing 
so, a thorough analysis must be carried out to determine the level of service needed by the 
community concerned and their affordability and willingness to pay for the service to be rendered. 
Once defined. the scope, specifications as well as performance standards of the services must be 
clearly written into the bidding documents and later included in the contract agreement. 

3.4.2 Competent contractors 

Ideally, there should be a pool of technically competent and financially sound contractors to 
ensure success in privatization. In many Pacific island countries, contracting out solid waste 
collection service has been carried out for some time. although mostly on a small scale. In recent 
years. contractors have been engaged to manage some disposal sites. Thus. there exist some local 
contractors in many Pacific island countries. However, the level of competency of the majority of 
them may need to be further enhanced. 

The solid waste collection operation is relatively simple and the investment requirement is 
moderate. Effort should be made to ensure a reasonable contract size with adequate project life 
span to enable the contractor to secure the necessary finance for the project. A contract period of 
up to 5 years should be considered to allow sufficient time to recover the investment in fleets and 
equipment. This arrangement will also prevent the contractor to attempt to recover the 
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amortization cost of his investment in a short period resulting in a high contract cost. The 
authority should also consider the need to develop a local contracting industry with competent 
contractors which will benefit the authority for the sel~tion of contractors in the future. 

Encouraging the growth of a local contracting industry should not create a situation of 
monopoly. Experience shows that competition ens~res greate~ efficiency .and effectiveness and 
should be promoted. For this reason, any privatIzatIOn projeCt for solId waste manageme~t 
services should involve more than one contractor. This will also provide alternative contractors ill 
case of failure by any of the contractors. To safeguard agai~t such failure, it may be .prudent ~o 
keep up to one-third of the service to be carried out by the public authority's in-house c~. Th~s 
will also provide an opportunity for tbe authority to assess the real cost for the service. ThiS 
knowledge is essential in any price negotiatic;m with.the contractor"" , . 

Most of the contractors in Pacific island countries lack technical knowledge. Thus, perhaps 
a more positive and effective way of helping them to grow is to organize their collaborative effort 
(e.g. helping each other in case of emergency or vehicle breakdowns), and to provi~ t4em with 
learning opportunity and technical guidance. Experienced and trained public sector staff should be 
encouraged to share their knowledge with the contractors. 

3.4.3.Fair fee struc;:l,\.!re "! "- r ' ,-, ,:' - . 

. ,--

The fee structure (i.e .. the way fee f9rservice rendered .is determined over the contract 
period) and the basis OJi which payment is made are powerful tools that ~an be used to effectively 
control the contractual service to ensure that the project objectives are met. 

If the contract period is relatively long (e.g. 3 years or more), it is advisable to establish a 
mechanism or formula by which adjustment to the fee level (e.g. inflation, increase in population 
served etc.) can be made over the entire contract period. While being fair to the contractors, this 
will prevent the padding of fee by the contractors at the onset of the contract which may mean 
higber overall cost. However, it is important that the solid waste management authority is 
knowledgeable of the real service cost at the time of negotiation and at the time when subsequent 
adjustments are to be made. 

A decision has to be made on what basis the fee would be calculated. The options are: 

(I) lump sum per month; and 
(2) payment by weight of waste collected/disposed. 

Lump sum payment is simple but unless some performance measurements (e.g. number of 
missed collection, validated complaints etc.) and the associated financial penalties are incorporated 
in the contract, good performance by the contractors cannot be assured. Also, some incentive 
should be built into the contract to induce innovation and improvement by the contractors. 

Payment by weight has the advantage that the contractors will attempt to collect all the 
wastes and a high degree of sanitation and cleanliness can be achieved. However, experience 
shows that steps have to be taken to prevent cheating by the contractors. Cases where heavy 
construction wastes and water were added to increase weight have been reported. Furthermore, in 
the context of Pacific island countries where waste minimization and recycling of waste is a matter 
of high priority, payment by weight may work against this requirement. A weighbridge required 
for this payment approach may not be available in some areas. 
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No matter wbat the mode of payment is, it is important that payment should be prompt. 
This will earn the confidence of the contractor and avoid the situation where the contractor has to 
increase their tender bid to cover financial loss due to late payment. 

3.4.4 Effective monitoring and control 

Effective monitoring and control is the key to success in privatization. The mechanism for 
monitoring and control should be thoroughly examined and appropriate provisions for their 
implementation and enforcement should be provided in the contract agreement. For this purpose, 
criteria to evaluate the performance and impose penalty for not complying with the agreed level of 
performance should be established and suitable staff assigned to carry out the duties. 

3.4.5 Foreign aid and privatization 

Solid waste management vehicles and equipment in Pacific island countries are often 
provided under foreign aid programmes. As a result, the solid waste management authorities in 
many Pacific island countries do not take into account the capital cost for the acquisition of these 
assets when the cost of the solid waste management service is to be determined in the process of 
privatization. This perception leads to distortion of the real cost and hence contributes to a wrong 
basis for decision-making. 

The provision of solid waste management assets through foreign aid is likely to continue 
for the foreseeable future in some Pacific island countries. To reap the full benefits of privatization 
under such a situation, it is worth considering the arrangement whereby public sector assets can be 
leased to the private contractors to lower the contract cost. In this case, provision should be made 
in the contract for enforcement of proper operation and maintenance of the assets by the 
contractors. 
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CHAPTER 4 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 

4.1. HUman Resoyrq Development - Basis for Sectoral Develooment 

Skilled and competent human resources provide the foundation for progress and 
improvement. Therefore, human resource development is fundamental to the development of the 
solid waste management sector. It must be emphasized that human resource development should 
not be confined only to the public sector but should include the private sector as well. In fact, as 
the cooperation of the consumers is vital to the success of solid waste management, particularly in 
Pacific island countries where community-based strategies such as waste minimization are to be 
encouraged, it is important that human resource development includes consumer education. 
Moreover, as one of the most important objectives of solid waste management is to improve 
environmental health, consumer education must have features of health education. 

To be effective, a human resource development plan should have clear focus on the needs 
of different groups stated above. The roles, functions and responsibilities of all concerned ~hould 
be clearly defined. Once clear focus is established, steps can be taken to devise suitable 
programmes to meet the needs, to set training targets and to'decide on the contents and details of 
the programmes. Subsequently, necessary resourceS can be 'mobilized to implement the 
programmes. Human resource development should not be targeted only for the present workforce. 

, , 

It is important to develop hilman resources required in the future by incorporating the subject in the 
curriculum of formal education. 

For consumer education, the media of communication should be appropriately selected to 
maximize its effectiveness. The language used should take into account the local prevalence of the 
target groups. Community-based forums, such as those provided under the Honiara Sup Sup 
Gaden outlined in Annex 4, should be made use of. 

4.2. Financial Manaeement - For Sustainable Solid Waste Manmment 

The existence of a sustainable solid waste management system that meets the basic 
environmental health objectives depends very much on its financial viability. In a fragile financial 
environment commonly found in Pacific island countries, achieving and maintaining such a 
financial viability present a difficult challenge to the solid waste management practitioners. The 
task has been made all the more difficult by the rapid increase in service demand due to a high rate 
of urbanization over the years, which far out-strips the increase in funding provided. 

The challenge in financial management fo~ solid, waste management in P,acific island 
countrieS is, therefore, to achieve wider service coverage imdprovide better service with as little 
additioJial funding as possible, or "to do more with less'. This calls for cost reduction on the one 
hand and revenue increase on the other. 

Foreign aid as well as support from nongovernmental organizations can bcf channelled to 
help finance solid waste management activities. Although these funds should be welcomed and 
strategically made use of, they carmot be relied upon as long-term funding sources. Therefore, for 
long-term financial sustainability, imposing user charges for solid waste management services 
becomes necessary. The issue is how to implement a user charge scheme in areas where solid 
waste management service charges have never been imposed before, without creating unacceptable 
sociopolitical problems. 

To avoid such problems, it is necessary to establish the affordability and willingness-to-pay 
level for solid waste management services in areas where user charges are to be proposed. The 
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level usually applied worldwide is a monthly user charge of less than' I 'JIl'oiMe family monthly 
income, In the present context of Pacific island countries, it is believed that acceptance of user 
charges by the service users can be greatly enhanced if it is imposed after some visible 
improvements in service delivery have been aChieved, Funds· needed to finance these initial 
improvements should be generated internally through the implementation of productivity 
improvement and cost saving measures, many of which are outlined in this document, Foreign aid 
programmes may support such efforts, covering the initial improvement funds required. With this 
approach, it is possible to initiate a positive cycle where improved services induce willingness-to
pay by the service users and the resulting increased revenue can be used to finance further . 
improvements , 

It is important that the initial user charges imposed should be small and well within the 
willingness-to-pay level. The revenue so generated may be only sufficient to provide the parti<\\ 
financing of the operation and maintenance cost, However, once the ·payment for servi~· 
concept is accepted by the service users and justified by visible improvements, the level of charges 
can be increased gradually to cover first the full operation and maintenance cost and eventually the 
full service cost which includes the capital cost. Once this situation can be achieved. a sustainable 
and effective solid waste management system would have become a reality. 

4.3. institutions and Le&18latlon - R8§is for Solid Waste Man"'ernent 

An efficient organization and administrative structure with appropriate legal framework is 
the foundation needed to support an effective solid waste management system, As solid waste 
management is directly or indirectly affected by the policy and development of many sectors, a 
mechanism, such as a national solid waste management committee. to provide an effective forum 
for policy development and coordination, to review solid waste management plans and. proposals 
and to resolve major issues and problems related to solid waste management is very much needed, 
To be effective, the national committee should be chaired by the highest ranking officer of the 
agency responsible for solid waste management and its membership should include the following 
agencies: 

. (I) Treasury; 
(2) Land Authorityl Administration; 
(3) Land Use Planning Authority; 
(4) Environmental Control Agency; 
(5) Health Authority; 
(6) Trade; 
(7) . Local Government Affairs; 
(8) Foreign Affairs; 
(9) Education; and 
(10) Other agencies coopted whenever necessary, 

, . At. the operational level, the designation of officers with well-defined functions. 
responsibility and authority should be made, Even in the case ·of a small urban area,at least an 
officer should be assigned with the responsibility for solid wastemanagernent and given the 
necessary authority to carry'out the functions,' Without suchcoounitl)Jent, it,would notbe.possible 
to deliver effective solid waste management services, and there wOU\ll be no basis to build up local 
capability a1id accumulate valuable experiences which are so vital for making progress in this 
sector, 

In a. democratic society like that found in Pacitic island countries, a set of legislation is 
needed to provide the iegal foundation to carry out various. tasks of solid wasffl ~gement, Such 
legislation is required to: ". . 
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(1) authorize solid waste management agency to plan, develop and deliver solid waste 
management services; 

(2) authorize the collection of charges; 

(3) empower the solid waste management agency to impose standards and other 
requirements; 

(4) empower the solid waste management agency to impose penalty for noo-
conformance to requirements; and 

(5) carry out privatization of solid waste management services. 

As a society progresses and becomes more complex, a more comprehensive set of 
legislation may be required. However, it is believed that the above requirements are fundamental 
to ensure effective solid waste management. Therefore, should there be gaps found in the existing 
legislation in a country and some of these requirements cannot be met, it probably means new 
legislation is needed. Efforts should then be made to close the gaps. 
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ANNEX 1 

PROCEDURE FOR SOLID WASTE GENERATION SURVEY 
(Source: Annex \ of Reference 7) 

1. Objectives 

(I) To determine the volume requirlXl for on-site storage, transportation, transfer facilities and 
disposal of solid waste; .. 

(2) to identify recy«;ling/resource recovery potential of solid waste; 

(3) to detel11l,~aPpropria~.l11ethods of collection and dispos3t cir solid waste; and 

(4) to estimate the expected life span of a disposal site. 

2. Outputs 

(I) Daily generation rate~ in kg/person/day for residential waste and in kg/sq.m/day for 
commercial waste; 

(2) bulk density of solid waste generated in kg/L or in kg/cu.m; and 

(3) compOSition of solid waste generated in percentage' by w~ight. 

3. Selection or sample areas 

(I) Define several resi<iential areas which represent different socioeconomic population 
groups (e.g. according to ethnic groups and/or income levels: low, middle and high 
income groups). 

(2) Select 100 (\0-20 for Pacific island countries) households for each of the residential 
areas defined in.(1) above (totalling 50-100 households for Pacific island countries). 

" . 

(3) Identify a predominantly business area where a large number of shops and offices are 
located .. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Select 50 (10 for Pacific island countries) shops and offices for the business area 
defined in (3) above. 

Alternatively to (3) and (4), further divide the business areas into different categories 
such as hotels and restaurants, offices, shops and stores, workshops, and for each 
category select 10-20 (2-3 for Pacific island countries) samples. 

Collect the waste generated in the above areas once a day at a fixed time for 8 sucCessive 
days to allow variation in waste generation over a week. Note that the samples on' the first 
day will be discarded as they may contain waste accumulated from i "01' more days 
before. 

; !. 
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4. Preparation 

(I) Transport of waste - an open (Pick-up) truck will be required to transport tbe waste 
collected to tbe dump site where all tbe measurements will be taken. 

(2) Workers - a driver and an assistant worker will be required for transportation of tbe waste. 
In addition, one or two collection workers will be required for each sample area to collect 
and load the waste on to tbe vehicle. At tbe dump site, two or three workers will be 
required to measure tbe weight and volume of waste, and separate tbe waste into different 
categories. A supervisor-cum-data recorder will also be required. 

(3) Equipment: 

Plastic bags 
Weighing scale -
Buckets 

Plastic sheet 
Gloves 

8 (days) x (No. of households + No. of shops and offices) 
one or two to weigh tbe waste witb an accuracy of 100 grams 
(a) to measure volume of waste; and 
(b) to be used as a container for weighing 
to spread waste over it for sorting 
for workers to handle waste 

(4) Assignment of numbers to households, shops and offices - for purpose of data recording 
and analysis. 

(5) Coding of plastic bags by markers - according to tbe numbers assigned to households, 
shops and offices. 

(6) Data sheets - examples are given in Tables I through 3. 

(7) Survey of family size and floor area - tbe number of persons in each household and tbe 
floor area of each shop and office will be recorded in tbe data sheets. 

(8) Determination of collection route - tbe collection route will be recorded on a map. 

(9) Determination of volume and weight - tbe volume and weight of a bucket will be measured 
and recorded. 

(10) Instruction to workers - tbe workers will be instructed as to how they should carry out tbeir 
work. 

(11) Distribution of leaflet and plastic bags - a leaflet, which explains tbe study and requests for 
cooperation, together witb 8 plastic bags will be distributed to each household, shop and 
office in tbe sample areas. 

5. Procedure 

(I) Collect tbe plastic bags from houses and shops/offices according to tbe pre-specified 
collection route. In order to make tbis collection process efficient, tbe workers in each 
sample area may need to collect tbe bags and place tbem at a certain location prior to 
loading tbem on to tbe truck. 
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(2) Repeat (I) for each sample area and proceed to the dump site.· " 

(3) Weigh each plastic bag and record the weight in the data sheets according to the numbers 
assigned to households. shops and offices. 

(4) Select randomly 25 (5-10 for Pacific island countries) plastic bags from those collected in 
each sample area and record the household or shop/office numbers of these bags in the data 
sheets for volume measurement. 

(5) Open these plastic bags and empty the contents into the bucket until it becomes full. The 
bucket will then be emptied and the contents will be spread over the plastic sheet. Repeat 
this process until all the bags for each sample area are emptied and count the number of 
bucketful loads. which will be recorded f0T the volume estimation. 

(6) Separate the waste on the plastic sheet into different types (e.g. vegetables/putrescible 
matter, bones. paper. textiles. plastics. grass/leaves/wood. leather/rubber. metals. 
glass/ceramic. miscellaneous). The separated waste will be put into different buckets for 
weight measurement. 

(7) Measure the weight of each type of waste and record it in the data .sheet. 

(8) Dump all the Wallte properly and clean the equipment used. 

(9) Repeat (I) to (8) everyday for the duration of the study. 
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Table 1 Data Sheet for Daily Generation Rate 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

more if 
needed 
Total (A) 

* Shop/Office No. for commercial waste 
** Floor area for commercial waste 

Computation: 

(mean) daily generation rate = (B)/(a)17 (kg/person/day) 
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Table 2 Data Sheet for Volume (Density) 

(1) Volume recording 

* Enter the number of bucketful loads in this row for each day. 

Computation: 
, 

.. ' 

Annex I 

Daily total volume, such as (a), (b), etc. = (No. of bucketful loads) x (the ,volume of the bucket) 

Grand total volume = (a) + (b) + ... + (g) = (A) litre or L 

(2) Recording of corresponding .welghts 

* Household number randomly selected for which the volume of waste has been measured and 
. recorded in (I) above. Enter the household numbers.in.these columns. , . 

• * Weight of waste which corresponds to the household number, taken from Table I.· Enter these 
weights in the columns. (a), (b), etc. are total weights of the waste on that day. 

Computation: 

Grand total weight = (a) + (b) + ... + (g) = (B) kg 

(mean) bulk density = (B)/(A) kg/L 
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Table 3 Data Sheet for Composition· 

* The entries in this table are weights of waste in each category. 

Computation: 

Total weight in each category, such as (a), (b), etc., is addition of all entries across the row. 

Grand total weight = (a) + (b) + ... (j) = (A) 

The computation formula for the percent composition of each category is shown in the last column 
of the table. 
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6. Example 

The following example is taken from a solid waste generation survey carried out in Majuro. 
Marshall Islands in 1991. 

Table 1 Data Sheet ror Dally Generation Rate 
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Table 1 Data Sheet for Daily Generation Rate (Continued) 

Note: All weight measurements are in pounds. 

(mean) daily generation rate = (2727.9/456)/7 = 0.85 pounds/person/day 
= 0.38 kg/person/day 

Table 2 Data Sheet for Volume (Density) 

(1) Volume recording 

20.0 24.5 21.5 25.0 18.0 20.8 22.0 

320 392 344 400 288 332.8 352 

* The volume of the bucket used is 16 Iitres. 
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(2) Recording or corresponding weights 

* All weight measurements are in pounds. 

Conmntation: 

Grand total weight = 541.7 Ibs = 243.8 kg 

(mean) bulk density = 243.8/2428.8 = 0.10 kg/L 

Table 3 Data Sheet ror Composition* 
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SOLID WASTE GENERATION SURVEY 
- MAJURO, MARSHALL ISLANDS, 1991 -

Pre-survey visit to houses to provide plastic 
bags. 

Weight measurement of collected waste. 

Sorting of solid waste into different categories. 
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Pre-survey visit to houses with leaflet to 
explain the survey and request for 

cooperation. 

Volume measurement by buckets. 

Weight measurement of sorted waste. 
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SOLID WASTE GENERATION SURVEY 
- POHNPEI, FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA, 199 1 -

Solid waste samples are collected by a pick-up 
truck. 

Sorting of solid waste into different 
compositions. 

Putting sorted waste into buckets. 
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Weight measurement of collected solid waste. 

Sorting of solid waste. 

Weight measurement of sorted waste. 



ANNEX 2 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SOLIn WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICE SURVEY 
(Adapted from the questionnaire in Reference 8) 

1. introduction 

This questionnaire is designed to facilitate the assessment of the current situation of solid 
waste management service in an urban area. The information collected by this questionnaire for all 
the urban areas in a country, in turn, can be used to evaluate the status of the solid waste 
management sector in the country. To enable an accurate assessment, it is important that all 
information requested in the questionnaire should be provided as completely and accurately as 
possible. 

2. General Information 

2.1 Name and address of authority responsible for solid waste management 
,: ;, 

................................................................................................................. 

................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................... : ........................... -. 

2.2 Area of jurisdiction 

2.3 

2.4 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Urban area 
Rural area 
Total area 

POJ)Ulation 

Urban Population 

Rural population 

Total population 

......... (sq. kIn) 

......... (sq. kIn) 

......... (sq. kIn) 

1980 

Department responsible for solid waste management 

Name. address and telephone of the Department 
....... ............. . 

1990 1995 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... 

:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: T~i;;ph~~; :~:::::::::::: :::::::: 
Name and telephone of the Head of Department 

......................................... , ... , ........... , ...... . ............. Telephone: .................... . 

Name and telephone of officer responsible for solid waste management 

................. Telephone: .................... . ..................................... , ..... . ................. .." 

.. ,; - •• 
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(4) Function carried out by the Department 

waste management 
service to industrial 

Street sweeping 

solid waste 
management 

waste 

waste 

waste 
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3. Planning and Development 
,r., 

3.1 Physical cha!i!Cteristics of solid waste 

(I) If data on waste characteristics are available. please complete the following table: 

or vegetables 

and ceramic 

waste 

Total 

(2) Year when the data was collected: 

(3) Data collected by actual surveyor by estimation: 

3.2 StOfa&\: 

(1) Does the Department have a storage bin standardization policy? If so, please briefly 
outline the policy . 
............................................................................................................ 
........... .................................. . : ..................... , ~ ..................................... . 
........................................................................................................... 

...................................................................... ' ...................................... . 
............................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................ 

................................................. ........................................................... 

................................................. ........................................................... 
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(2) Type of storage bin used (please tick appropriate space) 

Type of 

Containers 

Metal bin 
Individual Plastic bin 

Plastic bag 
Containers Oil drum 

Others 
Metal bin 
Plastic bin 

Communal Oil drum 
Concrete bin 

Containers Roll-on roll-off 
Others 

A = Almost exclusively used 
F = Frequently used 
S = Sometimes used 
N = Never used 

3.3 Collection 

Residential 
Premise 

A F S 

Commercial 
Premise 

N A F S 

(I) Collection service coverage for domestic premises for the year 19 ..... . 

% or Total Population Frequency of Collection 

Urban Population 
Rural Population 

(2) Collection service coverage for commercial/trade premises for the year 19 ..... 

%or Premises Frequency of 
Collection 

Collected by the Department 
Collected by the Department's contractor 
Collected by owner's contractor 
No collection service ( done by owner) 
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(3) Amount of waste collected (by both the Department and contractors) last year Le. 19 ..... 

waste Type Estimated Amount Collected' 
Recycling 
Rate (%) Measured Estimated Measured Estimated 

Domestic, institutional, 
commercial and trade 
waste 
Industrial waste 

Street/park cleansing 
waste .. ' . 

Drain cleansing waste 

Bulky waste 
. 

Others 

Total 
. 

Note: Attempt should be made to provide the breakdown data. If impossible, at least data for the 
total should be provided. 

3.4 Disposal 

Items Disposal Site 
Site 1 Site 2 

Name of site 
Total area (ha) 
Year when dispOsal started 
Estimated life span remaining (year) 
Amount of waste deposited daily 
(tonne/day) 
Distance from collection area to the 
site (km) 
Disposal method (See notes below) 
Existence of animals on site Yes / No Yes / No 
Existence of waste pickers or Yes / No Yes / No 
scavengers on site 
Existence of open b on site Yes / No Yes / No 

Note: For disposal method, please specify as follow: 

o = Open dumping 
C = Controlled tipping ( with occasional soil cover) 
S = Sanitary landfill ( with daily cover) 
D = Dumping into water body ( river/sea etc.) 
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4. Operation 

4.1 Contractual services 

Service Component Proportion of contractual Number of contractors in 
service (last 3 years) last 3 years 
19 •••. 19 ••• 19 ••. 19 ••• 19 ••• 19 .•. 

Collection and transport 
Street sweeping 
Grass cutting 
Landfill operation 
Vehicle maintenance 
Others 

4.2 Vehicles and equiDlnent 

(I) General information 

Is there any policy to standardize the vehicles and equipment used by the Department? If so, please 
outline how this policy is being implemented. 

Does the Department have its own workshop to maintain and repair its vehicles and equipment? If 
so. how does the workshop purchase spare parts? What is the average time taken for the purchase? 
What is the policy on stock maintenance? 

(2) Equipment for primary collection (i.e. collection of solid waste from households to 
communal bin or depot for subsequent collection by collection vehicles) 

Equipment Type Number Average capacity (cu.m) 

Wheel barrows ( I wheel) 
Push carts ( 2-4 wheels ) 
Others 
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(3) Vehicles 

Note: all vehicles owned both by the Department and contractors are to be counted with those of 
the contractors given in parenthesis. 

Vehicle type No. Av. No. or vehicle by No. or vehicle by age 
Cap. condition (See note (year) 
cU.m below) 

G F B > 10 5-10 2-S <2 
Compactor vehicles 

Tipping truck with 
sliding cover 
Open.truck with 
tiDDinJ! mechanism 
Open .truck without 
tiDDing mechanism 
Open truck with 
crane 
Tilt-frame or hoist 
truck haodling big 

. 

metal bin 
. .. 

. .' . ~ ._i 

Nightsoil tanker 

Vacuum truck 
. 

Water tanker 

Tractor 
, 

Vehicle for 
administration 
Others 

Note : G = Good condition, F = Fair condition, B = Bad condition 
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(4) Machinery used in landfill, including machinery owned by both the Department and 
contractors 

Machinery type No. No. or machinery by No. of machinery by age 
condition (years) 

G F B >10 5-10 2-5 <2 
Bulldozers 

Bucketloaders 

Backhoes 

Compactors 

Tractors 

Others 

(5) Typical purchase price of equipment in recent years 

Equipment type Purchase price Year purchase made 

Compactor vehicle 
(for collection) 
Tipping truck with sliding 
cover 
Open truck with tipping 
facility 
Open truck without tipping 
facility 
Tilt-frame or hoist truck 

Bulldozer 

Landfill compactor 

Tractor 
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(6) Problems encountered in solid waste management service. Please tick appropriate 
spaces. 

Problem very serious not so no 
serious serious ' problem 

Inadequate service coverage (some people not 
given service) 

.. 

Lack service quality (not frequent enough, 
spill, etc.) .. 
Lack of authority to make financial and 
administrative: decision 

Lack of financial resources 
Lack of trained personnel .. 

Lack of vehicles 
Lack of equipment 
Old vehicleleQUipment frequent breakdown 
Difficult to obtain spare parts 
Lack of capability to maintain/repair 
vehicle/equipment 

No standardization of vehicle/equipment 
No proper institutional set-up for solid waste ----
IIllIIliIgement service , ' ...... , .• 

Lack of legislation 
... . 

Lack of enforcement measure and capability 
Lack of planning (short, medium and long term 
plan) 
Rapid urbanization outstripping service 
capacity 
Uncontrolled proliferation of squatter 
settlements 
Difficult to locate and acquire landfill site 
Difficult to obtain cover material 
Poor cooperation by Government agencies '. "i " 

Poor public cooperation 
Uncontrolled use of packaging material 
Poor response to waste minimization 
(reuse/recyclin\!) 
Lack of qualified private contractors 
Difficult to control contracrual service 
Lack of control on hazardous waste 
Others 
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5. Finance 

(1) Revenue (in local currency) of the authority where the Department responsible for solid 
waste management is located. 

Revenue source Year before last (19 .... ) Last year ( 19 ..... ) 
Budgeted Actual Budgeted Actual 

Property tax 
Licence 
Loan 
Grant by Government 
Foreign grant/aid 
User charge for solid 
waste management 
Other user charge 
Fine/penalty 
Others 
Total 

(2) Expenditure for solid waste management service (in local currency) 

Expenditure Items Year berore last (19 ..... ) LastJ'ear (19 .... ) 
Budgeted Actual Budgeted Actual 

Remuneration 
Material & sup!llies 
Equipment/vehicle 
Others 
Total for solid waste 
management 
Solid waste 
management 
expenditure as % of 
total expenditure of the 
authority 
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6. Human Resource 

(1) Personnel for solid waste management service. In case where a person is responsible for 
other duties beside solid waste management, pleas!! put the number of such persons in 

parenthesis . 

Type of personnel 

Administrator 
Health officer 
Public health inspector (pHI) or 

! equivalent 
Assistant to PHI 
Engineer 
Technical assistant 
Technician 
Mechanic 
Mechanic's assistant 
Supervisor 
Driver 
Labourer 
Others 
Total 

A == Administration/supervision 
CT = Collection and transportation 
S == Street sweeping 

Area of Work 

A CT S G FD 0 Total 

G == ?r~s cutting. If the s~me person carries out street sweeping and grass cutting, please 
IndIcate the number of persons in S column and write same in G column 

FD = Final disposal . 
o = Others 
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EXAMPLE OF STEP-BY-STEP PLANNING FOR IMPROVEMENT 
(plan for Municipal Solid Waste Management in Pohnpei, 

Federated States of Micronesia in Reference 2) 

1. Planning Objectives 

ANNEX 3 

(I) To establisb an effective and efficient solid waste collection service to eliminate or 
minimize uncontrolled dumping and burning of waste and keep tbe urban areas clean and 
beaJtby; 

(2) to upgrade tbe disposal operation and maintenance of tbe present dump site to 
eliminate or minimize tbe breeding of flies and vermin, air pollution, offensive odour, sea
water pollution, traffic problems and unsigbtJy appearance until tbe new site is ready to 
accept solid waste; 

(3) to develop a new solid waste disposal site by sanitary landfill; 

(4) to minimize, as mucb as possible, tbe generation of solid waste tbrougb 
introduction of recycling and resource recovery activities and modification of consumer's 
bebaviour; 

(5) to establisb a public awareness and partiCipation programme to improve tbe 
public's solid waste bandling and storage and tbe cleanliness of streets, drains and otber 
public areas; 

(6) to develop a firm institutional framework for solid waste management witb clear 
responsibilities of public and private sectors for solid waste storage, collection, 
transportation and disposal; and 

(7) to establisb a strong financial capability for developing and implementing proper 
solid waste collection and disposal services. 

2. General Approaches and Principles 

(I) Staged improvement planning and implementation; 

(2) Use of pilot-scale studies, particularly for the collection service; 

(3) Simplicity in operation and maintenance of collection and disposal systems; 

(4) Use of cost-effective. bygienic and environmentally sound systems; and 

(5) Mobilization of resources from government and nongovernmentaJ organizations, 
private sector and communities. 
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3. Component Programmes 

The Pohnpei solid waste management plan shall have the following component 
programmes: 

(I) Establishment of collection service; 

(2) Upgrading of present disposal site operation; 

(3) Development of a new sanitary landfill site; 

(4) Recycling and resource recovery from solid waste; 

(5) Public awareness and participation; and 

(6) Development of institutional framework and the securing of funds. 

4. Planning Stages and Targets 

The planning stages are as follows: 

Stage I 
Stage 2: 
Stage 3: 

May 1991 to September 1992 
October 1992 to September 1993 
October 1993 onwards 

The targets or goals of the component programmes for each stage are as follows: 

(1) Collection service 

Stage 1: 

Stage 2: 

Stage 3: 

Establishment of an effective and efficient collection service for 
Kolonia Town, Sokehs Island, and Kahmar and Dolonier areas in 
Nett Municipality 

Expansion of the collection service to other urbanized areas 
including Pali Ais 

Expansion of the collection service as required 

(2) Present disposal site 

Stage I: 

Stage 2: 

Stage 3: 

Provision of pollution control measures and upgrading of landfill 
operation 

Closure of the site and post -closure monitoring and maintenance 

Post -closure maintenance and monitoring 
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(3) New landfill site 

Stage I: 

Stage 2: 

Stage 3: 

(4) Recycling 

Stage I: 

Stage 2: 

Stage 3: 

Design of the site. construction of an access road and site 
preparation 

Commencement of the sanitary landfill operation 

Sanitary landfill operation. site maintenance and monitoring 

Study on overseas market for recycled materials and cost of 
shipment 

Depending on the above study. construction of a pilot-sca1e or 
full-scale recycling centre 

Operation of the recycling centre 

(5) Public awareness 

Stage I: 

Stage 2: 

Stage 3: 

Development of a plan for public awareness and participation 
activities 

Implementation of planned activities and the launching of an annual 
"Keep Pohnpei Clean and Healthy Campaign· 

Continuation and expansion of activities 

(6) Institution and funds 

Stage I: 

Stage 2: 

Expansion of the task force functions to include alI the above
mentioned component programmes and creation of a working 
group Wlder the task force for each component programme 

Demarcation of responsibilities of all concerned government 
agencies involved in solid waste management and amendment of 
the regulations if necessary 

Securing of government budget for solid waste management 
activities for Stage 2 onwards 

Searching of extrabudgetary funds for the component programme' 
activities in Stage 2 

Dissolution of the task force and possible creation of an 
interagency committee on urban environmental management or 
an advisory council on urban environment involving the private 
sector 
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Stage 3: 

Securing of government budget and searching for extrabudgetary 
funds 

Continuation of securing of funds 

S. Project of Popuiatlonand Solid Waste Generation 

The future population is estimated, using an annual growth rate of 3 %. The solid waste 
generation rate is estimated, using the data obtained by the generation survey and with assumptions 
that the generation rates of household as well as commercial wastes will increase annually by 2 % . 
The density of solid waste at the disposal site after proper compaction is assumed to be 
0.6 tonne/cu.m. The volume of cover soil at the landfill site is estimated to be 30% of volume of 
compacted solid waste. The projections are made for 30 years, and the results are shown as 
follows: 
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Year Per capita Population House!lOld waste ()ornrnercial waste 
generation generation generation 
rate rate rate 
(kg/ capita/day) (tonnes/day) (tonnes/day) 

1991 0.381 13780 5.3 0.23 
1992 0.389 14193 5.5 0.23 
1993 0.397 14620 5.8 0.24 
1994 0.405 15058 6.1 0.24 
1995 0.413 15510 6.4 0.25 
1996 0.421 15975 6.7 0.25 
1997 0.430 16454 7.1 0.26 
1998 0.438 16948 7.4 0.26 
1999 0.447 17457 7.8 0.27 
2000 0.456 17980 8.2 0.27 
2001 0.465 18520 8.6 0.28 
2002 0.474 19075 9.0 0.29 
2003 0.484 19648 9.5 0.29 
2004 0.493 20237 10.0 0.30 
2005 0.503 20844 10.5 0.30 
2006 0.513 21469 11.0 0.31 
2007 0.524 22113 11.6 0.32 
2008 0.534 22n7 12.2 0.32 
2009 0.545 23460 12.8 0.33 
2010 0.556 24164 13.4 0.33 
2011 0.567 24889 14.1 0.34 

i 2012 0.578 25636 14.8 0.35 
,2013 0.590 26405 15.6 0.35 

2014 0.602 27197 16.4 0.36 
2015 0.614 28013 17.2 0.37 
2016 0.626 28853 18.1 0.38 
2017 0.638 29719 19.0 0.38 
2018 0.651 30610 19.9 0.39 
2019 0.664 31528 20.9 0.40 
2020 0.677 32474 22.0 0.41 
2021 0.691 33449 23.1 0.42 
2022 0.705 34452 24.3 0.42 
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Year Total daily Total daily Annual Annual 

generation volume at generation volume at 

rate generation rate generation 

(tonnes/day) (cu.m./day) (tonnes/yr) (cu.m./year) 

1991 5.5 45.7 2003 16688 
1992 5.8 48.0 2101 17511 
1993 6.0 50.3 2205 18375 
1994 6.3 52.8 2313 19283 
1995 6.7 55.4 2428 20236 
1996 7.0 58.2 2548 21237 
1997 7.3 61.1 2675 22288 
1998 7.7 64.1 2807 23391 
1999 8.1 67.2 2946 24550 
2000 8.5 70.6 3092 25768 
2001 8.9 74.1 3246 27046 
2002 9.3 77.8 3407 28388 
2003 9.8 81.6 3576 29798 
2004 10.3 85.7 3753 31279 
2005 10.8 90.0 3940 32834 
2006 11.3 94.4 4136 34467 
2007 11.9 99.1 4342 36183 
2008 12.5 104.1 4558 37984 
2009 13.1 109.2 4785 39876 
2010 13.8 114.7 5024 41863 
2011 14.4 120.4 5274 43951 
2012 15.2 126.4 5537 46143 
2013 15.9 132.7 5813 48445 
2014 16.7 139.4 6104 50863 
2015 17.6 146.3 6408 53403 
2016 18.4 153.6 6729 56071 
2017 19.4 161.3 7065 58873 
2018 20.3 169.4 7418 61817 
2019 21.3 177.8 7789 64908 
2020 22.4 186.7 8179 68155 
2021 23.5 196.1 8588 71566 
2022 24.7 205.9 9018 75149 
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Year Total uaily Annual Volume of Annual Cumulative r 

volume at volume at cover soil total volume at 

disposal disposal required volume disposal 

(cu.m./day) (cu.m./year) (eu.m./year) (eu.m/year) (cu.m.) 

1991 9.1 3338 1001 4339 4339 
'1992 9.6 3502 1050 4553 8892 
1993 10.1 3675 1103 4778 13669 
1994 10.6 3857 1157 5014 18683 
1995 11.1 4047 1214 5261 23944 
1996 11.6 4247 1274 5522 29466 
1997 12.2 4458 1337 5795 35260 
1998 12.8 4678 1403 6081 41342 
1999 13.5 4910 1473 6383 47725 
2000 14.1 5154 1546 6700 54425 
2001 14.8 5409 1623 7032 61457 
2002 15.6 5678 1703 7381 68838 
2003 16.3 5960 1788 7748 76585 
2004 17.1 6256 1877 8133 84717 
2005 18.0 6567 1970 8537 93255 
2006 18.9 6893 2068 8961 102 216 
2007 19.8 7237 2171 9407 111624 
2008 20.8 7597 2279 9876 121500 
2009 21.8 7975 2393 lQ 368 131867 
2010 22.9 8373 2512 10884 142752 
2011 24.1 8790 2637 ' 11427 154179 
2012 25.3 9229 2769 ; 11997 166176 
2013 26.5 9689 2907 12596 178772 
2014 27.9 10 173 3052 13224 191996 
2015 29.3 10681 3204 13 885 205881 
2016 30.7 11 214 3364 14579 220460 
2017 32.3 11 775 3532 1507 235767 
2018 33.9 12363 3709 16072 251839 
2019 35.6 12982 3894 16876 268715 
2020 37.3 13631 4089 17720 286436 
2021 39.2 14313 4294 18607 305043 
2022 41.2 15030 4.509 19539 324581 
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6. Evaluation of Al1:erna·tives and Selected Activities for 
u..ediate raple.entation 

6.1 Collection service 

(1) Storage alternatives: 

Individual - Plastic bins/buckets 

- Plastic bags 
Door·to-door 

-4_ .. collection mode 

- Drums with lids 

Communal - Large steel bins 

- Large plastic bins 

Drums with lids 

Communal 
--4-*-... collection mode 

The number and size of storage required are estimated, using the daily per capita 
generation rate, density, population in the household or community, and collection 
frequency. The collection frequency for households and small shops and offices should 
be at least once a week, but preferably twice or three times a week. Where communal 
collection mode is applied, the frequency should be twice or three times a week. Typical 
size requirements for individual storage are shown below for different collection 
frequencies and family sizes: 

Family size 
Storage size (Htres) 

(No. of persons) Collection frequency 

Once/week Twice/week 3 times/week 

5 140 70 50 
10 270 140 90 
15 400 200 130 

For large volume commercial waste generators such as restaurants and large shops 
and markets. a daily collection should be provided. The storage requirements for an 
average restaurant, hotel and store for the daily collection service are 70, 25 and 
30 litres, respectively. 
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(2) Collection alternatives: 

(a) Mode- Door-to-door 
Kerbaide 

Communal 

Annex 3 

Low housing density areas such as 
Kahmar and Dolonier in Nett 
Municipality and Sokehs Island 

High housing density areas such as 
Kolonia Town 

Collection points should be located along the streets ala 20- to 30-.etre interval. 
Storage can be in communal drums (2 average households per drum for collection 
frequency of twice a week) or individual refuse bins. 

(b) Vehicles - Push 
carts 

Trucks 

Very high density areas with very 
narrow streets and large hwIan resource 
requirement; probably not needed in 
Pohnpei 

Dump trucks or fixed-bed trucks; dump 
trucks are preferred because of easy 
unloading operation 

Compactor or non-compactor; 
Hi&her cost and maintenance are 
major problems with compactor trucks. 
but for low density waste (say less than 
0.2 tonne/cu.m.) they become effective 

Mechanical loading or manual loading; 
Hi&her cost and maintenance are 
major problems with mechanically 
loading vehicles, but for large manually 
unliftable storage this is the only 
option 

Trucks/ --- A major problem is slow haulage speed 
tractors with trailers 

Hauled Higher cost and maintenance are 
containers vehicles major problems 

Dump trucks or compactor trucks are suitable for the collection service in 
Pohnpei. The number and size of collection vehicles are determined, using the daily 
generation rate, density, collection frequency, collection time, haulage time' and working 
hours. The time required for collection and haulage can be roughly estimated, but a 
pilot-scale study should be conducted to obtain more reliable data. 

Assuming that each vehicle makes two trips a day (i.e. one trip each in the morning 
and the afternoon), to collect all the solid waste currently generated in the target 
urbanized areas, five 5-cu.m. dump trucks or three 2- to 3-cu.m. class compactor trucks 
are required. Note that at least three collection vehicles are needed to cover the 
geographically widespread areas. Rough monthly costs are estimated as follows: 
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Items Dump truck Compactor truck 

Vehicle US$350/truck/month US$l000/truck/month 
depreciation (@&urchasecost (@ ~urchase cost of 
cost over 5 of S$20 000 per US 60000 per 
years of use truck) truck) 

Operation & 
maintenance: 

Fuel US$175/truck/month US$175/truck/month 
~US$7/day) 

bour (3 crew US$1125 US$1125 
@ US$15/day) 

Maintenance US$260 US$650 
(20% of fuel (50% of fuel and 
and labour) labour) 

Subtotal US$l 910/truck/month US$2 950/truck/month 

Total US$9550/month 
(for 5 trucks) 

USS8 850/month 
(for 3 trucks) 

Although the cost of the dump truck collection system is slightly higher, the 
maintenance would be easier with this system. Note that a compactor truck collection 
system has failed in Majuro, Marshall Islands due to maintenance problems. Therefore, 
the dump truck collection system is suggested. 

(c) Collection zones 

The collection target area will. be divided into collection zones. They are 
determined, based on collection mode, collection frequency, daily generation rate and 
density. To each collection zone, a vehicle is assigned. ThIs requires the matching of 
the amount of waste to be collected and the ability of the vehicle to collect the waste. 
The vehicle's collection capability can be assessed by a pilot-scale study. 
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(3) Preliminary plan 

Types of waste -

Type A: Waste from households and small commercial 
establishments 

Type B: Waste from large commercial establishments 
and government offices 

(Restaurants: Bernard's, Cliff Rainbow, 
Harbor View, Island Buffet, Joy, Joy Hotel, 
Tomisiano Martin's, Namiki, Palm Terrace, 
and PCR; Hotels: Cliff Rainbow, Harbor 
View, Hifumi Inn, Hotel Pohnpei, Joy Hotel, 
Kawai Inn, Palm Terrace, and South Park; 
Stores: Ambros, KCCA, Palm Terrace, 
S Martway, A-I, Yoshie's Enterprises, 
Bernard's. and Ace) 

Collection frequency - Twice a week for type A waste 

Annex 3 

- Everyday except on Sundays for type B waste 

Collection zones -

Zone 1: 

Zone 2: 

Zone 3: 

Zone 4: 

ZoneS: 

Zone 6: 

Komwonlaid; Pohnlik; Kepincle; and Ohmine in 
Kolonia for type A waste 

Pohnrakied (1) and (2); Dolen Kutohr; and 
Nan Kepin Koto in Kolonia 

Mesenieng; and Linkinkel in Kolonia 

Sadawan; Lukunot; Deh; Ipwal; and Nan 
Pohnmal & Nankiwi in Sokehs 

Denpci; and Mwaloak in Sokehs 

Kahmar; and Dolonier in Nett 
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Generation 
and collection 
of type A waste 

Generation and -
collection of 
type Bwaste 

Vehicle schedule -

Zone Po{,ulation Daily Collection 
estimate feneration rate 
in 1991 tonne/day) (tonne) (cu.m.) 

1 2510 0.95 3.3 27.7 

2 2620 1.00 3.5 29.2 

3 1947 0.74 2.6 21.6 

4 1815 0.69 2.4 20.1 

5 1840 0.70 2.5 20.4 

6 2293 0.87 3.0 25.4 

Generation rate = 0.23 tonne/day or 2.0 cu.m./day 
Collection rate = 0.23 tonne or 2.0 cU.m. 

----

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Trucks Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 6 Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 6 
, 

1,2&3 and 

Trucks 

4&5 

..• type B waste collection route .. , 

Zone 4 ZoneS Zone 3 Zone 4 ZoneS Zone 3 

Vehicle requirements - Trucks 1 through 5 -- 5 CU.m. (or 3-tonne class) dump 
trucks 
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(4) Pilot-scale study 

In order to assess technical feasibility of the above collection scheme, a pilot-scale 
study should be carried out. The scope of the study depends on the resources available 
readily, but the following guide is provided: 

Step 1: Secure a truck (preferably S-cu.m. or 3-tonne class truck) and 
storage containers for one to two weeks 

Step 2: Estimate an area (Le. study area) which can be covered by 
the truck, based on the truck size, generation rate, density, 
frequency, and an assumption that the truck makes two trips 
to the dump site (i.e. one in the morning and the other in 
the afternoon) 

Step 3: Storage containers 

(a) Area collected in the morning 

- communal drums with lids 

(b) Area collected in the afternoon 

- communal collection points \vith individual plastic 
bins/buckets 

Step 4: Assess the following 

(a) Time required for collection-and haulage 

(b) Safety and effectiveness of loading operation 

(c) Collection area coverage 

(d) Routing difficulty 

6.2 Present di§POsal site 

In order to upgrade the operation of the present disposal site, the following action 
will be required: 

Step 1: Construct an embankment to minimize the lateral flow of 
leachates and waste into the lagoon 

Step 2: 

Old, well-decomposed waste can be used to form the core of 
the embankment, which should be covered with impermeable 
material such as compacted clay or concrete 

Raise the level of the northern half of the site with the 
waste in the southern half to the desired height for a post
closure land use. Apply a final cover over the northern half 
with a 6O-cm thickness of clay to close the northern half. 
A gentle slo~ should be given to the final surface and a rain 
water collection drainage be constructed at the northern edge 
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of the site to drain off rain water to the lagoon. This will 
reduce the production of leachates. The final surface may be 
covered with nutrient-rich top soil to encourage the growth 
of grass, which will prevent tlte en:.~ion of the final clay 
cover. 

Step 3: Construct a fence to contain lighter waste within the site 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Extend/develop an access road to the the eastern ed~e. The 
road should be dual-carriage to accommodate incomIng and 
outgoing traffic. Alternatively, a circle road can be constructed. 

Operate the landfilling from the eastern end towards the 
entrance. An on-site worker should be employed to direct the 
vehicle traffic. Establish the reasonable operation hours of 
the site, during which solid waste can be dISposed. Form a cell 
each day, apply cover soil (e.g. coral) regularly, preferably 
everyday, and level and compact the covered cell by a bulldozer. 

6.3 New landfill site 

Design of the site is bein~ worked out. Although the detail of the design was not 
available, the design seems to mcorporate basic and necessary features such as 
embankment at the lower end of the site; access road; surface runoff control drainage; 
fence; on-site office; garage for heavy equipment; gate; signboard; etc. 

An operational plan needs to be developed, which should include the landfilling 
schedule; cover soil excavation schedule; location of cover soil stockyard; location of 
access road; control of traffic; method of controlling leachates if any; water quality 
monitoring of the surrounding mangrove areas; emergency response; etc. The volume of 
solid waste disposed of and the cover soil reqllired are estImated in Section 5 above. 

6.4 Rec;ycline 

(1) Aluminium cans 

The recycling of cans is currently not economically feasible unless 
government subsidy is provided. Therefore, either the cost sl"mld be reduced or 
the revenue should be mcreased. The following alternatives can be considered. 

(a) Cost reduction alternatives: 

- Increase in donated cans through an increase in basket 
collection rate (Note that the collection cost may be 
increased.) 

- Decrease in purchase price from one cent per can to, say, one 
cent per 3 cans 

- Use of a larger shipping container 

- Reduce the number of workers 

(b) Revenue increase alternatives: 

. - Imposition of sales tax on imported aluminium cans 
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(2) ()ther recyclable aater1als 

Paper, plastics, and metals (e.g. tin cans) are potential materials that can be 
recycled. A study needs to be conducted on overseas market for these recyclable 
materials. 

Garden waste constitutes a large portion of household waste (32.2% in wet 
weight), and can be composted together with food waste. However, domestic demand 
for compost is small, and the quantity of compost which can be generated would be too 
small for overseas market. Therefore. the composting of refuse does not seem to be a 
feasible alternative. 

6.5 Public awareness and education 

The following activities can be considered: 

(a) ~onthly clean-up day (e .. g. ClC':an-up of public areas; street 
sweepmg contest; publIc recyclIng faIr; etc.) 

" ~. 

(b) "Keep Pohnpei Clean and Healthy" Campai~n (e.g. a month-long 
campaign with school yard clean up contest; alummium can collection; public 
recycling fair; etc.) 

(c) Development of a video tape, auto-slide. etc. and use of these 
materials in public gatherings and political meetings 

6.6 Institution and funds 

(1) Institu tion 

In order to firmly establish institutional framework for solid waste 
management. the following action should be taken: 

(a) 

(b) 

expand the task force functions to include all the 
cOIl1ponent programmes and create a working group under the 
task force for each component programme; and 

deUneateresponsibilities of all concerned government 
agencies involved in solid waste management, and amend 
the regulations if necessary to incorporate the changes. 

(2) Finance 

The willingness-to-pay questionnaire survey indicated that an average family 
would pay US$0.80 per week (or US$3.20 per month) for collection service. It 
seems, theref{)re, reasonable to charge US$3.00 per month to each family for the 
collection service. If all the service charges are collected, a revenue of US$5 800 
per month is expected. The revenue from the service charge alone cannot support 
the operation and maintenance of solid waste collection (See Section 6.1 above). 
The:efore, the remai.ning funds for collection service and the funds for disposal 
servIce must be proVIded from the government budget. 
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The following action is recomn\ended: 

(a) obtain more accurate cost information from manufacturers of vehicles 
used in collection and disposal, and establish more precise cost estimates; and 

(b) based on this plan and the cost estimate from (a) above, develop a project 
proposal for solid waste collection and disposal services to request the funds 
and human resource from the government nudget or extrabudgetary sources. 
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1. Introduction 

HONIARA SUP SUP GADEN PROJECT 
(Extracted from Honiara Sup Sup Gaden Baonsa Buk 

published by Honiara Municipal Authority. August 1990) 

ANNEX 4 

The Honiara Sup Sup Gaden project was initiated in 1986 to encourage the residents of 
Honiara to grow food in their home gardens to supplement their nutrient intake after the damage 
and hardship caused by a hurricane. 

Right from the start, the project adopted a down-to-earth practical approach by mobilizing 
local resources in the form of home gardening and the use of compost produced from buried 
organic solid waste generated in each household. It involves housewives as the logical key players 
as they are more concerned about the balanced nutrient intake and health of their family members. 
They are also intimately aware of the difficult task to make ends meet after the hurricane disaster. 
The effectiveness of the project is further enhanced by the appointment of an energetic, committed 
and innovative female project coordinator who can communicate well with the housewives. 

The primary tasks of the Sup Sup Gaden project are: 

(1) to impart tbe following basic knowledge to the participants: 

gardening technique; 
conversion of organic waste into fertilizer; 
soil conservation using waste materials; 
container gardening using waste materials; and 
pest control without using Chemicals; 

(2) to provide low cost seeds and seedlings of vegetable and fruit to the residents; and 

(3) to provide a forum for participants to learn how to prepare a variety of food using 
produce from their gardens and thereby improve tbe amount and variety of nutrient 
intake of their families. 

The Sup Sup Gaden project infrastructure and network also serve as a channel of 
communication to obtain feedback on relevant information as well as to impart knowledge on 
sanitation and other environmental health issues. It can be used as an effective forum to carry out 
public education on reuse/recycling and other solid waste management matters. 

As far as solid waste management is concerned. the Sup Sup Gaden project· represents an 
excellent means to minimize waste generation at the source and thus provides a positive input to 
reduce solid waste management cost and save scarce landfill space. The container gardening 
technique introduced helps to mitigate the problem of managing and disposal of bulky waste. The 
innovative use of waste materials for soil conservation is another technique that helps to further 
reduce waste generation at the source. 
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Five years after the implementation of the Sup Sup Gaden campaign, Honiara Municipal 
Authority published a book on the campaign (the Baonsa Buk) which sums up all the knowledge 
accumulated so far in the form of a handbook for the participants. Besides technical information, 
the Baonsa Buk has a collection of 18 recipes and 13 Sup Sup Gaden songs. Relevant technical 
details from the Baonsa Buk are reproduced in the following sections of this Annex for reference of 
the solid waste management practitioners. The publisher of the Buk can be contacted at the address 
below: 

Honiara Sup Sup Gaden. 
Honiara Municipal Authority, 
P.O. Box 324. Honiara. 
Solomon Islands 

2. The Sup Sup Gaden Technique 

(Baonsa buk p. 1-21) 
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Come, go outside and look around the area close to your 
house. Can you see places to grow food and other usefuLplants? 
Is there a shady spot to plant some slippery cabbage? a 'small 
tree that a snake gourd would climb? Could you have banana 
and some leaves for the motum growing near the drain? A hillside 
were you could grow some pana for the .falllily? Perhaps--you could 
plant a fruit tree where you would like some shade? Is there a 
rubbish corner were a pumpkin would grow well? And let's plant 
some ~lowers near the door. 

Choose the best place in the garden for each crop and make 
sure that you plant plenty of cabbage and other food crops for 
all your family. 

There are tall plants and short ones .. 

fruit trees and plants that crawl on the ground. 

custom crops and ones from overseas.. ~ 

climbing plants and nursery crops .. 
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prickly plants and flowers •• 

plants that stop insects from spoiling your garden •• 

plants for making drinks and food for all your family •• 

all together in your sup sup gaden! 

You can get plants for your garden from home, 
from friends and neighbours,and from the market. Also 
choose the best fruits in your garden, let them ripen 
well before you pick them and plant those seeds in 
your garden. You can save your own corn, beans, 
Chinese cabbage and fruit tree seeds. 
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BURY RUBBISH !Q !!!!& ~ GARDEN GROW. 

Look at all that rubbish that you put outside for the 
council to collect. See how the dogs have spread it all about 
and how many flies there are! Look how much of it you could bury 
in your garden to help plants grow in your sup sup gaden. 

Dig a drain about 
50cms deep, 1m wide and 
as long as you like. 
Make sure that the bottom 
of the drain is soft so 
that it'd~s not fill up 
with water when it rains. 

Throw rubbish from the 
kitchen into it every 
day. Cover the rubbish 
with soil so that flies 
and dogs do not find it. 
You can also put garden 
rubbish into the drain 
and bury it. 

When the drain is full 
leave it to settle for 
at least three weeks. 
During this time the 
rubbish will start to rot 
and may get hot so if you 
plant early the roots of 
your young plants could 
be damaged. 

After three 
the bed and 
garden. 
It will grow 

weeks 
plant 

well! 

weed 
your 

the 
dogs 

If dogs dig rubbish out of your drain try to 
drain deeper and do not bury smelly rubbish 
like to eat. [eg.fish waste.] 
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MULCH SAVES WORK. 

Just as you and I work better if we are cool plants 
garden grow better if their roots are cool. You can help 
keep cool by putting cut grass or other garden rubbish 
your garden. We call this MULCH. 

in our 
them to 
around 

When it is dry mulch helps to keep the ground 
and soft. When it is wet mulch helps to keep the 
garden because rain does not wash it away easily. 
stops many' weeds from growing and rots to give 

cool, moist 
soil in the 
Also, mulch 

food to the 
. garden. . 

Mulch makes less work in your gar·den! 

Cover the ground around 
your plants ;.with rubbish 
from your 'garden 15-20 
ems deep. If you only 
put a little it will not 
do it's job properly. If 
your plants are small do 
not cover them because 
then they will not grow. 

Leave a small circle of 
bare soil around each 
plant. Then if there are 
any insects hiding in the 
mulch they will.not spoil 
your crops. 

You can put mulch around 
all the plants in your 
garden to help them grow 
to be strong and 
healthy! 

Instead of using garden rubbish as mulch you can 
spread old copra bags on top of your garden and plant 
through holes cut in the bag. The ground must be flat so 
that water. can soak through. 

Also, you can plant clover as a living mulch. 
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ill WE. Fa STOPEM OLKETA INSEC'r ~ SPOlLEM GADEN. 

You do not need to use strong chel1',i.cals to kill the Pests in 
your sup sup gaden. These chemicals are poison and can be 
dangerous to your family and your garden if you 'have not been 
trained in how to use them. Never keep these poisons in the 
house because if children find them and drink them they may 
become very sick and die. Also these poisons are expensive.. And 
look, there are easy ways to stop pests from spoiling your 
garden ~ithout spending any money at all. 

Plant your garden so that 
there is a good variety 
of crops inside and you 
will find that there is _d; .. 
always something to eat 
that has not been spoilt 
by pests. 
Also look after the 
garden well so the crops 
grow strongly even if 
insects eat them. 

Whenever·' you see a 
caterpillar or an insect 
e~ting your plants pick 
them off and kill them. 
This sounds like an 
impossible job but it is 
surprising how El.f·fecti ve 
it can be! Try ; picking 
off pumpkin beet,les and 
you will soon 'notice the 
difference. 
Always kill stern 
in slippery 
because sprays 
reach them. 

borers 
cabbage 
cannot 

Scare birds away 
your nursery, corn 
other young plants 
hanging plastic 
cassette tapes in 
garden. 

from 
and 

by 
or 

the 
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'Remember that insects use 
their noses to find your 
cr~ps so plant strong 
smelling plants nearby to 
protect them. 
Try planting 
amongst Chinese 
tobacco close to 
cabbage. 

shallots 
cabbage, 
slippery 

Many insects cannot walk 
in wood ~sh so you can 
sprinkle ,some on your 
cabbage and on the ground 
in the nursery to protect 
your crop. 

You can make 'a spray with 
chilies that ·will burn 
insects. Mix a handful 
of smashed red chilies 
and a littte Niu soap in 
10 coffee glasses of 
water. Leave this over
night and sprinkle it on 
your crops. Use it when 
you see lots of crawling 
insects. You may need to 
use it twice a week and 
remember that it will get 
washed off by rain. 

../ 
':;;:;~,t ~ 
. "0' .-." :":"., -. •.. 

Burn any plants that are badly diseased or covered 
in insects. If you throw them on the garden the 
problem will spread. 
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HOW TO MAKE ~ SEEDBED. 

Some seeds grow quickly and strongly so you can plant them 
anywhere in the garden and they will grow well. Think of beans 
and corn. Other seed plants need special care when they are 
young, just like children do. chinese cabbage, green pepper and 
tomato all need to be looked after while they are small. 

You can grow th.ese seeds in a nursery and transplant the 
seedlings into your garden when they are big enough. Or you can 
make a seedbed in the garden and sow the seeds where you want the 
crop to grow. 

Choose d. place where 
there is ~ood soil and 
dig it well. Make the 
ground smocith with a rake 
or with your hands. Take 
out stones, roots and 
other rubbish and make 
the area flat and firm, 
Do not make a nursery 
when the soil is very dry 
because it will be hard 
to make it smooth. 

Draw a line in the 
in which to plant 
seeds. Do not make 
line too shallow so 
seeds will be washed 
or too deep so that 
will not grow. 

soil 
your 
the 
the 
out 

they 

Remember how big these 
small seeds will grow and 
so give each one enough 
space to grow strong and 
healthy. 

0 
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Cover the seeds lightly 
wi tho soil using your 
hands or a rake. water 
the nursery well using a 
tin with holes in it or 
by pouring water over a 
leaf. PUt up some shade 
of coconut leaves so the 
ground is cool. 

You will need 
your seedbed 
morn~ng and 
even~ng. Also, 
any weeds. 

to water 
every 
every 

pull up 

After 3 or 4 weeks pull 
out some seedlings if 
there are too many 
otherwise all your plants 
will be small and not 
produce much food for 
you. 

I·'" " 
J ',I' , I' . 
! I I", I I , I I I I 

I r, , I I 

~cG 

-"'L~"~~ db Ao~/ 
~,. '" 

" If crawling insects spoil your seedbed sprinkle 
wood ash around your plants because many insects find it 
hard to walk about in ash. 

If birds spoil your seedlings tie bits of plastic 
or cassette tape up in the wind to frighten them away. 
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.' 

FRUIT TREES. 

All your family like to eat fruit so plant some fruit trees 
in,your sup sup garden. Remember how big the tree will grow and 
do not plant one that will grow too big for the space in the 
garden. Small trees like pawpaw and guava will fit a small 
garden; five corner trees need a bit more room and big trees, 
such as mango are only really suitable in a large garden where 
you would like lots'of shade. 

You can plant a fruit tree in a full rubbish pit where the 
rotting rubpish will provide food to your tree. 

Dig a 
Make 
hole 
water 

hole '3-4 feet deep. 
the bOttom of the 
soft so that rain 
will drain away. 

Throw in all your garden 
and household rubbish. 
If there. are ... '" few old 
fish or'.·meat tins in 
the rubbish lit Will 'not 
matter.::a"S'they will .' rot 
slowly. . Always cpYer: the 
rubbish with soil so that 
flies and dogs .do . not 
come. 

:-"' .. 

When the hole is nearly 
full (about 30-40cm from __ . __ ~-=~~;:~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~c
the top] heap soil on the ~
top and ~eave it for 1--
month to settle. 
The rotting rubbish may --=,-::;;. 
get hot so if you plant 
too soon· your tree could 
get spoiled. 
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When it is ready dig a 
hole in the soft ground. 
Make sure that it is the 
right depth so that the 
top of the soil in the 
bag will be level with 
the ground. 

Take off the plastic bag 
and put the tree in the 
hole. Fill the hole with 
soil and firm the tree in 
place with your heel. If 
the soil is loose the 
tree may fall over. 

water your fruit tree 
well and, if it is hot, 
shade it with a coconut 
leaf for a week or two. 

Look after your . fruit 
trees well when they are 
young and they will 
provide fruit for all 
your family. 

I X I 
llx I 

Most fruit trees can be cut back or pruned just I 
after they have fruited to keep them small. _ 
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Cont~cr: Pr<OJf=CT 
CO-ORDlNATOR 

ABOUT WORkS HOPS 
PHONe: 21556. 
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'MAKE A TRELLIS ~ GROW ~ FOOD. 

You can always find places in your garden where you can make a 
trellis for plants to grow on. Make a trellis and grow more food. 

You ,can grow food over a drain .•. 

over a tap .• 

over your bins .. 

and to give 

Plant tea grass (lemon grass] near water ,in your 
garden because mosquitoes do not like the smell of it. 
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=.P;:.:R:.;:;OT=ECT= _YO_UR __ SU_P ~ ~~ ~ ! FENCE. 

Host 
children. 
few ideas. 

gardens need a fence to keep out dogs, chickens and 
You can make fences quite cheaply. Here are just a 

You can use old packing cases, old tyres, firewood or half drums. 

You can grow food in a fence, too .. 

or other useful plants. 

Make a living fencE around your rubbish 
plants will grow to bE strong and healthy 

place. 
because The 

they take food from the rot~t~i~n~g~r~l~!b~b~i~s_h __ . __________________ ~ 
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GROW ~ IN ~ CONTAINER. 

If you have poor soil where it is hard to grow anything you 
can plant food in containers. perhaps the ground is very rocky, 
just sand beach or maybe it is swampy. You can use any old 
containers that are big enough to let the roots grow well and 
that let the water drain· through. Use worn tyres, old drums, 
tins or packing cases. 

Make holes in the bottom 
of the container so that 
water will not stand . 
[Roots of most plants die 
if they are in water all 
the time.] 

on 
the 

them 

Put a .layer of stones 
the bottom of 
container. Cover 
with coconut husks 
piece 'Of old copra 
This will help the 

or a 
bag. 

water 
the 
the 

drain through 
container and keep 
soil inside. 

Choose some rich black 
soil to put in your 
container. If your 
soil is heavy mix it well 
with river sand and some 
compost or manure, if you 
have some. 
Fill the.container to 30-
40 cms below the top. 
This will make watering 
easy as the water will 
not run off the top. 
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Plant some cabbage, or 
perhaps beans or snake 
gourd in the container. 
Then water it well. Keep 
watering until you see 
water running out of the 
bottom. Then you will 
know that you have given 
enough water. 

containers get very hot 
in the sun so you need.to 
water them every morn~ng 
and every evening. 
Look after them well 
soon you will have 
for all your family. 

and 
food 

Making strong water 

You can make strong water to feed the plants in your 
containers. We need to do this sometimes because the roots 
cannot grow as big as they would if the plant was in the garden. 

Tie up the tap of a bag 
of manure and put it in 
an empty drum. Fill the 
drum with water and cover 
it. Leave it for about 2 
weeks until there are no 
more bubbles. 
Pour some of this water 
in to your containers 
once or twice a week 
AFTER you have watered 
them with ordinary water. 
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KEEP THE SOIL IN YOUR HILLSIDE GARDEN. .......... --- ---- -- ----
Many people have to make their gardens on very steep slopes 

because there is no flat land available. Now, if you plant a 
garden on the same hillside for many years the rain will wash 
away the good soil and so your crops will not grow as well as 
they did in the beginning. 

You can do many things to help keep the soil in your 
garden. The most important one is to make sure that there are 
always crops growing in the garden because their roots hold the 
soil. 

An 
rubbish 
that is 

easy way to help keep the soil in your garden is to 
lines across the slope. Then, when it rains the 

washed down will get caught by the rubbish. 

When you clear the land 
for the garden do not 
burn the rubbish. Heap it 
up in lines across the 
slope. On very st~ep 
slopes you.will need to 
make the rubbish lines 
about 3 metres apart. On 
flatter land they may be 
10 metres apart. 

Plant those CFOPS that 
will stay in the ground 
for a long time just 
above the rubbish lines. 
You could plant fruit 
trees or slippery cabbage 
or pigeon pea. Plant all 
your other crops in 
between the rubbish 
lines. 

Always throw your rubbish 
into the rubbish lines. 
After a few years you 
will be able to see how 
well the rubbish lin~s 
hold the' soil in your 
garden. 
, . 

,>, ~\ i 
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MAKE RUBBISH LINES WIT~ AN A-FRAME. 

When you make rubbish lines in your hillside garden to keep 
the soil from getting washed away they must follow the contour. 
This means that each rubbish line is flat: it does not go up the 
slope or down the hillside. Make an A-frame out of 3 sticks to 
help you mark out where the rubbish lines should go. 

Making an A-Frame. 

as cut 2 sticks as long 
you are with your 
stretched above 
head. Mark both 
at belly height. 
them together loosely 
one end. 

arm 
your 

sticks 
Tie 
at 

cut another stick as long 
as from your shoulder to 
the tip of your fingers 
on your other hand. Tie 
this stick to the long 
sticks at the belly ___ I 
height mark. Then ~ 
tighten the rope at the ~--~ 
top. 

Find the exact middle of 
the short stick by taking 
a length of rope of the 
same length. Fold the 
rope in half and mark the 
middle. Tie a piece of 
string that has a stone 
attached to one end of it 
to the top of your A 
frame. 
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stand your A-frame up on 
flat ground. You will 
see that the string 
holding the stone meets 
the middle mark on the 
short stick. 
Move the A-frame onto a 
slope and see that the 
string does not meet the 
mark. 

Push a short stick into 
the ground where you want 
to start. your first 
rubbish line. Put one 
leg of the A-frame 
against this marker. 
Move the other leg until 
the string meets the 
middle mark. Push 
another stick into the 
ground by this leg. 

Now repeat this procedure 
until you have a row of 
pegs across your slope. 
This is where 'you will 
make your first rubbish 
line. 

You may need more than 
one rubbish line in your 
garden. On steep 
hillsides you will need 
more than on gentle 
slopes. 
To know where to make the 
next one stand on the one 
that you have already 
marked out looking up the 
hillside. Look straight 
ahead and put your first 
marking stick at eye 
level. 

Using ~ A-Frame. 
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WOKEN GADEN FO KAIKAI EVRI DEI. - ---
Your family needs cabbage and other food from the garden 

every day. You must think of this when you plant your sup sup 
gaden. There should ~lways be food- ready to eat this week, some 
for next week and some coming up behind. 

In a sup sup gaden there is some food ready to eat .•. J_'~J 

some that will soon be ready .. 

~~ ,~ . 

.". ~, V. 
, .~ some just starting to grow .. 

all together! 

eaves rom 
to cook and let the plant continue 
each plant can continue to provide 
for about two months. 

In this way 
your family 



1. Introduction 

PROCEDURE FOR TIME AND MOTION STUDY 
(Source: Reference 8) 

ANNEX 5 

A time and motion study is a procedure for the collection and analysis of data on collection 
service in a systematic manner to help solid waste managers and practitioners to diagnose the 
shortcomings of the present collection system and to determine options for improvement. Specific 
objectives of the study are: 

(1) To determine how efficiently the collection vehicle is being used 

Are the vehicles loaded to capacity? 
Are the vehicles overloaded and at risk of being damaged? 
Are the working hours fully utilized? 

(2) To determine how effectively the collection crew use their time 

What is the gross (total time spent) man-minutes/tonne of waste collected? 
What is the net (time spent in collection area) man-minutes/tonne of waste 
collected? 
What is the weight (tonne) of waste collected/man-day? 

(3) To check whether the collection route is appropriately designed 

Are there any duplication and/or fragmentation of the collection route? 
Are there too many right turns and V-turns? 
Is there any uphill collection? 
Are the starting and end points of the collection route appropriate? 
Does following the collection route infringe any traffic rules? 

(4) To check wbether the collection time is appropriately scheduled 

Is the collection carried out during rush hours? 

(5) To check whether suitable storage bins are used 

Do the storage bins used create occupational hazards and cause 
inefficiency? 

(6) To study the behaviour of the crew 

Does the crew cooperate well? 
Does the crew have a good relationship with the users? 
Is there any unsafe behaviour by the crew? 
Does the crew carry out scavenging during collectio.n?' 
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(7) To determine the level of user cooperation 

Are suitable/standardized (if standardization is specified) storage bins 
used? 

Are the storage bins set out at the specified time and location? 
Is source separation correctly done (if such practice is required)? 

2. Preparation Cor a Study 

2.1 Information and documents needed 

Route map (preferred scale 1:5 000) 
Data on number of households and population along collection route 
Details on day and time of the collection srudy 
Crew composition 
Characteristics of the collection vehicle 

2.2 EQUipment and tools needed 

Watch (a digital watch is preferred to avoid misreading) 
Measuring tape (2 m length) 
Counter 
Weighbridge (30 tonnes or more capacity) 
Car or pick-up truck. not needed if study i, to be carried out by a single 

person as he can ride in the cabin of the collection vehicle 

2.3 Assignment of specific duties to study team members 

Example of duty assignment for a 3-man study team: 

Group leader 
Member A 
MemberB 

2.4 Coordination prior to the srudy 

mapping of the route and storage bin set-out points 
time. distance and weight measurement 
storage bin study 

It is absolutely essential to seek the understanding and cooperation of the collection crew 
and labour union (if one exists) prior to the study. It is important to convince them that the study 
does not aim at exploitation of labour but to improve working conditions and work efficiency. 
Should the improvement measures proposed later lead to intensification of labour, a reduction of 
working hours or increase in wages or a comhination of both may be proposed. 

2.5 Preparation of data collection fOrmat 

An example of the data collection format is given in Table 1. It must be modified and 
adapted to suit local conditions and tested before use for the study. 
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2.6 Establish storage bin sizes 

Sizes of storage bins used should be surveyed, measured and classified into large, medium 
and small prior to the study. 

3. Execution or a Time and Motion Study 

3.1 ~ 

Precaution against traffic and other accidents should be taken at all times 
'Wearing luminescent vest is advisable 

. Do not carry out the study during rainy days 
If an accident occurs, stop the study and attend to it immediately and inform 

the superior officer 

3.2 Time recording J " 

Time should be taken upon arrival and departure from each point. ·along 
the collection route 

Time should be read and recorded in units of seconds 
Time taken for each step of activity can be calculated after the field work 

3.3 Distance recording 

Measurement of mileage should be done by reading the odometer (mileage 
recorder in the speedometer) of the car tracking the collection vehicle or 
in case of a one-man study. read the odometer ·of the collection vehicle 

If the odometer is noHn· working order. determine ·the distance from a map 

3.4 Storage bin count 

All storage bins encountered along the route should be counted according 
to the size classification 

3.5 Weighjng 

Use weighbridge. Lease one if necessary. 
If no weighbridge is available, estimation of the weight can be done by 

measuring the volume using bins with pre-established sizes. For this 
purpose representative specific weight of the waste must be established 
earlier. 

3.6 Mapping 

Mark clearly the collection route, collection points, depot and disposal 
site location on the map. Assign a serial number to collection points. 

Record pavement condition, one-way street, parking problem, slope and 
obstacles on the map." " 
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3.7 Study cOffiDlete work shift 

Study should be done for the whole work shift, not just one or two trips 
i.e. start the study when vehicle leaves depot and end the study when it 
returns to depot. 

3.8 Workers' behaviour durin~ study 

Workers are likely to work faster than normal during the study. They should 
be told to work normally. 

The faster-than-normal effect should be discounted by referring to the 
daily crew performance evaluation made by the supervisor stated earlier. 

4. AnalysIs of the Field Survey Results 

4. I Working hours utilization study 

Determine whether working hours are effectively made use of. Among others, the 
following problems may contribute to poor utilization: 

Start-up delay due to lack of sufficient vehicles, poor work assignment or 
fuelling problems . '. . 

Inefficient loading and unloading, e.g. loading loose wastes, slower unloading 
due to scavenging 

Time loss due to rush hour traffic 
Too early completion of assigned work - too little work load. Slight 

overload of work assignment for the day after the weekend is advisable. 
The payment of overtime for this day will be more than recovered by 
effective use of time for the rest of the working days in the week. 

4.2 Vehicle capacity utilization study 

More often than not, collection crew will overload the first trip and underload the second 
trip as they like to try to collect all the waste in one trip. The high density of waste (200 -
400 kg/cu.m) in developing countries often is the cause of the problem as the imported vehicle is 
designed for light waste (100-150 kg/cu.m) of developed countries. Once inappropriate utilization 
of vehicle capacity is identified, the following measures can be implemented to rectify the situation: 

Control overloading hy weighbridge 
Re-design of collection route 
Modification of collection zoning 
Adjustment of vehicle assignment 
Intensify supervision 

4.3 Storage bin study 

The study may detect the use of inappropriate storage bins which contribute to work 
inefficiency, occupational hazard to collection workers etc. Standardization of storage bins may 
become necessary. In so doing the affordabilty of the users must be considered. Standardization of 
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bins should be introduced initially in higher income areas. In addition, tbe following 
considerations should be included in the choice of a standard bin: 

User's requirements (e.g. convenience) 
Public health requirements 
Collection efficiency and safety 

4.4 Route study 

Annex 5 

Use the following criteria to identitY problem areas and establish improvement measures: 

Is there unnecessary duplication of travel on the route? 
Is the route smooth or fragmented? 
Is there any infringement of traffic rules? 
How many right turns, left turns and U-turns are there on the .route? For 

country driving on the left, right turns and U-turns should be minimized; for 
country driving on the right, left turns and U -turns should be minimized. 

Are the first and last collection points located from the depot and to tbe 
disposal site respectively? 

4.5 Road condition study 

The following road conditions contribute to inefficiency and/or hazard. They should be 
identified and taken into account in routing design and development of collection procedures. If 
possible, negotiate with the relevant authority to rectitY some of the problems. 

Poor pavement 
Inappropriate parking 
Inappropriate traffic rules 
Slopes 
Traffic congestion 
Blind alleys 
Narrow lanes and obstacles 

4.6 Crew behaviour study 

Crew behaviour may affect collection efticiency or cause safety problems. The following 
criteria should be used for tbe study: 

Cooperation among crew members 
Relationship with users (this is important to induce users' cooperation} 
Unsafe manoeuvre 
Scavenging by crew 
Tipping 

4.7 User cooperation study 

User cooperation is required to improve efficiency. User cooperation study should include 
the following criteria: ., 
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Use of standardized/suitable storage bin 
Setting-out of bin on scheduled time and at designated location 
Source separation (if required to do so) 

Lack of user cooperation is usually caused by the following factors; once confirmed 
appropriate rectification measures should be implemented: 

Unreliable collection service 
Users not informed on the day and time of collection 
Poor relationship between crew and users 

4.8 Accessibility study 

Areas in the collection zone not accessible by collection vehicle should be identified in the 
study. Alternative non-conventional community based method of collection may have to be 
developed for these areas. 

5. Application or the Study Findings 

Improvement measures proposed by the time and motion study should be pilot-tested, 
modified if necessary and then implemented to bring about improvement to the collection process. 
Such a study should be carried out whenever necessary to ensure continuous improvement. For 
this purpose, solid waste management staff should be trained to master the technique in carrying 
out the study as well as simple techniques in developing and implementing improvement measures. 

6. Example 

The following example is taken from a time and motion study carried out in Apia, Western 
Samoa in 1992. Because of some resource constraints (e.g. no weighbridge available for weight 
measurement), all aspects of a time and motion study could not be covered. The following 
summarizes the results of the study and the original data are given in Table 2. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Vehicle and crew: 

Average number of trips: 

7 -tonne fixed-bed truck 
I driver 
I foreman 
4 collection workers 

4 trips/day (2 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon) 
6 days/week 

Average tonnage collected per trip: 4 tonnes/trip 

(4) Date and route: 

29 May 1992 (in the morning) 

First trip 
Second trip 

Wet market - Mulinu'u Peninsula - Downtown 
Lepea - Moamoa - Vaimoso - Vaitolou (dump site) 

(5) Number of stops and number of storage bins: 
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First trip: No. of stops = 33 
No. of bins - 1 open pile (market waste) [40 min. of loading time] 

20 half-sized drums 
9 street bins 
3 full-sized drums 
9 cardboard boxes 
8 plastic bags 
4 sacks 
2 small metal containers (for storing oil/chemicals) 
3 baskets 
Litter picking along Mulinu 'u Peninsula Road 

Total: 58 

Second trip: No. of stops = 60 
No. of bins - 8 open piles (small ones) 

37 half-sized drums 

Total: 

Average loading time: 

Open pile (market waste) 
Small open piles 
Half-sized drums 
Street bins 
Full-sized drums 
Cardboard boxes 
Plastic bags 
Sacks 
Small metal containers 
Baskets 
Plastic bins 

Stops for litter picking 

o street bins 
o full-sized drums 
12 cardboard boxes 
24 plastic bags 
10 sacks 
6 small metal containers 
26 baskets 
10 plastic bins 

133 

40 min. (I to 1.5 cu.m) 
10 sec. 
II. 7 sec. 
77.6 sec. 
41.5 sec. 
3.1 sec. 
8.5 sec. 
12.5 sec. 
6.7 sec. 
8.9 sec. 
10.3 sec. 

271. 7 sec/stop 

(7) Average travelling time between two consecutive collection points: 

First trip 
Second trip 

57.4 sec. 
47.4 sec. 
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(8) Average travelling speed: 

First trip 
Second trip 

239.9 m/min = 14.4 kmlbr. 
260.5 m/min = 15.6 km/hr. 

(9) Collection productivity (assuming 4 tonnes of waste per trip were collected): 

First trip 
Second trip 

(10) Disposal time: 

First trip 
Second trip 

0.55 tonne/collector-hr. 
0.90 tonne/collector-hr. 

18 min. 30 sec. 
12 min. 50 sec. 
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Table t Data Collection Format for a Time and Motion Study 

L Date of Studv : __________________ _ 

2. Study Team Composition: 

Title Name Assigned Duty 

Team Leader 

Member A 

Member B 

Member C 

Driver 

3. Basic Information: 

. Zone: Zone name and/or zone code 

Route code 

Served area ha 

Served population ----_.-------'-----------

Served households 

Days of collection --------------------
Cre\\": 1 driver + ___ Collector(s) 

Legal working hours. ___________ -'.:h=rs 

Beginning of work ____ _ ____ ---'-A=!\~HPM) 

Equipment: Type of collection· vehicle 

Year of fabricatior: ___________________ _ 

Body capacity ml, tonne 
,-------~~ 
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4. Determination of Time. Distance and Number of Dustbins : 

(First Trip) 

~ 
Time Odometer Number 

Arrival Departure (Km) of Dustbins 

Garage --- ------I 'Station . 

2 'Station I ___________ 
3 ·Station ,---------
4 'Station 

---------
I 

5 ·Station 

---------6 'Station . I~ 
7 'Station I 
8 ·Station I ~ 9 ·Station 

IO'Station ~:;:::::=-I 
II"Station I~I 
12"Station I~I .-

I I ___________ 13'Station 

14"Station I~ 
IS'Station ~I 
16'Station L~I 
17"Station I ___________ I 
IS'Station 

-----------19'5tation ~I 
20'Station ~ 
21'Station ~ 
22'Station . I ___________ 
23'Station I I_~ 
24'Station I .. 

25"Station I --- I 
26'Station I _--------- I 
21'Station I I~ 
28'Station .~ I 
29'Station I~ 
30'Station ~ I 
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This part should be 
filled in the office. 

Collection Trip Time to 

Time Next Station 

---- ----Min Se< Min Se 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min Se Min Se 

Min Se Min Sec 

Min Se Min Sec 

Min Se Min Sec 

Min S"9 Min Se<: 

Min Se< Min Sec 

Min Se< Min Sec 

Min Se< Min Se 

Min Sec Min ~e 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min S", Min 5e 

Min Se Min Sec 

Min Se< Min Sec 

Min 5e Min Se<: 

Min Se< Min 5", 

Min Sec Min 5", 

Min Sec Min Se< 

Min Se< Min Se 

Min 5", Min Sec 

Min Se< Min Sec 

Min Se< Min Sec 

Min Se< Min S", 

Min Sec Min s. 
Min Sec Min Se 

Min Se9 Min Se 
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3l"Station · -------- Min Se Min Se< 

3Z"Station .------- Min Se Min Se< 

33"Station ------ I Min Sec Min Sec 

34"Station .....--------- 1 Min Se~ Min Se( 

3S"Station .-------1 Min Se~ Min Seq 

I 
I I 
I 

Next to thE · / Min Se Min Sec 

last station 

Last Staion Min Sed ----, 
Fin a I · / / / Destination , 

Total / // ( ") (".) I (." ") 

!\1in l\1in Se~ Sec , 
'Yeight With load Without load i\' et load (" ... )1 , 

I toone I toone tame I 
I I 
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(Second Trip) 

I~ 
Time Odometer Number 

Arrival Departure (I"m) of Dustbins 

----- --------1 'Station 

2 'Station ------3 'Station ------4 'Station ------ 1 
5 ·Station ------ i 
6 'Station I ------ i 
7 'Station ------ ! 
8 'Station -------9 'Station ------ ! 

IO'Station ------
! 

n'Station · I ..._______ 1 
12'Station 

------ 1 
13'Station • --14'Station ------15'Station · -------16'Station · 

------· 
1,'Station 

--------IlrStation · ------19'5tation ...-------1 
20"Station 

-------2rStation ------2Z'Station ------ 1 
23'Station ------ 1 

24'Station -------I 
25'Station 1 ------I 
26'Station ------ 1 
2TStation · 1----- I 
2lrStation · 1 ..._______ 

29'Station ------30'Station 1------ 1 
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Collection Trip Time to 

Time Next Station 

---- ----Min Se Min Se 

Min Se Min S .. 

Min Se Min S. 

Min Se Min S. 

Min Se Min Se 

Min Se Min Se 

Min S. Min S. 

' Min S .. Min S .. 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min Sec Min S. 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min So< Min S .. 

Min S .. Min Se< 

Min So< Min So< 

Min Se< Min Se< 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min . Sec 

Min Set Min 5 .. 

Min Set Min Set 

Min Sec Min Se 

Min Set Min Sec 

Min Setj Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min Sec Min Sec 

Min S.~ Min Sec 
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31·Station I ------ Min Sec l\1in Sec 

32·Station . ---- Min Sec !>lin Sec 

33'Station 1---- Min ~ lI-lin Sec 

34·Station I ---- Min Se<: -, Min Sec 

3S·Station . ---- JIlin' Se<: ' Min Sec 

I 
Next to thE V Min Sec Min Sec 

last station 

Last Station . Min Sec ----Fin a I / / / Destination 

Garage ----I ---- -------- ----Total V / / (0) ( .. ) J ( ... ) 
Min Se ~!in Sec 

'Weight With loadl 
I Without load Net load ( .... ) 

t~j tonne t~ 
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The following calculation 1)-4) should be done in the office. 

1) Trip time, distance and speed 

1 "trip, garage- 1 "station 

1 ·triP. last station-final destination 

2 ·trip. flnal destmation- 1 'station 

2 "trip. last station-final destination 

3 "trip. final destination- 1 'station 

3 "trip. last station-final destination 

Final destination-garage 

2) Discharge time at final destination 

1 "trip: Min 

2 "trip: Min 

3 "trip: Min 

TOTAL: Min 

3) 

a. Total number of dustbins'·' __ _ 

b. Net collection time'··' Min Sec 

c. Net load'····' 

d. Net collection efficiency 

"sec/dustbin (b 7 a) 

" min/tonne (b 7 c) 

-sec' person/dustbin 

• min" person/toone'-___ _ 

torme 

Time Distance 

(Min. Sec.) (Km) 

I 

I 

Sec 

Sec 

Sec 

Sec 

2 'trip 3 "trip 

Min Sec Min Sec 

torme tonne 

Speed 

(Km/hr) 

I 

Total 

Min Sec 

tame 

Note: Use the number of crew members including driver to calculate the collection efficiency. 

e. Total time in the collection area (from arrival at the rstation to departure from the last station) 

f. Gross collection efficiency 

"min,toone (e -t c) 
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-min a person/bDDne 

g. Total time consumed (from the garage departure for the first trip to the garage arrival from the las, 

trip) 

Min Sec ---' 
h. Overall collection efficiency (g -;. c ) minkonne 

min/tonne • person 

i. Mean weight of dustbin 

• kg/dustbin (c -;. a ) 

j. Total number of stations. ____ _ 

k. Number of dustbins per station (a -;. j ) 

e. Total distance in the collection area (from the l"station to the last station) 

Km Km Km 

m. Net trip time from the rstation to the: last stationc .... ) 

.. min. sec .. 

n. Total trip time from arrival at ~he I'station to departure from the last station 

.. min. sec. 

0, Mean distance between t" .. 'o stations {e -:- (j - 1 )} 

m ___ -".m 

p. :Mean trip time between two stations {rn -:- (j - 1 ) } 

.. min. sec. 

q. Net speed in the collection area (2-;' m) 

• Km/hr 

r. Gross speed in the collect jon area (2 -;. n ) 

• Km/hr 

4) Generation rate per person per dar 
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5. Dustbin Studr : 

Type and N umber of Dustbins 

Material Size L3rge Medium Small 

of Dustbins Condition ;;: 30t 10-30e 1IO lOe 

Plastic Good 

Bags Regular 

Bad 

Good 
Paper Bags 

Regular 

Bad 

Plastic Good 

Containers Regular 

Bad 

Metal Good 

Containers Regular 

Bad 

Good 

Regular 

Bad 

Good 

Regular 

Bad 

Notes: . Dustbin size is defined based on Japanese conditions. Adjustment should be 

made in each country . 

. Count the number of dust bins as follows: 

I (one), II (two), III (three), llil (four),1i!l (five),1IIl I (six),1IIl II (seven),1I!l 

1ft (eight),1m. UII (nine), 1Iil 1m. (ten) 

Comments on the lids, spillage and the location of dustbin: 
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6. Present Route Study: 

· Are there unnecessary duplications of trips? 

· Is the route concise or fragmentary? 

· Does the route cCIIlPly with traffic regulations? 

· How many right turns and U turns are there on the route? 

Note: In Japan vehicles must keep to the left. 

• Are the first and last stations located appropriately in relation with the garage, 

processing plant and final disposal site, and the topography of the zone? 

· Does the route avoid collection during the rush hour? 

7. Road Condition Study: 

· Pavement 

· Traffic regulations 

· Congestion 

· Parking 

· Slope 

· Blind alleys 

· Obstacles (trees, etc.) 

8. Crew Behaviour Study: 

· Cooperation between crew members 

· Relation with the users (citizen) 

· Unsafe movemen't 

· Material recovery (picking up) 

· Tipping 

9. Comments on the Users'Coooeration and Their Habits: 
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10. Comments on the Present Utilization of Loading Capacity and Available Working Hours: 

II. Special Comments on the Collection Methods When There Are Areas of Difficult Access 
in the Assigned Collection Zone: ' . 

12. Other Comment" and Recommendations: 
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Table 2 Time, Number or Dustbin. and Distance 
First trip 

* OP=Open pile; HD=Half drum; SB=Street bin/drum; PB=Plastic bag; SC=Small metal 
container; FD=Full drum; CB=Cardboard box; SA=Sack; BA=Basket 

? When the study started, the truck had already left the driver's house (garage). 
** A big open pile of about 1 to 1.5 tonnes of waste at a wet market. 
*** Besides three half drums, collection workers were engaged'in sweeping and litter picking. 

."f,I,· "r'" 
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Table 2 Time, Number or Dustbins and Distance (Continued) 

Second trio 

* OP=Open pile; HD=Half drum; SB=Street bin/drum; PB=Plastic bag; SC=SmaJl metal 
container; FD=Full drum; CB=Cardboard box; SA = Sack; BA=Basket; PL=Plastic bin 
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Table 2 Time, Number of Dustbins and Distance (Continued) 

Second trip (Continued) 

* OP=Open pile; HD=Half drum; SB=Street bin/drum; PB=Plastic bag; SC=Small metal 
container; FD=Full drum; CB=Cardboard box; SA=Sack; BA=Basket; PL=Plastic bin 

Observations 

I. After emptying bins, the workers sometimes threw the bins rather than place ~em 
properly. 

2. Solid waste in the truck was not covered. 
3. A variety of storage containers were used, and open piles found in some places. 
4. Full-sized drutDS were not liftable by one worker. 
5. Daily collection frequency for Mulinu'u Peninsula seemed unproductive. 
6. Litter picking by workers was unproductive. 
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CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF VEmCLE FOR 
SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 

~.6 

The capital as well as recurrent operation and maintenance costs of solid waste collection 
vehicles are major burdens to the limited financial resources available for solid waste management 
in developing countries. Furthermore, the acquisition of vehicles not suitable for the intended tasks 
and poor local maintenance support will cause not only inefficiency in collection services, but also 
contribute to frequent and prolonged breakdowns of such vehicles. As most developing countries 
do not have a luxury of stand-by vehicles, such prolonged breakdowns will lead to an unreliable 
service, resulting in environmental health problems and complaints by residents. 

Therefore, careful attention should be given to the selection of vehicles for solid waste 
collection. The following criteria should be considered in the process: 

(I) The vehicle selected should be able to meet basic safety and other requirements 
imposed by the relevant regulations and those of the authority concerned. 

(2) The vehicle should have an appropriate loading height to facilitate loading and 
unloading, especially when these tasks are to be carried out manually. 

(3) The vehicle should have an adequate capacity for the intended load and an 
appropriate cover to protect the load during transportation. 

(4) The vehicle should be equipped with a tipping gear to facilitate unloading. 

(5) An appropriate design should be incorporated to facilitate the transfer of waste 
from primary collection vehicles (e.g. collection carts) to the vehicle when such a 
system is employed. 

(6) The vehicle design must suit the characteristics of solid waste to be collected. It 
will be ineffective and inefficient to use a compactor vehicle, which is designed for 
low density (100 - 150 kg/cu.m) solid waste, for the collection of relatively high 
density waste (200 - 400 kg/cu.m) commonly found in developing countries. 
However, should the source separation of organic waste be provided effectively, 
resulting in significant lowering of waste density and improvement in 
compressibility, and there exists a local capability to maintain such a vehicle, then 
the use of a compactor vehicle can be considered. 

(7) There must be a local capability to maintain the vehicle. Besides technical 
capability, logistic in stocking spare parts should also be considered. ·For countries 
with poor technical support and where logistic problems cause long delay in supply 
of parts, it would be more rational to use multipurpose vehicles which are more 
commonly used in the country. In such a case, avoiding long breakdown and 
consequent unreliable collection service warrants a little sacrifice in efficiency. 

(8) Different countries have different economic and financial settings. The following 
factors should be considered: 

Degree of mechanization (mechanization vs. labour intensive operation) 
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Effective use of limited fund to achieve greatest possible service coverage 

Overall cost effectiveness, not just capital cost 

(9) Versatility of the vehicle may offer added advantages, especially in areas suffering 
from severe vehicle shortage. For example, agricultural tractors can be used to 
pull trailers for collection and transportation purposes and can be used to carry out 
tasks at the landfill as well. 
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OPERATION CONTROL SYSTEM - DATA RECORDING SHEETS 
(Sources: References 7 and 8) 

ANNltX7 

The primary objective of an operation control system is to evaluate the performance of the 
collection crew and to identify shortcomings in the collection process so that action can be taken to 
rectify the shortcomings to achieve improvement. This can be done by evaluating the performance 
of crew and vehicles on a daily basis. The collection and analysis of data play an important part in 
this evaluation. 

1. Collection Crew Perfonnance Evaluation 

Solid waste collection activity is a routine repeated by the collection crew following a route 
map. Therefore, their work measurement can be carried out by recording crew assignment and 
work statistics for each route. This can be done by filling out the daily collection route information 
form (Fonn 1) by either the driver or the supervisor. 

Data collected by using Form 1 will be analysed at the end of each day by the supervisor 
using the Daily Line-up Sheet (Table 1) and Supervisor's Evaluation Form (Table 2). Important 
performance indicators are vehicle capacity utilization ratio (tonne/capacity), paid man-hour 
requirement ratio (PMH/tonne) as well as overtime and undertime indicated in Table 2. 

Sample data are given in Tables 1 and 2, for illustration purpose. Using this data set, the 
Supervisor's evaluation report may look like: 

(I) Crew No. 1 performed well. They completed their task in less than the total working 
hours in a day, resulting in undertime. However, their vehicle capacity utilization is high 
(0.87 or 87%) and the paid man-hour requirement ratio is low. 

(2) Crew No.2 gave a balanced performance. Their paid man-hour requirement ratio is the 
lowest and the vehicle capacity utilization ratio at 76% is acceptable. 

(3) The overtime for Crew No.3 was the result of delay caused by unavailability of equipment 
at the start. Performance of the crew was otherwise satisfactory. If the effect of delay is 
discounted from the calculation, the paid man-hour requirement ratio would have been the 
lowest and the vehicle capacity utilization ratio the highest (92 %) among all crews and 
there would not be any overtime or undertime. 

(4) The poor performance of Crew No.4 was due to a breakdown occurred on the route. 

(5) Crew No.5 appears to have too small a route. There was undertime, the vehicle capacity 
utilization ratio is low (63 %) and the paid man-hour requirement ratio is higher than the 
average. 

The above daily evaluation of the performance of the crews must be carried out 
continuously to give an indication of the long-term performance level of the crews and help the 
supervisor to identify poor performing crew. However, the supervisor must take into consideration 
the different features of each collection route before deciding that a particular crew is performing 
poorly. 
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Having identified the poor performing crew (or perhaps problematic or poorly designed 
route), it is important to determine the root causes of the poor performance. For this purpose, a 
time and motion study (see Annex 5) should then be carried out. 
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Form 1 Dally Collection Route Information Form 

Route................... Date ........................ Day ........................ Crew size ................ . 
Vehicle No............. Fuel ( littes) ............... Eng. Oil (littes) ..................... . 
Number of households served ............................ . 

--- Finish 1. Brakes, wheels, tyrcI 

f-fu,:akdQ;WiI-="Stiirt----:----t-----t-----i 2. CooliP8 or cxbau; aydCm I 3. Elerukal 'yMan 

4. Fuel.' ...... 
S. Compaction sylteUl - Finish 

Vehicle replaced 6. Power or Sleetina ay8lem 

Remarks: 
.................................................. , ......................................................................... . 
............................................................................................................................. 
............................................................................................................................. 
........................................................................... ,", ....... ,., .......... , .. , ......... , ........... . 
... , ........................................................................... . 
Data verified by .............................................. . 

Note: In this example, every crew is expected 10 sian work at 06:00. 

Source : Adapted from American Public Works Association. Solid Waste Collection Practice (Fourth Edition) 

p.392 
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Table 1 Daily Line-up Sheet 

(Typical example of a filled-in data sheet) 

Section : ........... A ............... . Date : Sat. 3 Feb. 1990 

Crew Name Route 
No. No. 

I A6 
Name 1 
Name 2 
Name 3 
Name 4 

2 A4 
Name 5 
Name 6 
Name 7 
Name 8 
Name 9 

3 A I 
Name 
10 
Name 
11 
Name 
12 
Name 
13 

4 AS 
Name 
14 
Name 
15 
Name 
16 

5 A3 
Name 
17 
Name 
18 
Name 
19 
Name 
20 

* Exception codes : 

Source: Reference 8 

Vehicle Start 
No. Time 

23 0600 

15 0600 

8 0830 

17 0600 

5 0600 

D = Delay at start 
B = Breakdown 

End Tonne Trips Disp. km Exc. 
TIme Site Code* 
1330 7.8 2 S I 45 

1400 10.2 3 S2 57 

1630 8.3 2 S2 40 D 

1330 2.8 I S2 22 B 

1315 5.7 2 S I 42 
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Table 2 Supervisor's Evaluation Form 

(Typical example of a filled-in form) 

Section: ........ A .................. . 

Exception Code : 
o = Delay at start 
B = Breakdown 

Basis of payment used in this example : 

ACT 
PM" 
OT 
UT 

Date: Sat. 3 Feb. 1990 

= Actual man hours worked 
= Paid man hours 
= Overtime 
= Undertime 

Standard paid workday is 7.5 hours (a 0.5 hour meal time .is not paid). A modified task system is 
used. If crews complete their assignment in less than 7.5 hours, they are released and paid for 7.5 
hours. Time paid but no work done is' undertime. If they need more than 7.5 hours to complete 
their assignment, overtime is paid at straight time. 

Capacity of vehicle: 4.5 tonnes/trip. 

Source: Reference 8 
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2. Examples of Data Recording Sheets 

The recording of data generared in the field work is the tirst step in the development of an 
operation control system. Examples of data recording sheets which can be used for solid waste 
collection and disposal services are provided in the followmg order: 

(I) Solid waste collection and transportation 

I-I Operation summary table 
1-2 Waste collection work log 
1-3 Complaint report 
1-4 Weekly labour report 
1-5 Crew service record 
I ~ List offacilities 
1-7 List of vehicles 
1-8 Vehicle service record 
1-9 Vehicle maintenance and repair record 
1-10 Revenue and expenditure summary table 

(2) Final disposal 

2-1 Operation summary table 
2-2 Disposal work log 
2-3 Complaint report 
2-4 Weekly labour report 
2-5 List of facilities 
2~ List of vehicles 
2-7 Vehicle/equipment service record 
2-8 Vehicle/equipment maintenance and repair record 
2-9 Disposal cost summary table 

Source: Reference 7 
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1-1 OPERATION SUMMARY TABLE 

Period: Year ____ _ 

From _____ through ____ _ 

Variations 
Items Current year 

Actual to Ratio to same 

budget ratio period of previous 
year 

Weight (in tonne) of 
collected waste 

Total operating cost 

Total operating cost 
per tonne 

Total collecting labour 
cost per tonne 

Vehicle operating cost 
per tonne 

Common expenses 
per tonne 

Number of accidents 
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1-2 WASTE COLLECTION WORK LOG 

Departure time Odometer 
Time 

at departure Vehicle No. 

Driver No. 

Retum time Odometer 
Net travel (hrs) 

at return Net mileage (km) 

Fuel (lilres) 

Driver Note: Check on Irouble 
encountered: 
Engine temperature ( J 

loader 1 Oil pressure ( J 
Amperage ( J 
Paeller ( J 

loader 2 
Brake ( J 
light ( J 

"Start "Finish Weight of Idle time Other points ( J Route 
time" time" waste Hrs Reason 

Check. if any, and 
report to the supervisor: 

InjUry or death ( J 
Damage to car ( J 
Damage to other 
items i I 

Total 

Notes: 

Driver is to fill in this form every day. 

Enter "departure time" and "odometer at departure" when leaving the garage in the 
morning. 
Enter 'return time' and 'odometer at return" after arriving at the garage after work. 
Enter 'start time' and 'route" after arriving at the first waste collection point. Enter "finish 
time" when leaving the waste collection area lor any reason, including !ullioad. Enter 
next 'starttime" after arriving atthe same or another route (after transporting the first load 
to the disposal site). Enter net weight of waste in "weight" alter arriving at the disposal 
site. 

For any accident, injury or damage, check [ J and enter in "note". 
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1-3 COMPLAINT REPORT 

Date of receipt: ____ _ TIme of receipt: ____ _ 

Name: ____________ __ 

J a.m. 
J p.m. 

Address: ____________________________________________ __ 

Description of complaint:. 

Date 01 taking remedial action: _________ _ 

Description of the remedial action: 

The following must be entered by the foreman or supervisor of the respon
sible staff: 

Waste collection route: Loader 1: 

Driver: Loader 2: 
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1-4 

WEEKLY LABOUR REPORT 

Area: -------- Date: _______ _ 

Signature: ______ _ 

Staff 
Man Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

Total per Reason of absence, 
No. 

Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr 
person overtime, etc. 

Work Hr Work Hr 

Total X X X X X X X X X 

Notes. Supervisor is to fill in this form every working day for all the staff, including those hired hourly. Enter the starting time 01 work in "Hr". 
Enter work code' in "Work". At every weekend, send a copy to the Accounting Department and keep the original. 

'Work codes: D = driver, 
C = clerk, 

L = loader, 
F = foreman, 

EM = Equipment maintenance, 
S = supervisor, 

BM = building maintenance 
RS = route scheduler 

s-
" CD 
X 

.... 
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W 
>D 

I I I f 

1--5 

CREW SERVICE RECORD 

Area: _____ _ _ __ thweek 

Crew 
No 

Total 

Av. 

Notes: 

Toal Collected Injuries Complaints Correction Collected Total 
enective 

Collected weightl factors for weightltime service 
collection weight of effective This Cumula- This Cumula- different routes after correction hours 

hours waste collection time week tive week tive 

X X X X 

- ---- -- ------ ~----

This table is to be prepared by the Accounting Department. 
·Correction factors for different routes' should be based on past data on all crews in each route. For example, if the service time of Route A 
takes twice that of Route S, enter "2" in the column of crew lor Route A and enter "'" in the column 01 the crew for Route S. To obtain ·collected 
weightltime after correction·, multiply ·collected weightleffective collection time" by ·correction factors for dinerent routes'. The product 
indicates crews' service performance more properly reflecting dinerences between routes. > 

" " <11 
>< 
..., 
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1~ 

Facilities 

.. Land 
Buildings 
Garage 
Roads 
Streedights 
Protective walls 
Observation posts 
Others 

Total 

LIST OF FACILITIES 

As of 

Short Start of Market Estimated Other 
description use value total life comments 

- -- L - ---- --

Financial data - - - --. Equipment and facilities 

, 

I 

r ,. 
I 

g, 
" to 
)( 

-.J 

-To be used by .--... - I 
Accounting Dept. I '. Annual Monthly 

depreciation depreciation 

Type of bonds Face value Market value Interest rate Interest per.annum Interest per month 

Notes: Supervisor or, if data are available at Accounting Department, Accounting Department must fill in. 
"Estimated total life" must be based on the residual life determined by the supervisor. 
Depreciation by fixed instalment method or fixed percentage method. 

"'- 1 • , J '~I L,L.. 1_...lL ._., ... 4,.. • ~ 'L.. L t. I L' ,(,., L' l , I If' l f I I I I • • 
, , .. 
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1-7 LIST OF VEHICLES 

Regislra- Modell Manufac- Purchase Initial Disposal Type Capacity 
tion No. year turer date value value 

Total X X X X X X X 

Notes: Accounting Department or supervisor is to fill in this form. 
·Estimated life' must be based on the residual life estimated by the supervisor. 
'Monthly depreciation· by fixed instalment method or fixed rate method . 
• Activity oode: 'A' for active vehicles, ·1' for inactive vehicles 

As of 

~ 

Estimated 
life 

X 

I I 

,. 
~ 

- - - -To be used by --
I Accounting Dept.! 

Annual Monthly Activity 
deprecia-

tion 
depreciation code" 

... 

X 

~ 
" '" >< 
.... 



~ 
1-8 VEHICLE SERVICE RECORD " ~ 

..... 

Garage No. ______ _ Period: From through ______ _ 

Inventory Total 
% of downtime to 

Fuel cost! Total cost! 
Downtime total sheduled Maintenance Fuel cost Maintenance Total cost 

No. mileage working time cost cost!hr hr hr 

-<0-
N 

Total X X X X X 

Average 

Budget 
-- '---- - - ---- - .L ______ -------

• ,. , '.,' ' .. c' ., '.' .f. I.f .1.'.1 \ ,I ,I •• I , • 1 , • • , f • • ~ • ~ c ~ ; ; f r I • 
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1-9 

Vehicle No. ____ ----' __ 

Date Odometer Type of 
service/repair 

Total X X 

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR RECORD 

Period: From through _____ _ 

Down Work Parts Labour Parts Subcontract Fixed cost @ X Total 
time time used cost cost cost hrs cost 

, 

X 

I 

&-
" II> 
>C 
... 
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1-10 

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY TABLE 

Period: from 

through 

Actual in Budget of Cumulative 
Data current current total in year 

period period 

Weight of collected 
waste (tonne) 

Operating cost 

Investment cost 

Total cost 

Operating cost per 
tonne 

Investment cost per 
tonne 

Total cost per tonne 

Revenue (specify) X 

Note: Acoounting Department is to fill in this table periodically from: 

1 - 1 Operation Summary Table 

1 - 6 List of Facilities, and 

1 - 7 List of Vehicles. 

Send a copy to the Mayor or equivalent. 
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2-1 
OPERATION SUMMARY TABLE 

Period: from 

through 

Variations 

Items Current year Actual to Ratio to same 

budget ratio period of 
previous year 

Weight (tonnes) 
of disposed waste 

; , , 

Total operating 'cost 

Total operating cost 
per tonne 

Total disposing 
labour cost per 
tonne 

Vehicle operating 
cost per tonne 

Common expenses 
per tonne 

Equipment operating 
cos t per tonne 
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2-2 
DISPOSAL WORK LOG 

Time 

Disposal site Vehicle No. 

Driver No. 

Weather Net travel (hrs) 

Net mileage (km) 

Fuel (litres) 

Driver Check on trouble 
encountered: 
Engine temperature ( I 

Note: Oil pressure ( J 
Amperage [ J 
Packer ( I 
Brake ( I 

Opera-
Light ( I 

Start Finish Weight of Idle time Other points ( I tion 
time time waste time Hrs Reason 

Check, if any, and 
report to the supervisor: 

Injury or death ( I 
Damage to car ( I 
Damage to other 
items ( J 

Total 
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2-3 

COMPLAINT REPORT 

Date of receipt: ____ _ TIme of receipt: ___ _ 

Name: ________ __ 

[ 
[ 

Jam. 
Jp.m. 

Address: __________________________________ _ 

Description of complaint: 

Date of taking remedial action: __________ __ 

Description of the remedial action: 
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2-4 
WEEKLY LABOUR REPORT 

Disposal site: ____ _ Date: _______ _ 

Signature: _______ _ 

Staff 
Man Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Total per Reason of absence, 

No, 
Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr Work Hr 

person overtime note, elc, 

Total X X X X X X X X X , 

Notes: Supervisor is tO'flll in this form every working day lor all the staff, induding those hired hourly, Enter the starting lime of work in ·Hr". 
Enter work code' in ·Work", At every weekend, send a copy to the Accounting Department and keep the original, 

'Work codes: D = driver, 
C = clerk, 

SW = sweeper, 
F = foreman, 

EM = Equipment maintenance, 
S = supervisor, 

8M = building maintenance 
W=weigher 

\ . .. , - ~. . . . , , 

~ 
'" <D 
>< 
..... 

, 

I 

I 
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2-5 LIST OF FACILITIES 

As of I I 

-To be used by - - -, 
Accounti ng Dept. ' I 

~ 
,. ., 

Facilities 
Short Start of . Market Estimated Other Annual Monthly 

description use value total life comments depreciation depreciation 

Land 
Builomgs 
Garage 
Weighing machines 
Drainageway 
Drainage equipment 
Power equipment 
Roads 
Streedights , 

Protective walls 
Observation posts 
Others 

.' 

Total 

Financial data - - - -. Equipment and facilities 

Type of bonds Face value Market value Interest rate Interest per annum Interest per month 

Notes: Supervisor or, if data are available at Accounting Department, Accounting Department must fill in. 
"Estimated total life" must be based on the residual life determined· by the supervisor. 
Depreciation by fixed instalment method or fixed percentage method. 

s-
" " >< 
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2-6 

LIST OF VEHICLES 

Registra- Modell Manufac- Purchase Initial Disposal Type Capacity 
tion No. year turer date value value 

Total X X X X X X X 
---- - ------- --- .. - . -- ------

Notes: Accounting Department or supervisor is to fill in this form. 
"Estimated life" must be based on the residual life estimated by the supervisor. 
"Monthly depreciation" by fixed instalment method or fixed rate method. 
'Activity code: "A" for active vehicles, "I" for inactive vehicles 

As of 

, 
Estimated 

life 

X 

I I 

~ 
;; 
>< 
.... 

- - - -To be used by --
I Accounting Dept. 'I -,. 

~ 

Annual Monthly Activity 
deprecia-

tion 
depreciation code' 

X 
- -- - ---



~ 

'" ~ 

1:-7 

Disposal site: ______ _ 

Total 
Inventory scheduled Downtime 

I No. working time 

I 

-'-

Total X 

Average 

Budget 

~ . . \ . , .. 

VEHICLE IEQUIPMENT SERVICE RECORD 

Period: From through _____ _ 

% of downtime to 
Maintenance Fuel Maintenance Fuel Total T6tal cost total sheduled 

cost cost cosVhr cosVhr costlhr ,"n" working time 

.. 

,i' 

X X X X 

, 
.> 
" " CD 
>< 
-oJ 
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2-8 

VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR RECORD 
5'" 
; 
>< ... 

Equipment No. ______ _ 

Equipment type: ____ . __ _ Period: From through _____ _ 

Date 
Type of Down Work Parts Labour Parts Subcontract Fixed cost @ X Total 

service/repair time time used cost cost cost hrs cost 

Total X X 



2-9 DISPOSAL COST SUMMARY TABLE 

Period: from 

through 

Actual in Budget of Cumulative 
Data current current total in year 

period period 

Weight of disposed 
waste (tonne) 

Operating cost 

Investment cost 

Total cost 

Operating cost per 
tonne 

Investment cost 
per tonne 

Total cost per tonne 

Note: Accounting Department is to fill in this table periodicaHy from: 

2 - 1 Operation Summary Table 

2 - 5 List of Facilities, ;lnd 

2 - 6 List of Vehicles. 

Send a copy to the Mayor or equivalent. 
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ANNEX 8 

LANDFILL SITE SELECTION PROCEDURE 

A landfill should be planned, designed, constructed and managed not only to protect public 
health and tbe environment, but also to enhance the value and planned beneficial uses of the 
reclaimed land. The first step ta/cen towards this direction starts with tbe selection of a site(s) for 
landfill. 

The selection of a site(s) for landfill usually requires the cooperation of the following 
parties: 

Solid waste management authority; 
Land use planning authority; 
Land authority; 
Environmental authority; 
Health authority; and 
Water authority. 

The procedure for selecting a landfill site involyes the following steps: 

(1) With the cooperation of the land authority and land use planner, a list of potential sites is 
established. Such sites are land located as close as possi~le to the builHIP area and which 
could be improved by the raising of their levels. 

Possible sites include disused surface mineral extraction sites such as sand 
and gravel pits, clay pits, quarries and brick-earth excavations. 

Other natural features that can be considered are marsbland, river or 
estuarine foreshore and ravine. However, such sites should not be 
included if it is ecologically undesirable. 

(2) The land use planner should also specify the long-term uses of the potential sites as well as 
the levels of reclamation. This would enable the estimation of the probable life span of the 
potential sites. 

(3) The solid waste management authority can Ihen evaluate Ihe proposed sites by using the 
following criteria: 

Distance from the bUilt-up area from which solid waste is collected (Le. haulage 
distance); 

Site accessibility; 
Availability of cover material on or near site; 
Hydrogeological features (e.g. soil permeability; and groundwater table); 
Environmental safety and heallh risk (e.g. pOllution of groundfsurface water 

sources; underground gas movement; and distance from dwellings); 
Compatibility with surrounding land uses; 
Investment consideration (e.g. life span to recover development investment; level of 

investment on development and operation needed to meet minimum health, safety 
and environmental requirements; and investment on on-site facilities such as 
fence, gate, office, water, electricity, office); and 
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Degree of difficulty in land acquisition. 

(4) Sites selected based on the above criteria should be referred to the environmental, health 
and water authorities for evaluation and comment. These authorities may impose specific 
requirements on sites acceptable to them and reject those which are unacceptable. 

(5) Based on the feedback from Step (4), the solid waste management authority will make the 
fmal selection. This is based probably on cost comparison and availability of funds. The 
main cost elements are: 

engineering input for pollution and risk controls; 
capital works for site operation; 
operating cost; and 
transportation cost. 

(6) Once a tinal site is selected, planning, design and development of the site will begin. 

(7) If environmental impact assessment (EIA) is required for landfill projects under the local 
regulations, EIA has to be carried out according to the procedures set by the relevant 
authorities. See also the scoping guidelines for EIA of a landfill given in Annex 9. 

(8) Disclosure of relevant information on the landfill project to the related communities at 
appropriate time may be crucial in obtaining their consent. 
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GUIDELINES FOR SCOPING ENVIRONMEIlOTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILL 

I. Project Description 

The project description should address activities and estimated periods of the following 
phases of the landfill project: 

Site preparation and construction (construction phase); 
Landfilling operation (operation phase); and 
Closure and post-closure care (post-closure phase). 

1.1 Construction phase 

It should specifically contain descriptions on the following activities or information: 

clearing, levelling and/or excavating of the site; 

construction/reinforcement or dykeslbunds: 

construction/reinforcement of access and on-site roads; 

construction/reinforcement of surface run-on and run-offdrainage .channels; 

construction or laying down of liners; 

construction of leachate collection and retention systems; 

construction of leachate re-circulation or treatment facilitiett; . 

construction of landtill gas ventilation/collection system; 

setting up of monitoring facilities for ground/surface water. air and noise pollution; 

construction/provision of fences. gate. office. wejghbridge, water and power 
supplies, sanitation facilities. garage and workshop for heavy equipment and 
vehicles, cover soil stockyard and other facilities; and 

estimate of traffic volume during the site preparation and construction phase. 

1.2 Om"ation phase 

Projected volume of the site for the landfill operation period; 

projected volume and composition/characteristics of solid waste to be landfilled; 

projected volume and type of cover mate!'ial; . 
.. 

operational plan or schedule for landfilling; 
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levelling, covering and compacting of solid waste; 

extension/construction of on-site roads; 

on/near-site excavation/trenching of soil for cover material; and 

estimate of traffic volume during the landfilling operation phase. 

1.3 Post=elosure phase 

Projected volume and type of final cover material including tOp soil; 

landfill closure process detailing final capping schedule, removal/abandonment of 
facilities, setting up of monitoring facilities for post-closure care, etc. 

projected final topography of the site; 

post-closure monitoring, inspection and maintenance plan; and 

post-closure land use plan. 

1. 4 General items applicable to all phases 

Projected cost of construction, operation and maintenance of the site and facilities 
mentioned above; 

contingency plan for natural and man-made emergencies; and 

project site plans (e.g. 1:2 SOO or I:S (00) and design drawings showing the 
site and facilities, and maps (e.g. Skm x Skm area) showing the location of 
nearby human settlements and other land uses. 

2. Description of Existing Environment 

The items that must be included in this section are categorically discussed below. As much 
as possible, existing information should be collected and used. However, site-specific field surveys 
are usually required to supplement the existing information. 

When conducting the field surveys, samples should be taken at all locations where the site 
preparation, construction, landfilling operation, closure and post-closure care can affect 
environmental qUality. Sampling stations and selection criteria for these specific looations should 
be given. Analytical methods and dates of sampling should be stated. Analytical results should be 
presented with absolute levels of accuracy and precision. All data should be summarized textually 
and preferably be presented graphically. 

2.1 Terrain and lam! use 

General and topographic map(s) (e.g. 1:50000) showing the project site, the 
surrounding municipalities, water bodies, forests, etc.; 
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present land use; and 

relevant colour photographs of the project site. 

2.2 Geology 

Surficial geology of the project site and the surrounding areas; 

soil characteristics of the project site (e.g. permeability, porosity, density, 
vertical profile, organic content, etc.); and 

geQlogicai hazards, slope stability, past occurrence of earthquakes and landslides, 
seismological survey. 

2.3 Meteorology 

General climatological description of the project region; 

meteorological data (gathered at the project site or taken from the nearest 
meteorological station), including: 

temperature (monthly averages); 

rainfall (monthly averages), intensity (24-hour duration), number of 
rainy days: 

wind (frequency distribution of strength and direction, presented in 
wind roses); and 

occurrence of natural hazards such as typhoons. 

2.4 Hydrology and water resources 

Surface hydnilogy'of the project site and surroundings: natural drainage patterns, 
delineation of watershed and subwatersheds, stream flow rates at gauging stations,' 
and estimates of discharges or flow rates at the project site, seasonal changes in the 
flow rates; 

subsurface hydrology of the project site and surroundings: groundwatershed, 
groundwater table, estimates of groundwater flow rates; 

water resources and uses in thewatershed: drinking-water wells, reservoirs, 
springs, commercial and sport fisheries, irrigation, etc. 

2.5 Terrestrial ecology 

Survey of wildlife and vegetation: apparent species of fauna and flora;· relative 
abundance, etc.; and 
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utility or values, e.g. commercial or aesthetic, and indication whether it is rare or 
endangered. 

2.6 Water quality and aquatic ecolQgy 

Apparent aquatic organisms in the main freshwater environment (e.g. 
phytoplankton, zooplankton, macrophytes, benthic organisms, fish, shellfish 
and water fowl); 

apparent aquatic organisms in marine waters (e.g. phytoplankton, zooplankton, 
vegetation, corals. fish. shellfish and water fowl) for coastal reclamation project; 

mixing and wave patterns. tides and vertical horizontal temperature profiles of 
marine waters for coastal reclamation project; and 

ambient water quality measurements of fresh, marine and groundwater, for the 
following parameters: 

acidity (PH). colour, salinity; 
temperature, turbidity and suspended solids; 
dissolved oxygen. BOD. COD and CI levels; 
silica, sulfate, phosphate, ammonium, nitrate, nitrite; 
levels of metals, including heavy and trace metals. e.g. Si, AI, Fe. Ca. 

Ti, Mg. Na, K. Zn. Hg. Pb, Cu, Cr, As, Cd. Mn and Se. 

2.7 Air quality and noise 

Ambient noise levels at and near the project site; 
ambient levels of sulfur and nitrogen oxides and of particulates; and 
levels of odour at or near the project site. 

2.8 Socioeconomic environment 

The environmental impact assessment (EIA) should include a socioeconomic profile of the 
municipalities adjacent to the project site. The information should include the following: 

administrative boundaries; 

population. its distribution, density and characteristics (age. sex, ethnic groups and 
education level); 

industries, employment and productivity statistics; 

transportation. and traffic conditions; 

health status data including morbidity and mortality rates available. data from direct 
impact areas should gathered, otherwise data from the municipality can be used). 
and health care facilities; 
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description on the community lifestyle(s), the present community needs and 
problems, the local peace and order situation; 

number of households that will be directly affected by the project; and 

perception study of the proposed project, based on interviews with the people who 
will be affected by the project activities (negative survey results will not necessarily 
result in project denial). A copy of the interview questionnaire should be 
appended. Survey requirements are: 

the number of people questioned should be in the range of 10% - 25% 
of affected families in the community. However, in case the project 
affects a large popUlation (more than five thousand people), the covered 
percentage can be less but should be at a level that is generally considered 
as rep~esentative in social sciences; 

the results of the conducted survey and interviews should be presented in 
numbeis and percentage points; and 

the location of the surveyed households must be indicated on a map, to 
make an assessment on the representability of the survey possible, 

2.9 Future project site without project imolementation 

The EIA should include a discussion on the future and developments of the project site and 
surroundings without the implementation of the proposed project. 

3. Assessment of Environmental Impacts 

The environmental impacts of site preparation, construction (construction phase), 
landfilling operation (operation phase) and closure and post-closure care (post-closure phase) of a 
muniCipal solid waste landfill project must be discussed quantitatively and qualitatively. The items 
that should be particularly addressed are given below. 

3.1 Geology and hydrology 

(I) Construction and operation phases 

Erosion and sedimentation problems during and following site clearing and 
levelling, soil covering, etc.; 

changes in drainage patterns which may affect water resources and wildlife 
habitat; and 

likelihood of flooding and landslides due to changes in geomorphology and 
slope stability, 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Land subsidence due to detomposition of organiC waste. 
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3.2 Water quality 

(I) Construction phase 

Increase in turbidity of surface water due to surface soil erosion and 
airborne dust deposition. 

(2) Operation phase 

Increase in turbidity of surface water due to surface soil erosion and 
airborne dust deposition; 

increase in suspended solids, BOD and other pollutants due to solid waste 
entering surface water bodies; 

surface water pollution due to leachates from the site; 

groundwater pollution due to leachates from the site; 

residual impacts on water quality when leachate collection and treatment 
facilities are provided; and 

impacts on water quality due to stmctural failure, surface drainage and 
leachate collection and treatment facilities. 

(3) Post-closure phase 

All the items as in construction and operation phases if fina1 cover, surface 
drainage and leachate collection and treatment facilities are not provided; 
and 

impacts on water quality due to structural failure of final cover, surface 
drainage and leachate collection and treatment facilities. 

3.3 Air quality and noise 

(1) Construction phase 

Dust and particulates during site clearing, levelling, excavating, etc. and 
access road construction; 

sulfur and nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, etc. from vehicle emission; 
and 

noise due to traffic and heavy equipment works. 

(2) Operation phase 

All the items as in construction phase; 
airborne or windblown particulates of solid waste; 
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odour 1Iild biogas due to biodegradation of organic waste; 
toxic gas from chemical waste; and 
particulates and toxic gas due to open burning. 

(3) Post·dosure phase 

Annex 9 

All the items as in operation phase if final cover and appropriate gas 
extraction and disposal systems are not provided. 

3.4 Flora and fauna 

(I) Construction and operation phases 

Removal of vegetation and wildlife habitat due to site clearing, levelling, 
etc.; and 

general disturbance of wildlife in the surrounding areas due to increased 
traffic and heavy equipment works.' 

(2) Post-closure phase 

3.5 Yisual impacts 

Site rehabilitation works including re-vegetation; and 
disturbance due to water quality degradation and gas emission. 

(1) Construction and operation phases 

Loss of green due to removal of vegetation; and 
changes in landscape. 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Re-vegetation works; and 
final topography not well matched with the surrounding landscape. 

3.6 Socioeconomic and cultural inmacts 

(1) Construction and operation phases 

Resettlement of people living on or around the project site; 

potential decreases in crop yields and fish catch, due to water pollution or 
decreased water availability; 

'_ impacts of enhanced traffic: dust, noise and safety; 

potentially increased risk of open and subsurface fire; 

public health problems due to the breeding of flies and vermin; 
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health and sanitation problems due to inadequate housing and sanitation 
structures of the labourers; 

safety of workers duc to inadequate provision of facilities and equipment; 
and 

peace and order problems due to strong increase in the number of non-local 
labourers. 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Post-closure land use and increase/decrease in land value; and 
residual fire hazards and toxic gas emission. 

4. Mitigating Measures 

The EIA should list and discuss all necessary mitigating measures to mlmmlze the 
identified adverse impacts. As mentioned earlier, for a municipal solid waste landfill project, the 
structural and operational mitigation measures are normally incorporated in the design and 
operational management plan. Some commonly applied mitigation measures are given below. 

4.1 Geology and hydrology 

(I) Construction and operation phases 

Construction of dykes/bunds, drainage channel and culverts to control 
hydrology; 

vegetation cover, sediment traps and planting of stripped areas to prevent 
erosion and siltation; and 

design consideration for the slope of landfill, and contingency planning for 
landslides and flooding. 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Post-closure land use plan to prevent construction of heavy structures. 

4.2 Water quality 

(I) Construction and operation phases 

Sediment traps and planting of stripped areas to prevent erosion and 
siltation; 

construction of a drainage system to collect polluted surface run-off; 

application of liners to intercept leachates; 

construction of leachate collection systems; and 
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construction of a wastewater/leachate treatment system to treat polluted 
surface run-off and/or leachates. 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Application of fmal cover to reduce surface water pollution; 
design of final slope to reduce leachate production; and 
contingency planning for structural failure. 

4.3 Air quality and noise 

(I) Construction phase 

Minimization of dust generation by sprinkling ·stockpiles of removed earth 
and dusty roads with water; and 

choose working hours and use larger vehicles to reduce noise and air 
pollution levels due to traffic. 

(2) . OjIeration phase 

All the items as in construction phase; 

application of daily cover soil to prevent odour emission and airborne 
waste; 

application of mobile fence to reduce windblown waste; 

construction of biogas collection and disposal systems; and 

limiting the entry of hazardous/toxic waste. 

(3) Post-closure phase 

4.4 Flora and fauna 

Application of final cover to prevent airborne waste; and 
contingency planning for possible structure failure. 

(I) Construction and operation phases 

Construction of buffer zones by planting trees, etc.; and 
construction of artificial wildlife habitat such as artificial wetlands. 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Re-vegetation of the site. 
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4.5 Visual impacts 

(I) Construction and operation phases 

Construction of green buffer zones by planting trees, etc. 

(2) Post-closure phase 

Re-vegetation of the site; and 

design of final topography considering the surrounding landscape and 
future land use. 

4.6 Socioeconomic and cultural impacts 

Compensation measures for affected or resettled people; 

planning for information campaign and dialogue with the population affected 
regarding the proposed project; 

improvement of working environment: protection measures for employees, 
including provision of safety devices like books, ~afety hats and glasses, 
respiratory and hearing protection devices, first aid kit, etc.; and 

contingency p Ian involving local communities and workers. 

5. MonitOring 

The EIA should contain an extensive monitoring programme for parameters included in the 
baseline studies. The following guides could be used in the formulation of the monitoring 
programme: 

Monitoring should be carried out throughout the entire project period including 
post-closure care; 

sampling should be done at the same locations as in the baseline data survey and 
at effluent release points to check whether permit requirements are met; 

samples should be collected and analysed, using the norms and standard procedures 
for the monitoring of environmental quality and emissions as far as available; and 

corrective measures should be specified when the monitoring indicates the levels of 
impacts are not permissible. 
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PROCEDURE FOR THE UPGRADING OF AN OPEN DUMP 
(Source: Reference 9) 

ANNEX 10 

Many existing landfills in Pacific island countries are operated as open dumps with poor 
access and many operating deficiencies and undesirable environmental and health impacts. An 
example of steps proposed to upgrade an open dump site to a controlled landfill in a Pacific island 
courury is shown below. 

(I) Control of solid waste flow 

Set up the operating hours of the dump site (e.g. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. ); 

provide a fence and gate to control access to the site; 

provide a worker to direct the incoming drivers to the working face (Le. the 
location where solid waste should be deposited. Only one location at anyone 
time.); and 

notify the public of the operating hours and post signboards. 

(2) Rehabilitation of access road 

Upgrade the existing access road to withstand all weather, using coral rock and 
soil, to a 6 m width and 0.3 m thickness of the road fill material; and 

constrUct drainage on both sides of the road. 

(3) Initial upgrading of the site 

Build a refuse retaining dyke at the boundary of the site by removing a top 
0.3 m of the deposited waste, using it as the core of the dyke and capping it with 
0.5 m thickness of cover soil. This will create a 2 m depth disposal space inside 
the dyke; 

constrUct drainage of 0.5 m depth along the outside of the dyke; and 

provide a worker's shelter/office with basic sanitation facilities. 

(4) Operational management of the site 

Set up a schedule/sequence of landfilling operation (starting from the far end of the 
site and working progressively towards the gate); 

deposit solid waste at the working face according to the above schedule, move and 
compact it with a bulldozer; and 

apply soil cover (0.15 - 0.2 m thickness) over the compacted waste at the end of 
each day. 
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LANDFILL OPERATION 
Importance of Soil Cover-

Open dump site in Lami, Fiji in 1989 . 

Open dump site in Nausori, Fiji in 1989. 

Nausori dump site in 1989 . 
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Dump site in Lami, Fiji, with soil cover in 
1990 . 

Soil covered dump site in Nausori , 
Fiji in 1990. 

Covered Nausori dump site in 1990 . 
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LANDFILL OPERATION 
- Good Practice Examples -

Trench method for small volume of waste at 
Plantation Island, Fiji in 1989. 

Completed coastal landfill site with gabion in 
Majuro, Marshall Island in 1991. 

Landfill site in Majuro in 1991 to be covered, 
showing gabion of coral rocks as a refuse 

retention dyke. 
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Trench method at Plantation Island, 
Fiji in 1989 with acceptable small scale 

burning of waste and soil cover to be applied 
immediately after the burning. 

Completed coastal landfill site in Majuro, 
Marshall Island in 1991. 

Landfill site in Majuro in 1991 being levelled 
and to be covered. 
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DESIGN OF A CONTROLLED LANDFILL 

1. Design Features 

The successful development, restoration and afteruse of a landfill site will be totally 
dependent on the thoroughness and practicability of the design. It may be that several initial 
alternative designs are provided to accommodate such variables as different waste inputs or final 
site profiles. depending on proposed site use after completion. Ultimately however. a single design 
must be produced, allowing some flexibility given likely but unforeseen changes in the (iJture. 

Essential elements of a design must take account of the following factors: 

(1) Access to the site related to expected waste delivery vehicle movements, and public 
traffic; 

(2) division of the whole site into a number of manageable phases, whereby each phase 
can in turn be pr-epared, oper;ated and largely restored at anticipated waste input rates; 

(3) provision of adequate solid waste retaining structure (e.g. dyke) to avoid the 
overflowing of waste into adjacent areas; 

(4) provision of adequate sealing of the site base and sides to prevent subsequent 
groundwater pollution; 

(5) design of adequate leachate collection systems (and possibly adjacent groundwaier 
too) based on available site investigation data, taking advantage of site gradients to perniit 
leachate drainage to convenient collection points; 

-- ..,. 

(6) location of and access provided by on-site access roads to permit full flow of waste 
delivery vehicles to the designated working area(s) of the site. (More thaJl-PllC djsposal 
area may be required at anyone time depending on anticipated waste input·~ates.); .. 

(7) progressive infilling and changing of site contours as each phase is operated anp 
completed; 

(8) provision and placing of daily and ultimately final cover materials on waste when 
deported; 

(9) estimating void spaces for waste and cover available in each phase and for the total 
site based on the design profiles for each completed phase. This will provide data on likely 
time scales of operating each phase and the whole site, and indicate quantities of inert cover 
materials which must be acquired, either from on-site or imported from elsewhere; 

(10) design of leachate treatment plan (if necessary) and its most suitable location; 

(11) design of surface water collection trenches around site boundaries to collect water 
from areas adjacent to the site and from the site itself,subsequent to site restoration; 
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(12) design and location of site ottice, weighbridge, maintenance depot for site vehicles, 
and local services needed (water, telephone, electricity); and 

(13) design of final site landscaping and proposed site afteruses. 

Within these basic design parameters, there will be local detailed designs required, 
providing specifications for such items as permeability limits of sealant materials across the base of 
the site, the provision of earth/clay bunds to subdivide each phase into smaller working areas, 
leachate collection and treatment design details and possibly also for gas control, and such items as 
site fencing and gates around the site, litter screens and details of on-site plant and equipment to be 
used. Types and numbers of plant will be required with staffing levels necessary to provide safe 
and good operational standards. 

With detailed design drawings (Plans) and a technical description of the plan, it is then 
possible to provide the appropriate authorities with a sound procedure which will assist them in 
approving a scheme, backed up by previous site investigation data to verify that the environmental 
protection measures taken are adequately covered. 

Ideally, all aspects of design should be included within a site licence as conditions under 
which the site should operate. 

2. Leachate Management 

Leachate is the contaminated water produced when clean water, such as rain or 
groundwater, percolates through wastes contained in a landfill site. Leachate is the main 
environmental problem arising from landfill operations. 

2. 1 Leachate formation and composition 

The formation of leachate depends upon the constituents of the solid waste, particularly the 
putrescible component, which, in the case of household and industrial waste, is high. Construction 
industry wastes which are predominantly inert, are least likely to generate leachates. 

The biodegradation of solid waste takes place in three main stages as follows: 

(1) Degradable waste is attacked by aerobic bacteria in the presence of oxygen to form 
simple organic compounds, carbon dioxide and water; heat is generated and aerobic 
bacteria grow. 

(2) The growth of anaerobes begins when oxygen becomes depleted and is replaced by 
carbon dioxide causing the aerobic microbes to die. These organisms break down the large 
organic molecules into hydrogen, ammonia, water, carbon dioxide and organic acids. 

(3) Methane forming bacteria multiply and produce methane. 

Water soluble substances produced at each stage will be present in leachate. The leachate 
is composed of major elements and ions (e.g. calcium, iron), trace metals (e.g. magnesium, 
chromium, lead), organic compounds and microbes. 
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2.2 Problems of )".clyqr;s 

Problems associated with leachates will depend upon the chatacteristics of the site which 
has been selected, whether it is an attenuate and disperse site, or a containment site. 

Attenuate and disperse sites allow the slow release of leachates from the landfill and rely on 
vatious attenuation processes, physical (adsorption, absorption), chemical (oxidation, ion 
exchange), biological (aerobic and anaerobic). Suitable sites ate those located in clay deposits, 
where leachate movement is restricted. 

Containment sites, which have very low permeability strata (e.g. clay) or ate engineeringly 
designed, isolate wastes and leachate.~ from the environment. 

2.3 Conqolling leachate production and movement 

It is not possible, even with liners, caps, full hydrogeological studies, cateful operation, 
site selection, to eliminate leachate formation totally. Even if it were possible, it would be more 
expensive than treating the leachate. 

However, there ate ways the production of leachates can be minimized, including: 

liners and collection systems; 
cut-off ditches, batriers and trenches; 
operating regime; 
re-circulation and evaporation; and 
surface sealing and grading. 

(1) Liners and collection systems . 

Liners, comprising natural or synthetic materials, can be used where a site does not 
have any natural containment chatacteristics. Examples of lining materials include: 

Natural materials: 

[Ave. US$I OOOlha 
in UK) . 

Synthetic membranes: 
[Costs US$25 000-
40 0001ha in UK) 

chalk padding, 
soil stabilization, 
local clays, 
bentonite incorporation. 

monaflex, 
shlegel, 
hypalon, 
catbofol. 

The choice of liners is difficult because their long-term behaviour is uncertain. Some liners 
ate attacked by organic chemicals, and suffer mechanical damage from wastes or vehicle 
movements. If the leachate should penetrate the liner, metbanemay be produced and this cOllld 
explode. Therefore, in some cases, it is desirable to provide for gas venting. Some artificial liners 
allow methane to penetrate the strata which could give rise to environmental problems adjacent to 
the site. 
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It is common to use perforated piping for draining and collecting the leachate, however 
pipes and filters can become clogged and settlement may reduce their effectiveness. 

If possible, it is usually simpler and as effective to grade the base of the site so that 
leachate will flow naturally to a collection point where it can be extracted. 

(2) Cut-off ditches, barriers and trenches 

There are several methods of reducing the flow of water into landfill sites to reduce 
the volume of leachate produced, and for preventing its lateral movement away from the 
site. 

Cut-off trenches can be dug close to the edge of the site in order to collect water 
from higher land, so that it can be directed around the site, or to surface water drains. The 
trenches must be properly installed and regularly inspected and cleaned to ensure they 
remain effective. 

(3) Operating regime 

Leachate production can be aft"ected by the following operating practices: 

bunded cells; 
compaction; and 
impermeable daily cover. 

One of the most effective ways to reduce the problem with leachate is to divide the 
site into a serie!> of blinded cells so that all rainfall and run-on in the non-filled areas can be 
pumped oft" site. Failure to separate the leachate from clean water will give rise to 
disproportionate leachate problems. 

It has been claimed that the use of steel compactors, combined with thin layer 
deposits, can minimize infiltration of water and encourage run-off. This method however, 
had not been fully investigated, but results from sites where compactors have been used 
suggested that it can have a positive effect. 

The use of impermeable daily cover can give rise to surface seepages of leachate 
and encourage the formation of perched water tables. In order to minimize this, there is a 
need to ensure that the appropriate cover materials are used. 

(4) Re-circulation and evaporation 

Re-circulation can be used to: 

redistribute leachate; and 
encourage evapotranspiration. 

There are several methods: 

covered trenches; 
open trenches; 
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lagoon seepage; 
rain guns; 
mobile spray irrigation; and 
static spray irrigation. 

Annex 11 ... 

The choice of method to be used to re-circulate leachate will depend on the 
quantity, purpose and circumstances. 

Trencbingcan be used for simple retention and re-distribution of l!;aChate, but the 
area must be sufficient to allow infiltration without causing flooding. If the leachate is 
strong smelling, this is not advisable. 

In order for evapotranspiration to be useful, large areas of landfill surface are 
required. Mobile and static spray systems can he used to distribute the leachate over the 
site. On many sites. this method of reducing the le;u;hate, in United Kingdom, has proved 
to be successful. 

(5) Surface sealing and grading 

'. Sealing the cOlilpleted landfill site is one method of reducing .the ingress of water . 
. " Howevet, the effectMllleSs of this depends on the type .of c.apping maierial used, 

. particularly clays. Poor quality clays are prone to shrink and expand rapidly and will 
reduce the integrity' of tbe sealant. Capping materiais·are 'also subject to root penetration 
and a liability to re-seal themselves. Grading sites so that there is a slope of 10% or more 
and installing drains beneath the topsoil can reduce water penetration. 

2.4 Leacliilte treatment 

It must be expected that all sites receiving solid wastes of whatever type will at some stage 
during site operation or after site restoration, prodllCC leachate .. This will occur either as a result of 
surface water infiltration through wastes or groundwater contact with waste. Treatment of 
leachates generated must, therefore, be considered for all sites. The type and sophistication of 
treatment required must be assessed on a site-by-site basis. 

The basic treatment options are: 

dilution, dispersion; 
gravity sewer dischargeltreatment; 
on-site treatment (re-circulation, spray irrigation); 
aerobic treatment plant; 
anaerobic treatment plant; 
sea disposal; and 
off-site pumping or road tankerage to one of the above disposal routes. 

Increasingly in many countries, dilution/dispersion within the rock formation/aquifers 
beneath sites is being considered as unacceptable, particularly because aquifers are considered as a 

. potential resource, even if abstraction from them is not currently taking place. Sewer discharge is 
also becoming less favoured, as sewage treatment plants increasingly operate close to or at design 
capacities to treat human wastes. 
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On-site treatment is effective in areas with relatively warm, dry climates. It is now 
considered that spray irrigation is environmentally unacceptable close to areas of popUlation or on 
land used by animals (cows, sheep, etc.). Thus, the major options in the future are reduced to 
specifically designed treatment plants located on or close to the site and for coastal sites possibly to 
discharge directly to deep sea outfalls. 

(I) Aerobic treatment 

The main leachate contaminants are ammonia and biochemical oxidation demand 
(BOD). These arise from the strength of organic acids generated as organic waste 
degradation products, and inorganic metal contaminants. Heavy metals will be 
significantly present only in high BOD leachates. 

Aerobic treatment provides a relatively simple, low-cost method for treating 
leachates to reduce ammonia, BOD and heavy metal levels to acceptable concentrations for 
subsequent direct discharge of product liquids. 

Aerobic treatment involves the use of agitated aerated lagoons containing leachates, 
with retention times limited to hours or a few days depending on such factors as leachate 
strength, ambient temperatures and quantities produced which require treatment. The 
system is relatively robust and can accommodate varying leachate strengths and is unlikely 
to be 'poisoned' irreversibly by particular leachate con~inants. Other high BOD waste 
streams may be accepted into the same plant for trealment if locally available. 

(2) Anaerobic treatment 

Interest in the use of anaerobic treatment plants concerns the potential for recovery 
of a gaseous product, similar in composition to landfill gas, for use as an energy resource. 

Various types of anaerobic digesters exist based on batch or continuous flow 
systems. They may use large static or stirred digester tanks, or container vessels with a 
large surface area. 

In most systems, it is important to maintain a relatively constant flow and high 
BOD level of the leachates for treatment. The technology is similar to that developed for 
animal or human wastes or high value digestible crops. UnJess located in year round warm 
climates, heat must be supplied to maintain digester temperatures at optimum conditions 
(35°C - 40°C for mesophyllic digestion and 55°C - 60°C for thermophilic digestion). 

Whilst anaerobic digestion may be advantageous in certain agricultural situations to 
minimize an environmental hazard from animal wastes, it is less valuable' for treating 
landftll leachates. It is questionable whether the energy produced will exceed the energy 
input necessary (heat, motors, etc.) and provide an adequate return on capital and labour 
costs required to build and operate the systems. 

Finally, as with good anaerobic digestion within the landfill, a prefabricated 
digester will still generate a leachate high in ammonia, and with a significant BOD load 
unsuitable for direct discharge. It will therefore be necessary to include an aerobic 
'polishing' treatment system on the down-stream side of an anaerobic process. 
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(3) Sea disposal 

While sea disposal to deep water is unlikely to ever give rise to any noticeable 
pollution threat, particularly if outfalls are located in areas of strong currents, there is now 
strong environmental objection to the discharge of any polluted effluent to the sea, even 
though it may be able to treat the waste. This option is therefore likely to become 
unacceptable in the future. 
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PROCEDURE FOR MANUAL LANDFILL OPERATION 
(Source: Reference 10) 

ANNEX 12 

Manual landfill operation means execution of landfilling ~vities without the use of 
machinery. This procedure is suitable for small-scale landfill ~eratIon o! ~p !() 30 tonn~/day 
wheremacbinery forlaridfill operation is not availa~Ie..}f_ ca~;ned .ou~ \V~tli p,rOPl1r ,care It ~ 
effectively meet 'the basil! 'requnemerits of a cdnt1'ollea landfilL For thIS purPose, the followmg 
procedures should be followed. 

1. ~Road and Cover Material 
" 

. ,~ .' 

It is assumed that like any normal controlled landfill. an all-weather access road'from the 
nearest road to the landfill has been provided 'and cover material would be stoclc:ed ullfor about a 
week's supply at anyone time near the working'face. The cover material can be excavated on site 
( if available) or transported from an off-site location. 

2. Formation of the First Strip 

The position of the first strip should be defined by pegging two rows of pegs into the 
ground. The height of the first layer shOlild be guided by posts with cross pieces which can be 
used for sighting. The width of the strip should be approximately 6 m at the top with 45-degree 
flank: and the depth should be about 2 m as shown in Figure 1. The formation of the first strip 
would then be used as a guide for the subsequent strips. 

3. Formation of Strips 

The vehicle delivering the solid waste should be reversed to as close to the working face 
(i.e. location where solid waste is deposited for landfilling) as possible to 'reduce the distance over 
which solid waste has to be moved manually. To ensure accessibility especially during rainy 
season. access for the vehicle to the working face can be reinforced by timber. metal sheet or hard
core made of construction waste or other suitable materials. A heavy bumper bar made of timber 
should be placed across the strip at the point where the rear wheels are intended to stop to prevent 
the vehicle from reversing too far. 

The solid waste unloaded by the vehicle should be well placed to form a heap above filling 
level immediately adjacent to the working face. The heap can then be easily dragged down by a 
worker using a three-tine "drag" with a 1.8 to 2 m handle made of light but strong timber as 
shown in Figure 2. Any empty containers such as oil drufllS found in the waste should be filled 
with waste and placed at the toe of the working face to prevent uneven settlement due to voids 
created by them. As the worker has to stand on the waste to operate. proper protective clothing 
and shoes should be provided. A proper facility for cleansing should also be provided at the site. 

The flank: of the strip will be formed by dragging the waste to form a 45-degree slope and 
covered by 0.15 - 0.2 m thickness of cover material. At the end of the day. the working face is 
dragged to form as steep a slope as possible and covered with cover material of the same thickness. 
The steep slope is to avoid wasting cover material. The spreading of cover material can be done by 
shovel and wide garden ralce with short tines. 
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4. Emergency 

An area near the entrance to the landfill next to the landfill access road should be set aside 
for an emergency situation when the working face has temporarily become inaccessible (e.g. when 
a vehicle breaks down or gets stuck on the access track). 

S. Protection 

The completed final strip should be constructed with suitable grade and immediately 
planted with grass and other suitable plants to facilitate drainage by reducing seepage and the 
formation of leachate. 

The working face must be covered with cover material at the end of the day for hygienic 
reasons. No solid waste should be accepted after the working hours. The working hours of the 
landfill should thus be publicized and made known to all users. Ideally. soil should be used for 
cover. However. as cover materials are hard to come by in Pacific island countries. coral sand. 
degraded wastes and material from old landfill can be used. Compost is a good cover material. 
The composting process can be used to generate cover material in cases where cover material is 
very difficult to obtain. 

6. Labour and Cover Material Requirements 

The following labour and cover material requirements have been suggested based on 
experience in developing countries. 

Population Waste Generation In-place Vol. Cover Mat. No. of 
Labourers 

tonnes! dal' cu.mlday cu. m cu.mlday 

20000 10 30 20 4 2 

50000 25 75 50 10 3 

100 000 50 150 100 20 6 
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or railwav sl.epers 

Strip width 6 "...U"; 

onlv one vehicl. at 11- titre 

on ... ~ino,.tace; capacity 
36-40 -/dav. 

CQ,¥Ii'RING MATERIAL. top, a~ .t~,!k5 , / t · ~~. '''s 
First strips: cro •• -section of till 12 $q. m 

cro.s-section of cover '2mx2Oc:ms 2 4 aq. m. 

Ratio by volu~. about 1:6 

, 6m 

~-.:£--r" _>x ____ '. ".-.-
Subsequ~t strips: cro •• -a.etion of ftll 16 &q. m 

cross-section of cover. Smx20cme 1.8 1Iq_ m 

Ratio bv volume. about 1:6 

Figure t Small Manually Operated Landfill 
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~---------------1. S~1on through original aite which Is about two .... _ 
below the lev., of the surrounding ., ... 

~--------------2. A herdcore road ia built from the neerest main t'oed to 
the point where filting is to commence. Orlve in peg. to 
indic8te width of strip to be formed and tn. levelling of filUng 

3. Commence tipping we.t •• at this point. 

The dregs (or ,.,k.sl used for manual 
levelling _'-'Id be f<om 1.8 to 2 
metr .. long. 

Figure 2 Manual Landnll, Formation of First Strip 
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4. The heaps of westes are 'evelled bV a three- tine drag 
(or reke) with a handle about 2 metres long and the flanks 
are formed to an angla of about 45°. Levels and strip 
width are guided by pegs driven earlier. 

5. Every day the levelled wastes and the flanks are covered 
bv between 15 ems and 25 ems of soil. sand. esh or 
comPOsted wastes etc. Daily. or weekly. the working 
face is covered 1:0 form an enclosed cell of wastes. 

6. Always take the vehicle right up to the working flOce to 
avoid dumping westes on cOllered areas. If vehicles sink 
in. extend the hardcore road as far as possible. then use 
railwav sleepers laid transverselv. or steel sheets. to form 
a track over the newlv deposited vvastes. A'W'BVS provide 
a heavy bumper ber et the point whare vehicles unload. 
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